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hE ~ t& tE KIDS 
THE QUARTERLY N.~WSLETIER OF 

KIDS VOTING USA 
WINTER 1994 _I 

AZ Computer Ballotillg Yields 26 Precillct Results ill 12 Millutes 

'(IDS MATCH MAJORITY OF ADULT TALLIES ... 
ALSO, THEY SAID, 'TAX TOBACCO, SPARE 
SOFT DRINI(S & FOOD, FUND EDUCATION!' 

With adults in tote. more than 500.000 
kids went to the polls across the country to 
participate in the 1994 Kids Voting USA 
election program. Nov. 8. Students in 
kindergarten to high school cast their bal
lots just as adults do. 

Kids matched the way of adults in four 
of six Senate races across the country. 
showing a differing view in only two races: 
where adults voted for Republican candi
dates (in Minnesota and Washington). the 
kids elected Democrats. 

In 15 gubernatorial races throughout the 
cuuntry. kids also folluwed the adults' path. 
except in five states (California. Maryland. 
Michigan. Minnesota and South Carolina) 
where they voted for a Republican 

News From the Frollt 

1994 Election 
Day Anecdotes 

In South Carolina. when a Kids 
Voting volunteer explained the ballot 
question (school hond) to a second grad
er. the child looked squarely at the vol
unteer and said. "What if I don't have 60 
million dollars?" In Maryland. a family 
of seven came to a Harford County Kids 
Voting site with video and 35 mm cam
eras to rccord their children voting for 
the first time. A Kids Voting volunteer 
was impressed with this enthusiasm and 
spoke to the parents. The parents men
tioned that they were not yet naturalized 
citizens of America, that they could not 
yet vote in this election. However. they 
were so proud their children could vote 
that they wanted to record this very spe
cial event. In Colorado, Dustin, 6 years 
old, and a first grader at Sanchez 

Continued on page 2 

(Maryland) and 
four Democrats. 

Throughout the 
country. kids who 
went to the polls 
favored a tobacco 
tax (in Arizona 
and Colorado). 

SlIfdclII,\'jrom Kith Voting MilllWl'Otli damor aroulld PreJidl~1It Clill1ol1 duril/g his recellt 
I'isit. AIII(I:.illgly. I/'e pre.~idell1lmlllcht'd his till.\'\ .VJeech acknowledgillg Kids VOling. tlml 

Continued on page 2 lIoled Ihal ifmore .WUdl'IIH wen' illl'O/l'ed wilh Kids VOlillg, I/'t' USA would .I'U (l /00 per
cell1l'otl'r tumoul ifl tht',wr-too-tli.HlIfu-!lI1l1re. 

National Kids Voting Day -
Every State With A Wish ... 

National Kids Voting Day. September 
28. was a terrific success with thousands of 
students participating across the country. 
All but two (Kentucky and Mississippi) of 
the 20 Kids Voting states. plus Washington. 
D.C .. celebrated the day by planting 
WishTrees - real trees on which students 
placed "star cards" which contained their 
wishes for the country. Their hopes and 
desires demonstrated disarming wisdom 
and caring attitudes. 

P/alllillg Seeds for Democracy was the 
day's theme. Trees were planted at schools. 
in public parks. at county courthouses. 
state capitols and city halls. The day cele
brated the achievements of Kids Voting 
and raised the level of awareness of the 
program. 

The representative wishes here are 

those selected by each participming state. 
Alaska I wish we col/ld find all the lost 

children. 
Arizona I wish/or good people in COII

gress. 
Arkansas My wish/or the coulltry is 

for everyone to become somebody instead 
oj a nobody. 

California My wish Jor the country is 
that all children are safe alld loved. 

Colorado I wish/or people 10 stop tear
ing doH''' our Jores1.\· 10 make cities. 

District of Columbia Thomas Jefferson 
said that if a nation expects to he ignorall/ 
allli/ree. it expects what new!' was and 
newr will be. Since we believe that educa
tioll is the key to ending violence, and find
ing a cure for AIDs and COllcer, for WI 

Continued on page 5 



More Election Highlights ... Continued from page 1 

In Washington D.C.. students voted 

overwhelmingly for former Washington. 
D.C. mayor, Ward 8 city councilman 
and Democratic candidate Marion Barry 
(2.385 votes) over his Republican oppo
nent Carol Schwartz (220 votes). This. 
in contrast to the adult tally which saw 
Barry narrowly win by about 3.000 
votes. (More than 1.200 kids' votes were 
cast for "other" mayoral candidates.) Of 
the almost 8.000 students participating 
in the Kids Voting DC pilot program, 
3,751 cast ballots at official polling 
sites. accompanied by parents or 
guardian. The students attend DC Public 
Schools and live in the Capitol Hill 
neighborhood. 

Kids in California voted in contrast 
to the adult vote in the governor's race 
and Proposition 187. Students "elected" 
Kathleen Brown; Pete Wilson trailed by 
6.698 votes. Proposition 187 went down 
with the kids by a margin of 3.367 votes. 
In the California senate race, students 
followed the adult vote. narrowly favor
ing incumbent Diane Feinstein: Michael 
Huffington trailed by 1,529 votes. 

Students participating in Kids Voting 
California live in San Jose and 
Sacramento: 26,682 students went to 
official polling sites to votc. 

In Florida. students voted as the 

adults did and re-elected Gov. Lawton 
Chiles with 57.684 votes. Republican 
candidate Jeb Bush was defeated with 

47.595 votes. More than 100.000 stu
dents voted in Kids Voting Florida. 

In Texas, the small Kids Voting 

Texas program in Plainview gave a 
thumbs up, as the adults did, to 
Republican gubernatorial challenger 
George W. Bush with 999 votes versus 
the 651 votes cast for Democratic Gov. 
Ann Richards. 

In Tennessee. kids matched the 

adults. voting for Republican candidates 
in both the governor and senate races. 
With 27,500 students casting ballots, 
13.758 voted for Republican Don 
Sundquist for governor: 12.255 votes 
were cast for Democrat Phil Bredcsen. 
In the senate race. Democratic incum
bent Sen. Jim Sasser was soundly 
defeated with 9,791: Republican senate 

candidate Bill Frist won with 14.271 
votes. 

Minnesota kids voted differently 
than adults. and would have elected 
Democratic senate candidate Ann Wynia 
with 3.140 votes versus Rod Grams with 
2.451 votes. In the Minnesota governor's 
race. the kids showed an independent 
streak again. narrowly "electing" 
Democrat John Marty with 2.800 votes 
versus 2.727 votes for Republican Arne 
Carlson whom the adults elected. 

In Arizona, with 133.345 ballots 

counted. kids mirrored the adults and re
elected Republican Gov. Fife Symington 
over strong Democratic challenger Eddie 
Basha. Arizona also experimented with 
computer balloting in 26 precincts. 
sponsored by the Intel Corporation. 
Results were available in 12 minutes! 

Arizona kids also passed a tobacco tax 
42.024 to 37.446. 

Colorado students overwhelmingly 

"re-elected" Democratic Gov. Roy 
Romer (6.024) over Bruce Benson 
(1.559). They also voted for the tobacco 
tax by a wide margin: 4.705 to 2.722. 

Kids Voting USA Presents Its Message 
Kids Voting USA has shared its message in recent months with major organizations throughout the country 
addressing groups such as: .:. National Council for the Social Studies .:. National Association of Business 

PACs .:. Elections Committee of the American Bar Association .:. Pacific Northwest Newspaper Association. 

The Kids Voting USA Network rakes time for 1I well-desen'ed moment of celebratiOlI at the recel/t 
"/994-IIl-Review" Conferellce, December 2 & 3, ill Phoenix. 1994 was a long. arduous yearfor 
these program "piol/eers" who saw to the accomplishmel/ts al/d successes that are 1//ol'il/g the organi
zatioll into the future. The group, representillg 20 states, the District of Columbia ami the USA staff, 
reflects America's grassroots. They closed the year at the conference by sharing critiques and ideas 
for the 1995 and 1996 project years. These t/"(lilblazers already (/re preparing for sftlte expansion amI 
mally local elecliollS ill 1995. 

Anecdotes 
Continued from page 1 

Elementary School. was so excited to cast 
his first ballot that he couldn't sleep at all 
the night before. In Alaska. a second grad
er said to a volunteer poll worker. "Thank 
you for the pleasure of voting today~" In 
Arkansas. a student voter queried: "Can 
we do this everyday?" And. a volunteer 
offered. "To be able to see voting through 
the eyes of a child was a great experience." 
In Minnesota. a high school girl brought 
her mother to the polls to register and vote 
for the first time and admonished. "Forty
six years old and she's never voted!" 

Watch for the next issue of the 
Kids Voting USA newsletter for 
highlights of post -1 994 election 
research! 



A Colorado slll
dellt frolll AI/rora 7 
Elemcll/{lI:\' School 

ill HOl/lder places 
hcr I\'ish 01/ the 

Wish Tree, 

\ 

Dikembe Mutombo, 
NBA Delll'er 
Nllggets Star (/1/d 
the day's h(mort~d 
gllest. n~turns to 
Washingtoll, D.C.. 
the city of his 
G('orgl'/oU'n 
Ulli\'ersity basket
bal/ days. alld 
addresses the 
crol\'d of more thall 
500 student.", 

Cclehmlioll (lwl sOllg rakl~" seriol/sly Oil NaliO/wl 
Kids Voring Day ill Washingtol1. D,C. 

Kids/mill Kids Voti"g Clllijomill ill Sail jose dig ill with 
shm'els a/Illost bigger them they are and celebrate the day 

by pitchillg ill! 

Hallg that wish for thc Imrld to see.' 
A yOllllg boy fum!;s his wish 01/ thc 

WishTrce aftcr reciting it to the 
crowd of 500 onlookers. 

The scene at the podium on Nario/lal Kids Voting DaY;'1 Washington, D.C. 
Assistallt Superilltendelll Marilyn Browli addresses the crowd. Sealed from 

h1i: hOllored guest Dikelllbc MlllOlIlho. Kids Voting USA Presidelll (lnd 
CEO Marilyn Em/l.\': KMs VOling DC Chairman Al Gallmoll. 

Photos COU!1esy Boulder Daily Camera. DC Public Schools. Creative Overload. Detroit Edison. Cabot Star-Herald. Lexington Herald-Leader. Photo Benko, 



·<ids Voting USA Leadership 
Honorary Board 
Walter Cronkite, CBS, Inc. 

William Friday, University of North Carolina 
Senator Barry M. Goldwater 
Rev. Theodore Hesburgh. Notre Dame 

Barbara Jordan. LHJ School of Puhlic Affairs 

Madeleine Kunin. U.S. Dept. of Edllcation 

Bill Moyers. Public Affairs Television. Inc. 
J. W. Peltason. University of CaftJomia 
Roberto Suarez. Mi(/mi Herald 

Advisory CommiUee 
Larry Charles. Senior Vice President 
Hill alld Knowltoll 

Lee Guillar. Vice President 
Hearst Corporation 

Barhara Morris-Lent. Vice President 
Federal Relations. NYNEX 

Carleton Rosenburgh. Sf. Vice President 
Newspaper Division. Gannett CompallY 

James Schwaninger. Vice President & Dir.. 
Govemmellf Relatiolls, JC Pel1lley Co. 

Richard Snell. President & CEO. 
Pinnacle West Capital Corporation 

James Spaniolo. Vice Presidenl & Secretary 
Jolin S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Jay Suher. Vice President News Features 
CNN 
Louis "Chip" Wei I III, Publisher & CEO 
PllOenix Newspapers Incorporated 

Ron Williams. General Manager 
Military Dirisiofl, Intel Corporatioll 

Founders 
R.R. "Bob" Evans , 
Max Jennings 
Charles A. Wahlheim 

Board of Directors 
Officers: 
Dr. Thomas R. Horton. Chair 
Marilyn Evans. President & CEO 
Jinx Patterson. Vice Chair 
Max Jennings. Secretaryrrreasurer 

Members: 
Dr. Eddie Brown. Director 
TollO/lO O'dhalll Social Sen'ices 
Susan S. Clark. Director 
nle Center jor Civic Literacy 
Dr. Lattie Coor. President 
Arizona State University 
0, Mark DeMichele. CEO 
Arizona Public Sen'ice Co. 
Honorable Lee Ann Elliolt 

. Washington. D. C. 
R.R. "Bob" Evans. Owner 
Emlls Managelllellf Co. 
Dr. Kathleen Jamieson. Dean 
Annenberg School of COlllmunication 
Dr. Aguslin Orci. Superintendenl 
Northside Independent School District 
Mike Peters. Editorial Clrtoonist 
Dayton Daily News 

Trabian Shorters 
National Urha/1 Coalitio/l 
Richard Snell. President and CEO 
Pinnacle West Capital Corporation 
Jay Suber. Vice President News Features 
CNN 
Jo Uehara. Assoc. Nalional Executive DircclOr 
YWCA of 'he USA 
Charles A. Wahlheim. President 
Joe Woods Del'C!opmellf 

State Chairpersons 
Keith Burke. Kids Voring Alaska 
Nick Balich. Kids Voting Arizona 
Shelly Moran. Kids VOling Arkansas 
Steve Trolinger. Kids Votillg Arkallsas 
Estelle Sallzman. Kids Votillg Califorllia 
Miller Hudson. Kids Voting Colorado 
Re\,. Al Gallmon. Kid.\' Voting District (JjColambia 
Dante FascdL Kids Voting Florida 
Charles E. Richardson. Kids Voting Georgia 
Jim Maag. Kids Voting Ka/lsas 
Lewis Owens. Kids Votillg Kelltllcky 
Edward Crooke. Kids Voting Mary/and 
S. Martin Taylor. Kids Votillg Michigall 
Don Bye. Kids Votillg MillllCsota 
Roland Weeks. Kids Votillg Mississippi 
Carla DuPuy. Kids Voting North Camlina 
Dudley P. Kircher. Kids Votillg Ohio 
Doris Ponitz. Kids Voting Ohio 
Vernie Dove. Kids Voting SOl/th Carolina 
Craig Wells. Kids Voting South Dakota 
Bruce Anderson. Kids Voting Tenllessee 
Rollie Hyde. Kids Voting Texas 
Wcs Phillips, Kids Voting Washington 

============~==========================================i-

398 South Mill Avenue 
Suite 304 

Tempe, AZ 85281 

Kids Voting USA Thanks Its 1994 Sponsors 
Major Spollsor 
John S. and James L. Knighl Foundation 
Spollsors 
Alamo Rent A Car. Inc. 
America West Airlines 
Audio Visual Magic 
Benton Properties 
Communication Skills 
The Cox Foundation 
Deloitte & Touche 
Ford Motor Company Fund 
Henry & Horne 
William Randolph Hearst 

Foundation 
Inlel Foundation 
International Business 

Machines (IBM) 

JC Penney Company 
The Joyce Foundation 
KPNX Broadcasting Company 
KnightMRidder. Inc. 
Luce Press Clippings 
The National Diffusion Network 
O'Connor Cavanagh 
Pointe Hilton Resorts 
The Public Welfare Foundalion 
Rusenbaum & Associates 
Salt River Project 
Turner Bmadcasting System, Inc. 

JEFF FISCHER 
CHIEF OF STAFF 
INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION 
ELECTORAL SYSTEMS 
1620 I STREET NW 
SUITE #611 
WASHINGTON DC 20006 

FOR 



Voting Colorado 
participant at Eisenhower 
Elementary School ,\'ho\\'s 
(~fJ her bal/ot. 

Ith, the secret bal/ot! And i1/ SOllth 
Carolil/a, Kids Votillg participants 
took this quite seriollsly, 

Phillip Watkins shon's off the 
buttoll he received after voting 

at the polls at Johnson 
Elementary School ill Kmllucky. 

Michael 
PaJchesko, 

Detroit Edison 
regiollalmall

ager and rollll/
teer Kids Voting 

precinct cap-
tain, looks (wer 

the little ones (IS 

they complete 
their baJ/oting 

in Inkster, 
Michigall 

Claudia Kitchens, Kids Voting Florida execllti\'e 
director, (lssists Somya Molina and Erick Rodriqu(!,\', 

kindergarten sllIdents at Kensington Park Elementary 
School, Miami, as they cast their bal/otsfor gm'enlOr. 

\ 

San Jose Sharks hockey team mascot S.J, Sharkie "revs up" 
tJlOu,wlllds ofstudellfs at "KidsVelltiof/," (/ major political rallyfol' youth. 

Young (l1Il/ old participate at the Kids 
Voting area of (II/ official voteI' praincf 
ill the tOWII of Enumclaw. 

Photos courtesy Photo Benko, the Lexington Herald-Leader, Cabot Star-Herald, Creative Overbad. Jack Rendulich. 



A remote eskimo village immersed in 
Kids Voting ... A seminar to expose Russians 
to experiential and cooperative learning. 
Fresh discoveries and new lessons were 
learned during a trip to observe Kids Voting 
Alaska in action. 

The Trip to Minto. It was a once-in-a-Iife
time experience. eventful and fulfilling, said 
Marlene Tolman. Kids Voting USA programs 
director. The eskimo village of Minto in the 
Alaskan bush is a one-schoolhouse town. 
Marlene traveled there with Sandy McClintock. 
executive director. Kids Voting Alaska. 

"Here we are, out in a very remote area. and 
this tiny school had displayed Kids Voting mate
rials all over the walls," Tolman said. "Pictures 
of candidates were displayed as well as those of 
bush leaders from the past. Painted scenes of the 
surrounding countryside were intenningled with 
other Kids Voting materials. too. 

"It was a testament to the relevance of Kids 
Voting - the curriculum and the program itself. 
Minto had absorbed Kids Voting. How reward
ing that Kids Voting tmnscended the culture. It 
had become so recognizable in the community." 

In fact, while visiting the nearby lodge 
which served as the village's community cen
ter where the elders spend much of their day, 

the locals already knew about Kids Voting 
and talked about how students would be at 
the village's one polling site on election day. 

Astonishing. too. was the discovery that 
the Minto school's Kids Voting coordinator 
had done his student teaching in Scottsdale. 
Arizona. where he had learned about the pro
gram years before! 

Seminar for Russians. Back in 
Fairbanks. 11 Russian educators awaited 
Marlene who led a seminar on cooperative 
and experiential learning methods discovered 
by the Russians through their exposure to the 
Kids Voting USA® Curriculum. The group 
had traveled from Siberia to observe democ-

National Kids Voting Day - Every State With A Wish 
Continued from page 1 

informed, educated and caring nation. 
Florida M.v wish/or America is to stop 

the violence that is going OIl ill America 
such as rapes, child ahuse and murden. 
America used to be a clean afl(1 peace/ltl 
place. 

Georgia M,v wish for the country is to 
Olll.\! have peace and never wars; to have 
jobs for everybody and to have rules 
against hurting the envirOllmellf. 

Kansas I wish that people would stop 
fighting and all be friends. 

Kentucky I wish that kids could vote 
for the president because I think that our 
opinion is just ll.\' important as eVe!}'01W 
ehe's. 

Maryland I wish that the Presidefll lind 
Congren' would remember that it is still 
"We, the People. " 

Michigan I wish the street people could 
get an educatioll so that they could get 
jobs. 

l\1lnnesota I wish that there \voltld be a 
cure for cancer. 

Mississippi I wish that Congress would 
stop spending money that the)' dOlI't have 
so we cml decrease the national debt. We 
can't do that, so why call they? 

North Carolina I wish all the bad peo
ple in the counrry would film 10 good; I 
wish I could leave my door unlocked; I 
wish that everyone in our coullIry could 
feel safe in their homes. 

Ohio My wish/or the count!}' is that all 
children would have a mom and dad who 
love,\' and cares for them. I do, and I kllow 
how milch it meall.\' to me. 

South Carolina My wish is that there 
would Ilot be allY killing and 110 more 
stealing becallse myfriend got kidnapped. 
She was 10 years old. When I heard she 
got killed, I cried. 

South Dakota My wish isfor no more 
violence on TV and to shut dowlZ all casi
nos in the world. 

Tennessee My wishfor the <-'Oll1ltr), is to 
stop all the violence all acro,\',\' the United 
States of Americafrom the east coast to the 
west coast. I love my coumry. 

Texas I wish til;,\' coumr)' wouldjind Olit 
a way to stop disre.\pecting the United 
States with violence and instead think abow 
things that are really importaflf to liS, 

Washington I wish there would be 110 

more prejudice and that people would not 
mess with other people. 

ratic elections in nearby Alaska and to learn 
more about Kids Voting. Among the group 
were teachers. administrators. a teachers' 
union representative and a Moscow-based 
editor of a teachers' pUhlication. 

The program was funded by the American 
Russian Center at the University of Alaska. 
Anchorage. through a grant to Alice 
Eichelberger, who is spearheading the 
Yakutsk [Siberia[ Student Voter Training 
Project. 

The group was overwhelmed and elated to 
hear the philosophy of Kids Voting. a pro
gram strongly rooted in democracy. with the 
message that each individual's participation is 
vital. It challenged them culturally and 
socially. 

As one Russian participant said. the 
democratic Kids Voting message and method 
would challenge the Russian system for years 
to come. He likened it to a broken car. You 
replace one piece. yet it doesn't mean you've 
fixed the car. 

They agreed Kids Voting would have a 
promising affect on Russian youth, their 
country's future leaders. 

Kids Voting is Hot News 
Kids Voting USA has worked for a 

tremendous level of recognition in 1994. an 
off-year election effol1. It is a high priority 
and an important accomplishment to support 
ongoing fundraising effolts. 

The Kids Voting USA oftice leads this 
vast effort on a national level. The Kids 
Voting state projects carry the banner mes
sage to state and local news media. 

More Than 154 Million Consumer 
Impressions!* This figure represents print 
news media only. 

National Print Highlights: Parade mag
azine. USA Today, Kids Today, Parellls mag
azine, Parelllillg magazine. and Family Fltn. 

National Television Highlights: The 
Today show (Willard Scott mentioned 
Kids Voting USA). CNN's Illside Politics. 
(with premier news anchors Bemard Shaw 
and Judy Woodruff), NBA Illside Stuff 
(with National Kids Voting Day's honored 
guest. Denver Nuggets superstar Dikembe 
Mutombo). and Not Just News, FOX-TV's 
popular children's show. 

National Radio Highlights: CBS 
Radio Network. MlIlltal Broadcasting. 
System. UPI Radio. BBC Broadcasting. 
and IlldepelldelZl BroadcasTers Network. 

*Thi~ figure represents print new~ only. Telcvi~ion pro
grOlms sllch as NBC's T(xlay and eNN\ ln~idc l'()litic~ have 
viewer~ of morc than 5 ml11ion. Radio program li~tener.. abo 
would bO(l~! thb ligurc considemhly. 

*BOl\cd on a !1I!0l] circulati(ln nf90.722,67:s. 
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KIDS VOTING USA 
FACT SHEET 

KIDS VOTING is a program, piloted statewide in Arizona in 1990, designed to 
boost voter participation among adults and instill lifelong voting habits in 
school-age children. Because of its success in Arizona and the interest across 
the country, KIDS VOTING projects are being implemented in 11 states for the 
1992 Presidential Election. 

The program features specially designed curriculum tailored to grades 
Kindergarten through 12 and culminates with children accompanying their 
parents to the polls on election day and voting alongside them. 

I. 

n. 

GOALS 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Teach school-age children the meaning of democracy and its 
corresponding responsibilities. 

Stimulate political awareness among school-age children and 
their parents. 

Increase the likelihood that today's children will vote when they 
become adults. 

Increase voter turnout among adult voters, immediately. 
, 

Implement KIDS VOTING programs in every state by the turn 
of the century. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

A 

B. 

c. 

The 1990 KIDS VOTING statewide project successfully involved 
through the use of the curriculum more than 700,000 students 
and 17,500 teachers from nearly every community in Arizona. 

State and county election officials have indicated that KIDS 
VOTING increased registration statewide, e.g. 21,000 adults 
registered on KIDS VOTING REGISTRATION DAY at 
McDonald's restaurants throughout Arizona. 

On November 6, 1990, more than 131,000 students, the majority 
accompanied by their parents, ''voted'' on a special ballot in their 
neighborhood polling place. 



r 

D. Corporate sponsors provided more than $800,000 in grants and inkind services. Arizona 
Public Service was the major sponsor; Valley National Bank, East Valley Partnership and 
Cox Arizona Publications were the charter sponsors. 

E. More than 10,000 volunteers contributed to the implementation of the project, the majority 
assisting students in the polls on election day. 

F. Arizona's registered voters overwhelmingly accept the program: 92% feel favorably about 
KIDS VOTING, 96% of those with children want the program at their schools, 77% 
indicated that the program encouraged political discussion at home, 6% state that they voted 
because of the project, and 3% state KIDS VOTING was the ~ reason they voted. 

G. Of 116 school district superintendents surveyed, 92% had an overall favorable impression 
of the program, 100% believed the program increased student knowledge of elections, 69% 
indicated KIDS VOTING increased parental involvement in the schools, 94% thought the 
program should be expanded to other schools, and 98% rated the K-8 curriculum as 
excellent or good. 

H. U.S. and state legislators, the Governor and Secretary of State of Arizona, and local officials 
gave KIDS VOTING bipartisan support. 

I. Congressmen, senators, state legislators, secretaries of state and many others from every 
state have requested information about starting a KIDS VOTING project in their home 
states. 

III. KIDS VOTING USA IN 1992 AND BEYOND 

A KIDS VOTING USA will assist eleven projects for the 1992 Presidential Election. The 
states with projects in 1992 are: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, 
Georgia, Kansas, North Carolina, Ohio, South Dakota, and Tennessee. These projects 
will involve 1.3 million students, more than 33,000 teachers and 20,000 volunteers. 

B. KIDS VOTING USA will assist these projects in expanding statewide in 1994 as well as 
adding more pilot projects. It is the goal of KIDS VOTING USA to have projects in 
every state by the tum of the century. 

C. KIDS VOTING USA plans to assist projects in New York City, Lexington, Kentucky and 
other communities in 1993. 

D. KIDS VOTING USA is supported by the Knight Foundation, Knight-Ridder, Inc., 
America West Airlines, Nelson-Ralston-Robb Communications, and several other 
corporations. 

KIDS VOTING USA needs your support and enthusiasm. For more information call the KIDS 
VOTING USA HEADQUARTERS--(602)-921-3727. Remember to vote on November 3rd. 
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CRITERIA FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF KIDS vOTING 
Accepted by Executive Committee - May 15, 1991 
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Educate students regarding the rights and responsibilities of voting, 
and stimulate critical thinking skills necessary for making gopd 
judgments as voters. 
Stimulate additional adult participation in voting. 

Grades K-12 must be included. 

.... o.-u.;....,. . '_. I 

The Kids Voting curriculum will be utilized as core curriculum, including 
the information sections, teacher background and objectives. Regional 
changes will need to occur to conform to state and local laws. Other 
alterations may occur but must be approved by the Kids Voting U.S.A 
board. Additional activities may be utilized. 
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Elementary and middle or junior high school students must be 
accompanied to the polls by the parent or guardian; high school students 
may vote at the polls unaccompanied by an adult 

Votes must be tabulated per candidate and issue, and per each region, as 
possible. 
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9. 

Community involvement through volunteerism for development and 
implementation is mandatory . 

Kids Voting name and logo must be used on all materials. 

Research will occur after program implementation,incorporating the 
following standards: 

The licensee will be required to provide the following research. The 
methodologies and questionnaires for the research must be approved by Kids 
Voting U. S. A 

1. 

2 

3. 

A statistically reliable random sample of all people eligible to vote in the 
geopolitical areas served by the licensing program. A pre test is desirable 
but a post-test, within two weeks after the election is required. All 
research is to be conducted at the .05 level of significance. 

A statistically reliable random sample of children with parents in the 
licensing program to be conducted within two weeks after the election. 

A statistically valid sample of teachers and students in each grade level. 

The data files granted by the research are to be available on ASCII Discs for 
compatibility with other Kids Voting jurisdictions. 
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. ':XiU'O:" " . • Initiati~g a Kids Voti~g ~r.oject ,. "-":.}~\ 
~ . Kids V~ting in 1992 will occur in eleven states only, including Alaska, Arizona, Califo;ci~'" ~,;; . -J 

Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, North Carolina, Ohio, South Dakota and Tennessee .. ~:·;F';: 
For 1993 and 1994, other communities and states will be included. The following ::~i:, 
information relates the general sequence of events for initiating a project in a new area. . . 

"t ') . 1" _ ..... , . . _~t:~.l 
,i"Dl .. O.c(. ':"<_4~j ,". ' "..~ .... 

: 't)t1'! .;.l.;,;rp Form a steering committee of civic activists, including representatives of business, .... ~:::' 
. media organizations, education (public, private and higher education), elected .... ,~ 

,tl officials (with partisan balance) and election professionals. "',~:.:; 

2. ;:! If the steering committee agrees to pursue planning of a Kids Voting project, review 
the Criteria for Implementation, the standard aspects of the Kids Voting USA 

!,,;,;l'.;·!·': • '~.~ . program, related to the licensing agreement. 
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..• ~r!)' ·3. If the steering committee agrees to the Kids Voting criteria for implementation, ...... " 
j J.:J ;,'i,'i ;'. contact Kids Voting USA for further information about the potential of a program ,.~:::~ 

for 1993 or 1994. A licensed program receives implementation manuals, curriculum ....... , 
for all grades (1300 pages), and on-site consulting; the licensed organization becomes ' .. :,::;: 

~d,i ;oli\.'·," a member of Kids Voting USA, a national association of all licensed programs. (A . '., .... , 
.',.. Ii . ". . d) '., ... !:,,,:. 

:JrS~i~J~h~.·;;.:;:"":d censmg lee ~ assOCIate • . "'·,·.1't' ":'if.-;' . . . ",--r ... ", 
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4. Steps after licensure: 
?i.r·~fl,;~u~:r.·~ .:ro 

A 

B. 

D. 

E. 

. . 

Decide size of program, the number of children to be included. The current 
pilot projects range from 10,000 to 150,000 students. Considerations: 

1. Cost will be about $1.50 per child, about 35% raised in cash and the 
remainder inkind (e.g. printing). 

2. It will be much easier to include an entire school district for political 
and logistical reasons. If only a portion of a district will be involved, 
the schools must have contiguous boundaries due to the complication 
of election day logistics. 

3. Choosing an area or areas that are representative of the community, 
county or state will facilitate the project's ability to expand to a larger 
area or statewide. 

Meet with school district administrators and elected board members to 
stimulate interest and support. 

Form a fund raising committee. 

Consider hiring a part-time or full time staff member to develop plans for 
implementation and begin coordination with individuals and groups in the 
community. -... 

Gain support from media organizations to notify the community of the 
possibility of a Kids Voting project . 
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MEMORANDUM 

August 4, 1992 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJ: 

Attendees of the Council on State Governments 
Conference 

Marilyn Evans, President & Executive Director 
Kids Voting USA 

KIDS VOTING USA 

Kids Voting USA regrets our inability to attend you conference. We 
are, however, anxious to let you know about Kids Voting USA. 
Enclosed please find a fact sheet, criteria for implementation, 
guidelines for initiating a program, a brochure and a recent newsletter 
for Kids Voting USA. 

Kids Voting USA will be assisting eleven states with projects for the 
[992 Presidential election. These projects include 1.3 million students, 
38,000 teachers and 25,000 volunteers. Overall, Kids Voting projects 
will raise $2 million from the private sector for the 1992 election. 

We are currently planning for 1993 and 1994 and hope to have 
projects in every state by the turn of the century. If you would [ike 
information on starting a Kids Voting program in your community, 
please call our office (602) 92[-3727. 

On behalf of Kids Voting USA, good luck with your election 
responsibilities in 1992. 

398 South Mill Avenue • Suite 304 
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o 50% of eligible citizens do not vote in presiden-

tial elections. 
o 60% do not vote in congressional elections. 
o 70% do not participate in local elections. 
o 85% of eligible young adults between ages 18 

and 24 did not vote in the 1988 elections. 
Only about half of all eligible voters cast a ballot 

in 1988, compared to a 63% voter turnout in 1960. 
In Arizona, voter apathy is even greater. The state 

ranked 36th in the nation in voter turnout in the 
1988 election. Mayors, city council and school board 
members are elected by a "mandate" of 8% or less. 

These statistics are disturbing But something is 
being done about it. 

That something is KIDS VOTING. 

'ii'1lil@ IPIi'07l@ ©~~Ilil 
While fishing in Costa Rica, three Arizona busi

nessmen caught more than they expected. They 
learned that Costa Rica, a stable democracy in Cen
tral America, has a voter turnout of 80-90 percent, 
the highest of any democratic country. 

The reason: For more than 40 years, the children 
of Costa Rica have gone with their parents to the 
voting booths. Costa Ricans feel their democracy is 
safe because their children are exposed to the election 
process at an early age. 

The Arizona fishermen became convinced that 
Arizona's youth and citizens would benefit from a pro
gram that encourages children and parents to go to 
the election polls together. KIDS VOTING became 
the "prize catch." 

Since then, a program has developed. The first 
KIDS VOTING pilot project took place in 1988. It 
now meets these objectives: 

o Educate children about the rights and responsi
bilities of citizens. 

o Create lifetime voters for tomorrow. 
o Increase voter turnout among parents in elec

tions today. 

IY::. lW~fIDli1l ~@Ii' ~ ®®® fIDli1l(Q] 1ID@~@Ii1l(Q] 
The 1990 project will be bigger and better. With 

the help of Arizona Public Service Co., a major 
contributor in the 1990 project, KIDS VOTING will 

. go statewide. 
State and county boards for KIDS VOTING are 

spearheading the project on local and statewide levels. 
Their efforts are helping 15,000 teachers bring the 
KIDS VOTING project to more than 500,000 stu
dents in grades K-12. These students are among the 
thousands who will go to the polls with their parents 
on election day, November 6. To help them cast 
simulated ballots, more than 12,000 volunteers will be 
working in 1,900 precincts across the state. 

The program is catching on in other states as well. 
Congressmen, senators and state legislators, from 
many States, have requested information about pilot
ing a KIDS VOTING project in their areas. Imple
menting KIDS VOTING nationwide is our next 
major goal. 

The outstanding corporate sponsorship of Arizona 
Public Service Co., and many community volunteers 
and educators create a special enthusiasm for this 
project. KIDS VOTING is an opportunity to reverse 
the cycle of decreasing voter turnout and voter 
apathy. Arizona's children are tomorrow's responsible 
voters. And KIDS VOTING is encouraging parents to 
vote in elections today. 

We need the enthusiastic support of interested 
citizens to continue to make KIDS VOTING a suc
cess. Please join us in our efforts. It's for the sake of 
democracv. 
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More than 30,000 students, grades 3-12, living in 

65 precincts and six school districts in the Metro 
Phoenix area, took part in the 1988 pilot project. It 
was the beginning of KIDS VOTING. 

Educators designed classroom materials to suit 
various grade levels. Then teachers taught children 
about American politics, candidates and issues. The 
fun included "registering" to vote. 

In the 1988 general election, 6,755 children went 
with their parents to the polls. State legislation had 
allowed children to enter the polling place, so they 
too could cast their "ballots" in a simulated election. 
Voting became a family affair. 

Corporate sponsors and more than 550 volunteers 
made all of this possible. Valley National Bank, Cox 
Arizona Publications and East Valley Partnership be· 
came the charter sponsors. 

&:. (Q]@©lllIlJiJD@liilfi@(Q] ~1llI©©@~ 
KIDS VOTING was a success in 1988. Voter 

turnout in the 65 KIDS VOTING precincts was 3% 
higher than state and county election turnouts. 

"A 3 percent increase in voter turnout is signifi. 
cant," said Dr. Bruce Merrill, director of the Media 
Research Program at the Walter Cronkite School of 
Journalism and Telecommunications, Arizona State 
University. "Had the program been county wide, 
almost 20,000 additional voters would have partici· 
pated. Statewide, it would have been over 32,000." 

Dr. Merrill conducted an evaluation survey after 
the 1988 general election. Here are the results: 

o About! JOO to 1,500 more voters went to the 
polls in the targeted area; 

o 8% of the parents who voted said they voted 
because of KIDS VOTING; 

o 93% of parents said their children became more 
informed about politiCS and 86% said the pro· 
gram stimulated political discussions at home; 

o 82% of children said they were more informed 
about political issues and 78% said the program 
would help them become lifelong voters; 

o Nearly all of the parents, teachers and children 
said KIDS VOTING was a worthwhile project 
and should be expanded statewide. 

~~ ~ [?j@Ii'©@liilfi DlJiJD[?j@!i'fi<IDIiiln&' 
President Kennedy in 1960, President Nixon in 

1968, and President Carter in 1976 were all elected 
with less than a 3 percent margin. A 5 percent 
increase in state and local elections can make a 
significant difference. And children who take part in 
KIDS VOTING and who are tomorrow's voters, may 
increase turnout by many more percentage points. 

KIDSVOTlNG 
604 We" McKellips Road 

Mesa, Arizona 85Z01 
969-5046 

Marilyn Hawker 
Executive Direccof 

KIDS 
OTING 

~===========~===== •. 
ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 
A MAJOR CONTRIBUTING SPONSOR 

Protecting Our 
Democracy Today 

& Tomorrow 
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Dear Educator; 

Attached are goals, objectives, suggested activities and background information for a 
project called Kids Voting™. 

The Kids Voting TM project goals are: 

1) Teach school age children the rights and responsibilities of being 
informed voters. 

2) Teach school age children the mechanics of the election process. 

3) Increase the likelihood that today's children will become lifetime voters. 

4) Increase adult voter turnout. 

After completing this unit of study on elections and voting, students will be encouraged to 
vote with their parents on November 6, 1990. Special Arizona legislation has been passed 
to allow students in the polling places for simulated elections. The results of the Kids 
VotingTM will be tabulated and published by the media. 

Because of the sensitivity attached to the discussion of politics in the schools, we 
encourage you to strive to maintain political balance in your classroom when using this 
curriculum. 

We hope you and your students enjoy being a part of Kids Voting™. Your suppon and 
cooperation are appreciated. 

The Kids VotingTM Curriculum Committee 



Credit for the curriculum is extended to the following persons: 

-
TlIIX Patterson • Curriculum Coordinator 

-
Chandler Unified School District 

Dr. James Perry. Superintendent 
Susan Eissinger. Elementary School Chairperson 
Barbara Gudis, Elementary School Chairperson 

Bernadine Lester. K through 2 
Carla Cantrell, Teacher 
Diane Johnson. Teacher 
Terry Willjams. Teacher 

-
Gilben Unified School District: 

Dr. Walter Delecki. Superintendent 
Connie Honaker. Junior High Chairperson 

Wendy ArringtOn, Teacher 
Brian Burke, Teacher 

Vicky Skousen, Teacher -
Kyreen Elementary School District: 

Dr. Carolyn Downey. Superintendent 
Rick Moffet, Elementary School Chairperson 

-
Mesa U nifled School District: 

Dr. James Zaharis. Superintendent 
Jean Hamlin. Senior High Chairperson 

Rozann Beatty. Teacher 
Craig Cummins. Teacher 
Melissa Gambill, Teacher 
Joyce Godfrey. Teacher 
Laurie Hoffman. Teacher 

Jesse Parker. Teacher 
Buck Pope. Teacher 

Carol Sammans, Teacher 
Dutch Schedler. Teacher 
Terry Tarkoff. Teacher 

Kathleen Victorian· Technical Assistance 

• 

• 
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Tempe Elementary School District: 

Dr. Ralph Goida, Superintendent 
Bob Cleckner. Junior High Chairperson 

Patricia Cuendet, Teacher 
Cindy Johnson. Teacher 

Janet Martin. Teacher 
Vicki McGaw. Teacher 

Michelle Munoz. Teacher 
Ellen Salveson. Teacher 
Gary Wactuch. Teacher 

Tempe Union High School: 

Dr. Thomas Parker. Superintendent 
Dr. Richard Riley. Senior High Chairperson 

League of Women Voters Education Fund 

Arizona Department of Education 

Marilyn Hawker. President & Executive Director 
Dana Hunton. Administrator 

(602) 969-5046 
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INFORMATION 

CHAIRPERSON: 

JEAN HAMLIN 
MESA UNIFIED DISTRICf 

DEVELOPERS: 

Rozann Beatty - Mesa High School 
Craig Cummins - Westwood High School 

Melissa Gambill - Red Mountain High School 
Joyce Godfrey - Dobson High School 

Laurie Hoffman - Hendrix Junior High School 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: 

Darlene McCall 

1l:i1990 by Kids VOling. Inc. 

All rig his reserved. No pari of Ihis book may be 
reproduced in any form or by any means. wilhoul 
permission in wrin'ng from lhe publisher. 

11 
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ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY 
A MAJOR CONTRIBUTING S'ONSOR 

In 1988 the idea for Kids VotingTM came from Board Chairman R. R. "Bob" Evans, 
Charles Wahlheim both of the East Valley Partnership, and Max Jennings of the Tribune 
Newspapers of Chandler, Mesa and Tempe. During a fishing trip to Costa Rica, they 
observed the exceptional involvement of Costa Ricans in the election process. They 
leamed about the factors contributing to the very high voter turnout in that fine democratic 
country. The trio returned to Arizona and created a similar program, Kids VotingTM. 
Donna Green, past president of the Mesa Unified School District, was named general 
coordinator for the successful 1988 Pilot Project. 

The objectives of Kids Voting™ are to develop the habit of voting in today's generation 
of students and encourage their parents to vote in current elections. 

Kids Voting™ gives students in grades Kindergarten through 12th grades the 
opportunity to study an enriched curriculum about the rights and responsibilities of voting. 

On general election day every two years the students experience political expression 
firsthand: they are allowed to go to the neighborhood polling place with their parents or 
guardians on election day and vote on a Kids Voting™ ballot. 

In 1990 Arizona Public Service became the major sponsor, allowing Kids VotingTM to 
become a statewide project. Marilyn Hawker, President and Executive Director, leads the 
effort for Kids Voting™ for Arizona and potentially for the nation. 

With the very able leadership of Board Member Jinx Patterson, a committee of 
educators from the six school districts used their professional talents to write the curriculum 
in 1988 and provide revisions for 1990. 

~I990 by Kids, Voting. Inc. 

All rights reseryed. No part of this book may be 
reproduced in any form or by any means. without 
permission in writing from the publisher. 
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PART ONE 
GOAL I 

9.1 - Factors that innuence citizens to differ from one another in terms of their political 
beliefs and behaviors. 

There are four major influences on voter decisions. They are: 1) the personal background of the voter, 2) 
the degree of voter loyalty to one of the political parties, 3) the issues of the campaign and, finally, 4) the 
voter's image of the candidates. 

1. Personal background includes: 

a. voter's age. 
b. voter's background: education level, religious beliefs, ethnicity, social/economic starus. 

2. Loyalty to political parties: 

a. strong versus weak pany voters. 
b. independent voters - These are neither registered Republicans or registered Democrats who 

vote according to party platform. issues and the nominees of the parties. 

3. Issues in election campaigns influence voters via: 

a. television presents issues to wider audience. 
b. the percentage of voters who completed college is increasing. This means education plays a 

larger role in voting trends. Education is the most imponant factor in the high-voter profile. 
c. personal lives of voters are more directly and immediately impacted by issues addressed in 

campaigns. Examples include pollution, energy crisis, inflation, school busing, gun control, 
crime, unemployment, women's rights. 

4. Candidate's image: 

How the official (President) is perceived by the voters is extremely imponant in an election. 

a. is he/she a leader? 
b. does he/she handle problems well? 
c. is he/she a trustwonhy person? 

9.2 - Factors that affect voter tyrn-out and conclusions about voter turn-out rate. 

Typically, in congressional and gubernatorial races, 50-60 percent do not vote. In presidential primaries, 
where candidates are chosen, 70-80 percent often do not vote. In local elections, tum-out of voters may 
fall to a low of 16 percent of voters. Under our political system, the voter, if he or she is to playa decisive 
role, must vote and must see that vote as being imponanl 

1. Non-voter Prome: 

a. age 18 - 25 or over 65. 
b. from a rural area. 
c. poorly educated. 
d. non-white. 
e. from lowest socio-economic group. 



2. Voter Profile: 

a. middle aged. 
b. white, male. 
c. suburban or urban area. 
d. educated. 
e. moderate to affluent in income. 
f. belongs to a major political party. 

The high percentage of non-voters also ties in with the low levels of political activity in other respects. In 
addition to being apathetic and passive, many adults in our society remain glaringly ignorant about the 
basics of the political system itself. 

a. less than 50% of the adult population knows the length of the tenn of a member of Congress. 
b. less than 50% can tell the number of Supreme Court Justices or what the Bill of Rights includes. 
c. 45% of adults cannot recall the number of senators from a state, let alone who their senators are. 

Voter apathy is largely due to lack of confidence in government. The efforts of a single individual seem 
futile considering the rrtillions who £Ql!.\d. vote. Those for whom the system has done little econorrtically or 
socially fail to vote as a protest against the political system. 

9.3 The links between the institutions or government and the effects voting has on 
that government. 

1. Party Platform - The document that delineates the party's stand on specific issues. 

2. The party in power deterrrtines the amount of spending on various programs as well as the 
direction of foreign policy. 

Voters do have an impact in these areas by voting for the candidates whose opinions on issues most 
closely reflect their own. 

9.4 - Suffrage is the right to vote. 

This is not quite the same as the right to free speech, to a fair trial, or to any of the other civil rights. The 
right to vote is JlQl a civil right, one belonging to all persons. Rather, it is a political right, one belonging 
to all those who can meet certain requirements set by law. 

9.S • The Constitution originally granted the right to vote to those persons who were 
free, white males over the age of 21. Various amendments have expanded 
suffrage. 

1870: The 15th amendment guaranteed the right to vote to black males. This, of course, was a 
change resulting from the Civil War. 

1913: The 17th amendment allowed popular election of U.S . Senators. No new group received 
the right to vote, but the voting power was expanded. 

1920: The 19th amendment guaranteed suffrage for women and indirectly established the right of 
women to hold public office. 

1961: The 23rd amendment allowed residents of the District of Columbia to vote for President and 
Vice-President. Until this amendment, residents were unable to vote since the District is not 
a state. 

• 

• 

• 
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1964: The 24th amendment did not expand suffrage but guaranteed that no person could be denied 
the right to vote due to hislher inability to pay a tax prior to voting. The "poll" tax is now 
considered unconstitutional . 

1971: The 26th amendment lowered the voting age to 18. Resulting from the political activism of 
the Viemam era, this amendment expanded suffrage to citizens between 18-21 years of age . 



• 
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9.6 - Qualifications for voting. 
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Qualifications for voting require U.S. citizenship. 18 years of age. state residency. and ability to write 
his/her name or mark unless physical disability prevents this. A person convicted of treason or other 
felony cannot vote unless he/she has had civil rights restored. A person under legal guardianship or found 
to be insane cannot vote. 

9.7 - Explain the registration process. 

I. A person may register to vote when applying for an Arizona driver's license if he/she is qualified to 
register. 

2. In order to change political parties once one has already registered. one must appear before the 
county recorder. deputy registrar. or a justice of the peace. and re-register. 

3. If one's name has been changed by marriage or coun order. one must appear before the county 
recorder. deputy registrar. or a justice of the peace and re-register. 

4. Causes for cancellation of a voter's registration: 

a. voter requests cancellation. 
b. voter dies. 
c. person is declared legally insane. 
d. voter is convicted of a felony. 
e. voter moves to another state. 

9.8 - Polling place procedures. 

Judges are appointed for each polling place and verify the condition and registration of the voting machines 
before polls open. The polling area must be arranged so that voting bOoths and ballot boxes are not hidden 
from view. This prevents tampering. Sample ballots and voting instructions must be posted for reference. 
In Arizona. polling places are open from 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. 

9.9 - Election precincts. 

The board of supervisors for each county is responsible for establishing a "convenient" number of voting 
precincts. New precincts may be established by the board as necessary. The county recorder is 
responsible for advising voters of any change in their precincts. Special districts (school districts. utilities. 
etc.) may be established and polling places designated for each precinct 

10.1 - Election board and tally boards. 

Election inspectors. marshalls. judges and clerks representing the two major panies are appointed for each 
precinct. To be appointed, a person must be a qualified voter of the precinct. State employees associated 
with the election procedure are prohibited from being appointed as representatives of political parties. 
Lists of alternates are available if vacancies occur on the morning of an election. 

10.2 - Election rules. 

I. Ballots are printed on material of a different color for each party represented. 



2. When there are two or more candidates for a nomination. the names are to be rotated in top. 
bottom. and middle positions. In primary elections where voting machines are used elector's • 
names shall appear in alphabetical order. 

3. The fifty-foot limit requires a sign marking the boundary be posted and that only those voting and 
those working in the polls be allowed within the fifty-foot limit. 

4. United States flags will be displayed at polling places. 

10.3 - Voting equipment. 

Arizona law requires a sufficient number of voting devices for the registered voters in each precinct The 
board of superviso~ in each county is responsible for fmancing voting equipment and supplies. Write-in 
votes (votes cast for candidates other than those listed on the ballot) will be accepted as long as the 
instructions of the voting officials are followed. 

10.4 - Absentee voting process. 

A voter may use an absentee ballot if he/she will be absent from the precinct on election day. is physically 
unable to go to the polls. is over 65 ye~ of age. lives more than 15 miles from the polling place. is 
prohibited by religion to travel to the polls on election day. or has a serious vision problem. Under any of 
these circumstances a voter may request in writing an absentee ballot within 90 days prior to the election. 
The situation also applies to those in the military and their dependents. 

10.5 - Election dates. 

1. Primary elections - held the eighth Tuesday before a general or special election. 

2. General election - held the fI~t Tuesday after the fIrst Monday in November of every even
numbered year. 

3. Recall Elections - cannot be held until petitions circulated acquire 25% of number of votes cast in 
last general election. The pe~on being recalled must have served six months in office before 
process can begin. 

4. Special elections - to fIll a vacancy in legislature or congress are held at governor's request. 

10.6 - Recounts. 

An automatic recount of votes is required when the margin is less than 1/10 of 1 percent. The expense of 
the recount will be borne by the state or county. depending on the office or measure involved. 

10.7 - General elections. 

According to federal law • general elections will be held on the fi~t Tuesday after the fI~t Monday in 
November on even numbered ye~ for Congressional. Senatorial and Presidential elections. These 
elections are held every four years for President, every six years for each Senate seat and every two ye~ 
for every Congressional seat. 

The State of Arizona has. for convenience. scheduled its major election on the same date as the Presidential 
election with the stipUlation that the state's fIve executives are elected at the mid-point of Presidential 
elections so that more attention is focused on these elections. State executive office~ are elected for four 
years and members of the state legislature are elected for two ye~. 

County officials are elected for a four year term on the same year as presidential elections. All counties 
must have at least three members on the Board of Superviso~. but several have fIve. • 
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Also on the general election ballot may be several issues conceming the state that will be decided by the 
voters. 

I. Initiatives are laws proposed by citizens of the state. In order to place the issue on the ballot, the 
sponsoring group must submit valid petitions to the Secretary of State equaling 10% of the 
registered voters. 

2. Referendums are put on the ballot in one of two ways. FIrst, the legislature may want to have the 
voters make the ultimate decision about whether a law is desirable or not In that case, the 
legislature can by law place it on the general election ballot Second, the public may pass petitions 
and get signatures equal to 5% of the voters in the last governor's race, to force a on a law passed 
by the legislature. This may only happen if there was no "emergency" clause attached to the law. 
The public must then pass petitions within 90 days after the end of the legislative session to force 
the issue to be placed on the ballot (Emergency measures must pass the legislature by a 2{3 vote 
of both houses and will become immediately.) 

3. Amendments to the State Constitution may be placed on the ballot by either the legislature or 
citizens through the petition process, with 15% of qualified electors signing the petition. 

In order for these issues to be accepted, they must be approved by a majority of the voters in that election. 

State law provides for the election of judges to the Superior couns in all counties with a popUlation of 
under 150,000. Pima and Maricopa counties have instead a system known as Merit Selection in which the 
judges are appointed by the governor from a list submitted by the Arizona Commission on Judicial 
Qualifications. Voters will be asked to approve the judge's continued service. If a majority of the voters 
vote "no" on a specific judge, then that judge will be replaced by a new appointee. Justices of the Peace 
are elected in all counties. 

Judges for the Arizona Coun of Appeals and the Ariwna State Supreme Coun are also appointed by the 
Merit Selection process and voters, again, show their approval of that appointment at general election time 
through a "yes" or "no" vote. 

10.8 • Primary elections. 

State law has provided for primary elections in September proceeding the general election. The primary is 
a tool of the political panies to let them determine who their candidate will be in the November elections in 
case there are several persons who would like to run for the same office. 

Arizona's two major political panies, the Democrats and Republicans, have decided to have closed 
primaries. That simply means that only members of their political pany may vote in their primary. 
Membership is determined by being registered in that party 50 days before the primary election. 

10.9 • Local elections. 

Local elections are set by the individual city councils or school boards. They tend to be in spring rather 
than fall when the primaries and general election are held. The length of the term of office and the 
frequency of election is also set individually. 

Bond elections are held to get voter approval to spend money for construction projects. It may be that a 
panicular school district would like to build more schools or a city may need to build a new sewer plant. 

Override elections allow the voters to exceed the legal limit placed on the governing entity as to how much 
it may collect in taxes and then spend. According to the state constitution, a school board, for example, 
may only spend 7% more this year than it did last year. In some cases, the board may ask the voters to 
exceed this amount so they can offer better pay increases for their teachers. 



All elected officials in the state of Arizona, including judges, are subject to recall by the voters. To recall, 
petitions must be circulated and a number of signatures obtained equaling 25% of the number of people • 
who voted in the last election. 

11.1 • Presidential election. 

Presidential electors are chosen by the voters in the General election. Each political party nominates a 
number of electors equal to the number of Senators and Representatives to Congress that the state has. In 
Arizona, that means seven electors (1980 census). 

The Presidential candidate with the highest number of votes in the state general election will get to send 
his/her electors to the state capitol in Phoenix where they will cast their votes for that person to be 
President of the United States and for another person (his running mate) to be Vice President. The electors 
from the other states will do the same thing at their capitol. This election takes place in December. The 
votes are then sent by the Secretary of State to Washington, D.C. The votes from all of the states will be 
opened in front of a joint session of Congress in early January. If one candidate receives at least 270 votes 
out of 538, that person will be named President and take office on January 20. 

11.2 • Appointed officials. 

All governmental entities have appointed officials, such as the city managers and school superintendents, 
who generally serve at the pleasure of their top elected officials. In most cases, these appointees actually 
run the day to day business while the elected officials set the governing policies. The elected officials 
often rely on the professional opinions of the appointed officials. 

In many cases, governing entities have created volunteer citizen panels to help in the oversight of the 
governmental process. Cities and counties. for instance, have a planning and zoning board to approve 
location of shopping centers and to insure that liquor stores are not right next to churches. The people on • 
these boards are interested individuals who, in most cases, serve without pay. 

11.3 • Effects of local decisions. 

School Boards greatly influence students lives. School schedules, whether ski trips will be sponsored by 
the schools, and whether there will be a "closed" campus are some issues decided by school boards. 

City decisions that may affect students will be things such as curfew, whether there will be a summer 
recreation program, shall a crosswalk be placed in a certain location near the school. 

County decisions that may effect students are such issues as whether a cattle feedlot will be built next to a 
school in a rural area and whether conditions in the school cafeteria are sanitary. 

11.4 • Effects of the state legislature and agencies. 

The S tate Legislature has by law required students to take a "free enterprise" course or its equivalent in 
order to graduate. They have also decided that all students must attend school until they complete 10th 
grade or reach 16 years of age. 

Agencies of the state also set up regulations such as how many years of math will be needed for enlral1ce 
to the state universities, what facilities will be provided to separate juveniles from adult law breakers and 
whether or not there will be an investigation of a complaint of child abuse. 

11.5 • Effects of the national government. 

Some of the effects Congress has on the lives of students are in the areas of the draft, government loans to 
college students, and additional money to purchase equipment for science and computer programs. • 
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Agencies of the national government which might affect students might be the Justice Department ,which 
would ensure that racial minorities are not denied the right to an education, and the Department of Health 
and Human Services, which has launched a major education campaign on AIDS. 

11.6 • Political parties. 

Arizona has two major parties, the Democrats and Republicans. Generally speaking, Democrats tend to be 
oriented toward programs that aid the working man and disadvantaged. There is less emphasis on military 
power and more emphasis on the rights of the individual versus the rights of the councry. Republicans on 
the other hand, tend to be oriented toward the business community and economic policies that support 
American business interests. There is more support for military preparedness and an emphasis on the 
rights of the community over the individual. 

Political parties are limited in that they cannot "kick" a member out. People identify which political party 
they are a member of when they register to vote and the parties have no control over that. Parties can 
assert some influence on the candidate by helping to raise money for elections, but if the candidate can 
raise the funds on his own, the party may not be effective in limiting the individual. The party may also 
encourage people to run by helping with manpower in the collection of signatures and running the 
campaign. 

Third parties in Arizona are very weak. In recent years, Libertarians have polled up to 5% in state 
elections but have never won a seat in the Legislature or a major elected office. Libertarians believe in 
keeping the government involvement in life to an absolute minimum. .. only those who want services 
should pay for them; like parks, roads, retirement 

Voters may register as Independent in the state, but in doing so they have disqualified themselves from 
voting in the party primaries. They may vote in all other elections. 

11. 7 • Interest group. 

In recent years, interest groups have formed PACs (Political Action Committees) to help elect candidates 
that favor their interests. While the amount of money the PACs give to federal candidates is limited, there 
are no similar limits on state candidates and the regulation and enforcement are relatively weak. Some 
PACs give funds to candidates of both parties so that whomever is elected will be more willing to listen to 
their problems. In that way, special interest groups also cry to influence legislation by providing 
information to elected officials. 

11.8 • Media. 

The role of the media in the selection of candidates cannot be overlooked. For good or bad, it is there. In 
1928, Al Smith's chances for election as President were greatly reduced by his obvious nasal sounding 
voice, which was a disaster on the radio. In the 1960 Presidential debates of Nixon and Kennedy, 
television viewers gave the edge to Kennedy while radio listeners gave it to Nixon. The reason, Nixon 
blended into the background on TV, appeared to be sweating and had nervous habits while Kennedy 
appeared cool and collected. 

While broadcast news may be more constrained because they are licensed by the government, the printed 
media is less inhibited and frequently supports candidates and issues of local, state and national 
importance. For that reason, the impact of the media on elections cannot be ignored. 
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11.9 - Each party has a national committee headed by a chairperson and a vice
chairperson. In addition, there are state party organizations and local 
organizations. 

Each candidate also selects a campaign chairperson, treasurer. media expert, etc. There are party leaders 
and campaign organizations for each candidate in the different states as well. 

I! costs hundreds of millions of dollars to conduct a nationwide campaign. Money is needed for travel, 
advertisements, rent on office space, accommodations, etc. Candidates who receive a certain percentage 
of primary votes and caucus support are eligible to receive financial assistance from the government. 
which matches money the candidates receive from private sources. This government support is made 
possible when citizens agree to contribute $1.00 when filing yearly income tax returns. This method was 
originated following the Watergate campaign scandal. . 

In addition. nominees of the two major parties receive financial support from the parties following the 
conventions. 

Candidates receive contributions from citizens provided the amounts do not exceed the legal limits and are 
reported properly. 

Parties are crucially important throughout the election process. They offer choices and clarify issues . 
They play the key role in the selection of candidates for the presidency. They help to administer the state 
conventions, caucuses, and primaries. and they run the national conventions. from which the presidential 
and vice-presidential candidates eventually emerge. At the conventions. the nominees and influential party 
members create a platform that reconciles the elements of the party that competed in the primaries. The 
platform is also designed to appeal to the widest possible spectrum of voters. 

Parties are also very active in the November general elections. They raise money for their candidates. 
mobilize volunteers. encourage voter registration and participation. provide poll watchers. and create 
campaign materials. 

Once a party wins an election, it is expected to develop policies and to govern. while the party out of 
power is expected to provide constructive criticism of the party in power. 

Thus, the political party - an institution that many of those who wrote the Constitution hoped would never 
arise in America - is important in the election of the president. in the functioning of the presidency after the 
election is over, and in the general operation of our political system. 

Conventions: 

The delegates chosen at the primaries, caucuses. and state conventions attend the national convention of 
their party during the summer of the election year. The number of delegates from each state is 
approximately proportional to the population of the state. Thus, in both the Democratic and Republican 
conventions, California, which has the largest population of any state in the union. has the most delegate 
votes, and New York has the second most. . 

At the convention, the candidate who receives a majority of the delegate votes becomes the nominee of the 
party. In recent years, as a result of the primaries and caucuses, the nominees of the two major parties 
have had a majority of the delegates committed to their candidacies before the opening gavel. In 1988, 
however, some political analysts thought that the sheer number of Democratic candidates would prevent 



any of them from collecting a majority of delegate votes by convention time. Thus, the nomination of a 
"dark horse" (someone who had not been a candidate until the convention) was considered a possibility. 

According to convention rules, if no candidate receives a majority of votes on the first ballot (the first 
time the state delegates vote), subsequent ballots are held until someone wins. When this happens, 
candidates with little suppon are expected to release their votes to another candidate. No convention, 
however, has gone over one ballot 
since 1952. 

At the convention, the vice-presidential candidate is also chosen. This person is usually picked by the 
presidential nominee and is often chosen to "balance" the ticket For example, in 1960, Democrat John 
Kennedy, a nonhern liberal, chose Lyndon Johnson, a southern conservative, as his running mate. 
Johnson helped Kennedy carry Texas, which was crucial to a Democratic victory. 

Finally, the convention delegates vote on a "platform," the issues and proposals that the national pany will 
highlight and promote during the general campaign. The platform indicates to the voters the policies the 
party will try to implement once in power. 

Ima1,!e Creation: 

Every political candidate knows that issues are not all there is to a campaign. It is also necessary to "sell" 
the voters on the candidate's personality, values, character, and individual wonhiness to hold office. 

Today's candidate usually wishes to be seen as warm, decent, and likable. Cenainly it remains imponant 
to be intelligent, calm, well-informed, strong, and decisive - the traditional values of leadership - but 
voters also respond positively to an attractive personality and negatively to a cold or distant one. An 
industry has sprung up over the need to make candidates "human," to stress personal qualities to which 
voters can respond emotionally, as well as intellectually. Given two candidates of approximately equal • 
ability, people will vote for the one they like. 

In the elections of 1952 and 1956, the Republicans backing General Dwight D. Eisenhower hired a New 
York advenising firm to help with the campaign. The voters already knew that Eisenhower, a famous war 
hero, was tough and capable. The advenising firm focused its effons on Eisenhower's infectious grin and 
personal likability. Even his name was analyzed; it seemed long and foreign-sounding. Eisenhower had a 
nickname, however, and that nickname became the tag of one of this century's most effective election 
slogans: "I Like Ike." 

"I Like Ike" worked for several reasons. It was simple, it was memorable, it stressed affection rather 
than admiration or respect - attitudes Eisenhower already inspired - and it appealed to voters who were 
unfamiliar with, or did not care about, his war record. His Democratic opponent in both 1952 and 1956, 
Illinois Governor Adlai E. Stevenson, was an accomplished politician and, in private, a witty man, but he 
never achieved Eisenhower's broad popular appeal. And Stevenson's slogan could not compare with 
"Ike's"; how memorable is "Madly for Adlai"? Names can be an imponant pan of a politician's image. In 
the 1988 primary campaigns, Democratic Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis, whose friends called 
him "Michael," campaigned as "Mike," and Republican Delaware Governor Pierre Du Pont became 
"Pete." Vice President Lyndon Baines Johnson, elevated to the presidency when John F. Kennedy was 
assassinated, campaigned under his initials, using the slogan "All the Way with LBJ." Governor James 
Earl Carter of Georgia, who won the presidency in 1976, stressed his southern roots and lack of 
pretension by calling himself "Jimmy" throughout his political career. 

Candidates traditionally emphasize their families. America has had only one bachelor president, James 
Buchanan, and a candidate's spouse and children are usually active in a campaign. They appear at most of 
the imponant public functions and are invariably on hand at national conventions. The spirited pan played • 
by a candidate's family is a public affumation of family values, and family values are imponant to the 
American electorate. 
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In support of most campaigns, the political panies and the candidates' advisors create an array of buttons, 
posters, slogans, cheers, and, more recently, television and radio advertisements. All these tools seek to 
encapsulate a candidate's appeal, to make it attractive to the largest number of voters. "Tippecanoe and 
Tyler Too" (William Henry Harrison), "Honest Abe" (Abraham Lincoln), "Speak Softly and Carry a Big 
Stick" (Theodore Roosevelt), "The New Deal" (Franklin Delano Roosevelt), ''The New Frontier" (John F. 
Kennedy), "The Great Society" (Lyndon Baines Johnson) - were all marketing devices that summarized 
a candidate's appeal and attempted, on the simplest level, to clarify the issues involved. As issues have 
become more complex and the media (especially television) have made candidates more visible, marketing 
will probably become an even more important factor in political campaigns. One of the voter's challenges 
is to differentiate between a candidate's image and the substance of the campaign. 

Use of Polls; 

"A 1987 Los Angeles Times poll finds that 41 % of Americans prefer a Democrat for President." 
"Survey finds Americans favor genetic engineering." 

Almost daily the mass media report the results of a public opinion poll or survey. But just what is a poll? 
Why do we have them? How are they used? 

Polls and surveys can be used to: 

1. measure public opinion at the time the poll is conducted; 
2 . assess and analyze data; 
3. focus attention on public questions, and; 
4. stimulate discussion on these questions. 

In the political arena, polls and surveys are very important because they can influence a candidate's 
decision concerning a specific issue. Polls can be used by candidates to shape their campaigns, tailoring 
both image and issues to voters' concerns. Recently, though, some critics have suggested that polls and 
pollsters can actually shape the opinions they are supposed to measure. 

In this exercise you will experience firsthand the world of polls and surveys. You will develop skills in 
questioning, interpretation, analysis, decision-making, and communication - valuable skills for making 
humane and effective choices in a complex society. 

Constructing a Poll 

To develop a reliable poll, you will need to answer three questions: 

1. Who is to be interviewed? 
2. What kind of interview is to be conducted? 
3. What is to be asked of the respondents? 

Sampling 

Since in most cases it is nearly impossible to poll every single person on a given topic, pollsters use what 
is called a random sample_ A random sample is a portion of a selected population surveyed in a 
systematic way, for example choosing every second or fourth person from a list such as the telephone 
book. This can be done because the law of mathematical probability states that if the sample is large 
enough and chosen at random the result will be quite accurate - with a very small margin of error. 
National polls typically select 1,500 households at random as their sample. 

One reason polls are sometimes flawed is that the sample is skewed - that is, not sufficiently random. A 
poll on farm issues that included in its sample a much higher percentage of farmers than is found in the 
American population, would be inaccurate because its sampling was skewed. Of course, sometimes a 
sampling should not be random; a candidate who wants to know what farmers think will commission a 
poll of farmers only. 



Interyjewjne 

The basic polling tool is the questionnaire. Interviewees may respond to questionnaires in three ways: in 
person, by telephone, or by mail. For an accurate, objective poll, it is important that the pollsters get 
demographic information about each respondent and that the respondents know that all the information 
obtained will be kept confidential. 

Questionjne 

A poll is only as good as the questions it asks. Questions, therefore, should be simple, clear, and above 
all, neutral. For example, instead of "Don't you think that funding social programs is more important than 
spending on defense?" a more neutral question would be "Which do you feel is more crucial, spending on 
social programs or on defense?" 

The two basic types of polling questions are open questions, questions that pose a problem and ask 
respondents for their opinions, as in "What do you feel is the most serious problem facing the United 
States?" and closed questions, questions in which the responses must be from among the choices 
offered, as in "Which of the following candidates do you favor at this time? a) Gephardt b) Simon c) Hart 
d) None of the above." 

Platforms and vjce-Presjdentjal Candjdates: 

• 

The drafting of a party platform is one of the major functions of a national convention. A platform is not 
only a written declaration of party principles and policy positions; it is also a campaign statement aimed at 
winning broad voter support Usually, the drafters of a platform try to avoid taking positions that might 
anger a major voting bloc. Only when certain issues are of particular importance to a large group that the 
party is trying to win over will a party's platform take a specific stance on a controversial issue. (In the • 
past, controversial platform planks have included prohibition, social security, the Taft-Hartley law and 
opposition to the Vietnam War.) 

A major party might incorporate certain planks of minor parties in the hope of attracting new voters into its 
coalition. Because they are created to have broad appeal, platforms have been criticized as evasive, 
ambiguous and, in the words of 1964 presidential nominee Barry Goldwater: "like lello ... there is usually 
little substance and nothing you can get your teeth into." 

Preparation or the platform: 

Each major party has a committee on resolutions, composed of two people from each state and territorial 
delegation. This group assigns a platform committee to prepare the platform weeks before the convention 
begins. This is to ensure that as many views as possible are expressed at pre-convention hearings by 
interest groups, state and local organizations, and the presidential candidates. These hearings are crucial in 
identifying areas of agreement and disagreement among the party's factions. Compromises and 
accommodations are made, and major provisions are agreed upon before the resolutions in the platform go 
to the floor of the convention. The presidential nominee exerts considerable influence on the content of the 
platform. At the convention, the platform is usually adopted overwhelmingly. 

Role or the platform: 

In addition to praising the principles and candidates of the party, platforms criticize those of the opposing 
party. The record of an incumbent administration is especially open to attack by the writers of the 
opposition platform. The platform can be taken as an outline of what a party hopes to accomplish in 
office. Despite the criticism that platforms do not bind candidates and are basically designed to attract • 
votes, many party pledges have been carried out as policy or have been turned into legislation. 
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BalaDcjne the ticket; 

The considerations of building hannony and voter appeal that go into shaping the platform also go into 
shaping the selection of the vice president This is called "balancing the ticket". A vice-presidential 
candidate is chosen by the presidential nominee on the basis of how likely he or she is to help the party 
achieve the presidency. One of the factors considered is regional appeal: where does the presidential 
candidate need the most voter suppon? In recent elections, most successful Democratic tickets have 
established a north-south balance, while winning Republican slates have largely comprised candidates 
from the east and west In 1952, on the winning Republican ticket, Dwight D. Eisenhower was president 
of Columbia University in New York and chose California Senator Richard M. Nixon as his running 
mate. Nixon, in tum, chose Maryland Governor Spiro T. Agnew. The two winning Democratic tickets in 
the last fony years were John F. Kennedy (Massachusetts) with Lyndon B. Johnson (Texas) and Jimmy 
Caner (Georgia) with Walter F. Mondale (Minnesota). 

Political philosophy, ethnicity, congressional relationships and, more recently, gender, have also been 
factors in choosing the vice-presidential candidate. In 1968 the liberal Huben Humphrey balanced his 
ticket by choosing Senator Edmund Muskie, a Polish-American moderate, to gain votes on the Eastern 
Seaboard and to balance his own midwestern liberal background. And in 1984 Walter Mondale chose a 
woman, Geraldine Ferraro, for his running mate. 

In conclusion, if a major pany wishes to make a successful bid for the presidency, it must develop both a 
platform and a ticket that appeal to a broad popular coalition. 

12.1 • Use or television. 

Television has come to shape the presidential campaign as well as report it. Here are a few examples: 

- Primaries are now much more national in character. Before television, candidates in the primaries 
concentrated on local issues: fann problems in agricultural states, industry problems in industrial states. 
The primaries today, however, are covered by national television and offer candidates an early arena for 
national exposure. As a result, primaries today are fought largely on the grounds of national, as opposed 
to local, issues, and candidates are often hesitant to take strong stands on controversial questions. 

-Speechwriting has changed substantially. In 1858 the Lincoln-Douglas debates went on for hours 
and were. reponed in depth by the newspapers. In electronic journalism, though. time is expensive.The 
candidate may get one or two minutes on the evening news, but usually no more. Speechwriters now 
construct speeches to contain "sound bites," as the networks call them - 20- and 3D-second highlights 
that can be dropped directly into television and radio newscasts. 

-Television schedules dictate that most major campaign speeches are given early in the day. to give 
the networks time to locate the "sound bites" and edit them for use on the evening news. 

Television is an enormously persuasive medium, but the telegenic candidate may not always be the 
best qualified. Nor is the campaign that is best designed for television necessarily the one with the most 
substance. It is the voter's duty to analyze the issues, to learn about the candidates, and to make an 
informed and responsible decision. 

Also see resource information for section I 1.9 to gain funher information on strategies of campaigning, 
"selling candidates", and funding. 

12.2 • Candidates and issues. 

This section deals with the individual candidates and their views on the major issues. Please use the 
suggestions provided in the Activities Packet to guide students in recognizing and understanding the 
candidates and their views on the economy, foreign affairs, and social issues. 



12.3 - The electoral college. 

To be elected president a candidate must successfully win three different kinds of contests. First, the • 
candidate must win delegate support at the state level. Second, the candidate must be nominated at the 
party's national convention. Finally, the candidate must win a majority of the nation's electoral votes in 
the nationwide election held every founh year on the Tuesday following the first Monday in November. 

Following the selection of candidates at the party conventions in the summer, the country witnesses a 
nationwide campaign for the presidency, with two major candidates. The campaign usually heats up in 
early September and continues until Election Day in early November. 

Voters who participate in the national election, however, are not actually voting directly for a presidential 
candidate. They are, rather, voting for electors, members of the Electoral College. The Electoral 
College actually chooses the president and vice president. Each state is assigned a number of electors 
equal to its total United States representatives (435) and senators (100). In addition, the District of 
Columbia has three electoral votes, making the total number of electors for the entire country 538. A 
presidential hopeful who wins the majority of electoral votes wins the election. 

Currently, the candidate who wins the greatest number of popular votes (not necessarily a majority) in a 
state receives all of that state's electoral votes, and the candidate who wins a majority of the electoral vote 
is elected president. On a few occasions in our history, the candidate with the plurality of popular votes 
has actually lost the election in the Electoral College. But this has not happened in the twentieth century 
and, despite suggestions for changing the system, Congress does not seem interested in doing so. 

It is important that students understand the difference between popular votes and electoral college votes. 
Because this can be a confusing topic, we recommend that you make use of the maps and information in 
the Acriviries Packer to mathematically illustrate the power of the Electoral College. 

The actual selection of the president and vice president every four years is not made by the direct vote of • 
the people on election day in November. The "real" election takes place on the first Monday after the . 
second Wednesday in December, and only 538 people vote. These people are called electors and make 
up what is known as the Electoral College. The Electoral College was created by the framers of the 
Constitution. It provides for an indirect voting procedure for choosing the leaders of the executive branch. 

Before election day in November, each party with a candidate running for the presidency selects a slate of 
potential electors. Each state is given a number of electors equal to its total number of United States 
Representatives and Senators. (The District of Columbia was given three electoral votes by the 23rd 
Amendment, which was ratified in 1961.) Thus, on election day in November, voters actually are 
choosing which slate of electors will be sent to the state capital to vote in December. 

The current practice in all states is that the candidate who wins the largest number of a state's popular votes 
(not necessarily a majority) in the November general election receives all that state's electoral votes. 
Therefore, if a candidate wins by one percent in your state, that candidate will receive every one of your 
state's electoral votes. The electoral votes are counted before a joint session of congress, and the candidate 
who receives a majority is certified as the winner of the election. 

You might also want to provide background information on problems associated with the electoral college. 

In the event that no candidate receives a majority of the electoral vote, the selection for president is made 
by the House of Representatives. In the 1824 election, with four major candidates running, Andrew 
Jackson, the candidate with the most electoral votes (99) and the greatest number of popular votes 
(153,544), lost the presidency to John Quincy Adams, who had only 84 electoral votes and 108,740 
popular votes. With three opponents, Jackson failed to win a majority of the total electoral votes. When 
the House voted to choose the president, as provided in the Constitution, Jackson's opponents united • 
against him, and a majority of the states' representatives voted for Adams. There have been two other 
occasions, in 1876 and 1888,when the elected president received fewer popular votes than his opponent. 
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In 1876, Rutherford B. Hayes (Republican) received 300,000 fewer popular votes than his opponent, 
Samuel Tilden (Democrat). However, he received one more vote in the electoral college (185 to 184). 
Since this was not the required majority, the House of Representatives selected Hayes as president This 
election illustrates how it is possible for a candidate to receive more electoral votes while losing in the 
popular election. 

In the 1888 contest, Benjamin Harrison won the electoral college vote over Grover Cleveland (233 votes 
to 168 votes) and was therefore elected president However, Cleveland actually won more popular votes. 
The 1888 election was the last time that a candidate won the presidency despite losing the popular election. 

The 1960 election was extremely close. John F. Kennedy won the popular vote by the very slim margin 
ofless than 120,000 votes, though he received 84 more electoral votes than Richard Nixon. Given the 
problems experienced with the Electoral College system. the confusion its complexity has created in the 
minds of voters, and its apparent undemocratic tendencies, why does this country still rely on it? 
Although there have been numerous proposals for reform, there has not been a clear consensus as to what 
would be a better system. Critics of a direct national popular election to choose the president and vice 
president have warned of ominous side-effects: a weakening of the two-party system, a decline in the 
power of the states, and a greater danger of disputed vote counts and the consequent need for costly, time
consuming recounts. The supponers of the current system believe that it has worked satisfactorily for two 
hundred years and warn that to change the election system in a fundamental way might do more harm than 
good. What do you think? 

(Some infonnation provided by General Motors.) 
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PART TWO 
GOAL II 

12.4 - Qualifications for holding office. 

The President and Vice President are required by the Constitution to be at least 35 years of age, reside in 
the country for the last 14 years and be a natural born citizen. Senators are required to be at least 30 years 
of age, reside in the state they represent and have been a citizen for at least 9 years. 

Representatives are required to be at least 25 years of age, reside in the state they represent and have been a 
citizen for at least 7 years. 

All state officers, executive and legislative, must be at least 25 years of age. An executive officer must 
also be a U.S. citizen for 10 years and a resident of Arizona for 5 years. In addition, the attorney general 
must have practiced law for 5 years before the state Supreme Coun and the treasurer may only serve two 
consecutive four year terms. A member of the legislature must be a U.S. citizen, a resident of the state for 
3 years and a county resident for 1 year. 

All county officers must be 18 years of age, a qualified voter of the county and be able to read and write 
English. The county attorney must be a lawyer and the school superintendent must hold a valid teacher's 
certificate. 

All state judges must be of good moral character. Supreme Counjudges must be Certified to practice law 
in Arizona and must have been a resident of the state for 10 years. Appellate and Superior Counjudges 
must be a resident for 5 years and certified to practice law in Arizona 

Justices of the Peace must be a registered voter, a resident of the state and live in the precinct to which 
he/she is elected. He/she must be able to read and write English. No legal training is required. 
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Dear Teachers, 

Following this letter you will find a host of activities and class discussion topics which 
correlate to the sections of the Kids Voting cmriculum. We envision this activity booklet to 
be a supplement to the Kids Voting cmriculum material you provide your students. We 
suggest that you preview all material carefully before you begin the Kids Voting program. 
There are many activities which deal specifically with candidates, panies and issues and 
these can be used at any point during the fall campaign. 

Here are some suggestions for use of these activities. Feel free to use all or some of these 
suggestions, or create your own ideas. 

I. Select some activities for use as pre- and post-tests. 

2. Establish teams for competition or cooperative leaming activities. 

3. Encourage students to involve parents in activities to spark intetest in the program 
and in voting. This may be accomplished by having parents take pre-tests or assist 
their children in completing some of the work. 

4. Several activities lend themselves to several days' work. This can be done in 
groups or at home. You may choose to provide extra credit or assign the activities 
as a class requirement 

5. Encourage your students to maintain a Kids Voting packet They will be able to 
save any handouts or completed work. This will be valuable since many activities 
refer back to previous information. You might want to consider grading their 
packets when the project is completed. 

6. You may copy these activities for individual students, groups, or as class sets. You 
might find that an overhead transparency is sufficient for certain items. 

The success of this program depends largely on your enthusiasm and flexibility. The 
results of these activities will be evident years from now as your students become 
competent and knowledgeable voters. Good luck - Kids Voting education can be fun! 

Sincerely, 

• ~~~+ ~~'L 
Kids Voting Committee 



Voter Statistics 

• PERCENT REPORTING THEY VOTED 
GROUPS 

1976 1980 1984 1988 1990 

TOTAL 59.2 59.2 59.9 57.4 

WHITE 60.9 60.9 61.4 59.1 

BLACK 48.7 50.5 55.S 51.5 

HISPANIC 31.S 29.9 32.6 28.S 

NORTH/WEST 61.2 61.0 61.6 sa.9 

SOUTH 54.9 55.6 56.S 54.5 

18·20 YRS. 38.0 35.7 36.7 33.2 

21-24 YRS. 45.6 53.1 43.5 38.3 

25-44 YRS. sa.7 sa.7 sa.4 54.0 

• 45-64 YRS. 68.7 69.3 69.S 67.9 

65/ OLDER 62.2 65.1 67.7 68.S 

Chart Interpretation Activities 

1. Research and complete the data for 1990. 
2. Compare the recent voting history of the different ethnic groups. 
3. Compare the recent voting history of geographic sections. 
4. Compare the recent voting history of the different age groups. 
5. How would you explain the decrease ofvoter tum-out among 18- to 24-year-olds? 
6. Which group has the poorest voting record? 
7. Which age group has the best voting record? 
8. What reasons can you think of to account for this difference? 
9. How would all of this information affect campaign techniques? 
10. Make some predictions about this election year. 

·"South" encompasses: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, 
Georgia, Kentucky, Lousiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, 

• Texas, S. Carolina, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Virginia . 

.. .. NorthlWest .. encompasses all states excluding above list. 

1 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

White: 

Black: 

Hispanic: 

NorthlWest: 

South: 

18-20 years: 

21-24 years: 

25-44 years: 

45-64 years: 

65/0Ider: 

Answers For "Voter Statistics" 

remain constant 

steady increase in voter turn-out through 1984, decrease in 1988 

fluctuation in voter tum-out 

slight decrease after being constant since 1976 

decreased voter participation (perhaps tied to the decreased black vote). 

decreased participation, obviously an area of concern since it appears that fIrst-time 
voters are not choosing to exercise their right to vote. 

constant decrease after 1980. 

decreased participation 

decreased participation 

highest percentage of voter participation. As a result, candidates and officials are 
recognizing "gray power". 

Answers will vary. 

Answers will vary 

18-20 years 

Answers will vary. 

8 . Candidates must target issues to ethnicity, geographic areas, and age of voters. They will select 
campaign stops and message themes to appeal to those people most apt to vote. 

9. Answers will vary. 
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THE FORCE OF THE VOICE 

The Expansion of Voting Rights Since 1789 

"Old Enough to Fight, Old Enough to Vote" is the slogan America's youth shouted as they were 
drafted into World War n and yet they were denied the right to the election booth. In fact, 18- to 21-year
old voters have had the voting privilege only since 1971 after waging a 30 year battle that culminated 
during the Vietnam War in the 1960s and 70s. 

The United States Congress, pressured by the voice of the American electorate reduced the voting 
age to 18 in all elections, federal and local. However, the U.S. Supreme Court found that congress could 
only alter the age in federal elections of non-state and local elections. Congress then proposed the 26th 
Amendment to the Constitution, reducing the voting age in all elections, which the states ratified in 1971. 

This victory for the people's voice is one of many triumphs our nation has witnessed as the voting 
rights have expanded. 

* * * * * 1789 * * * * * The framers of the Constitution left voting rights up to the states. Voting was granted only for adult, white 
males who owned property or belonged to a certain religious faith or both. Thus, the first elected officials 
of the United States had been chosen by a restrictive few. However, it was still less restrictive then 
European countries. 

Vermont, the 14th state, moved the country along with a pioneering spirit as they declared all adult, white 
males, irrespective of property ownership or religious preference, could vote. 

Twenty-five years later, Indiana, lllinois and Alabama joined the Union and established voting rules 
similar to Vermont's. By 1821, Connecticut, Massachusetts and New York followed suit Thus, between 
1820 and 1830, the voting electorate doubled. This voter population increase was an impetus to the 
development of political parties. 

* * * * * 1842 * * * * * Rhode Island did not join other states with reformed voting rights and continued to require property 
ownership to qualify to vote. This issue caused much controversy and rival state governments were 
elected in Providence and Newport. Thomas W. Dorr began a movement known as the Door RebelIion 
which was victorious and forced Rhode Island to adopt a new constitution in 1843. This provided broader 
suffrage provisions. 
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Black Americans and women still suffered discrimination at the polls and no significant advancement for • 
their cause had occurred, even though since 1830 reformers had voiced opposition to the vote only for 
white males. Women of the 19th Century were in a world controlled by white men. Women could not 
vote, could not own property after marriage, and were paid much less in wages for the same work done by 
white males. The women's plight was voiced by Elizabeth Cady Stanton at a gathering of 100 women's 
rights advocates in Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848. She read a proclamation that "all men and womell 
are created equal" and the convention passed several resolutions which resulted in giving women the vote. 
Women's suffrage had begun. 

* * * * * 1868 * * * * * Black people endured slavery in the United States for more than 70 years. Slave states allowed no black 
person a political voice. The Civil War of 1865 was fought to ensure more equality for blacks. After the 
war in 1860, lawmakers quickly enacted the 14th Amendment granting citizenship to blacks and pennitting 
them to vote. However, state officials still attempted to deny them this right. The 15th Amendment, 
ratified in 1870, was designed to alienate this injustice. Some states, however, still abused the voting right 
through poll taxes. 

Women continued to organize and demand to be treated as equal citizens, a struggle which had continued 
more than 70 years since Elizabeth Cady Stanton claimed a women's right to vote. Now, Susan B. 
Anthony led the cause and staged continued public demonstrations. Western states were the first to 
recognize women's suffrage. Finally, in 1920, the 19th Amendment became part of the Constitution 
granting women the right to vote. 

Native Americans pursued their right to the voting booth. In 1831, the United States Supreme Court had 
described Native American tribes as "domestic dependent nations," unsuitable for citizenship. Some tribal 
nations did gain citizenship on a piecemeal basis, while others pursued a more consistent policy. Finally 
in 1924 Congress gave citizenship to all American Indians, including their right to vote. 

The District of Columbia's position as the center of the federal government restricted its recognition in the 
electoral college which selected the President of the United States. Thus effectively denied several 
hundred Washington, D.C. citizens a voice in presidential elections. The Washington public's voice was 
opposed to such a restriction and the 23rd Amendment, ratified in 1961, allowed a method to include the 
District of Columbia to be counted in the electoral college. 

* * * * *1964 * * * * * The 14th and 15th Amendments secured the right to vote for black Americans, yet, in the 196Os, they were 
still excluded due to poll taxes, literacy tests, and other forms of racial discrimination. They organized and 
demanded equality with leaders such as Martin Luther King. They organized boycotts, sit-ins, and 
freedom rides. In 1964 the states ratified the 24th Amendment outlawing poll taxes. In 1966 congress 
ended literacy tests and other forms of discrimination against black voters. Federal supervision of voting 
registration was practiced in some states. 
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Conservative Versus Liberal 

Discussions of politics almost always involve labels-Democrat, Republican, conservative, liberal, right
wing, left-wing, etc. Sometimes such discussions degenerate to name calling. Emotions sometimes carry 
more influence than ideas and principles. To speak intelligently about politics you need to understand the 
terms involved and apply them correctly. The following list shows some typical liberal and conservative 
viewpoints. These categories are not absolute by any means. Parties and people may espouse viewpoints 
from both sides. Few people are completely "liberal" or "conservative." Citizens should be careful not to 
pigeonhole others. A careful examination of a person's views is always necessary, especially when 
forming opinions about political candidates. 

Purpose of Gov'!. 

The Individual 

Economics 

Foreign Relations 

Aid to the Poor 

National Defense 

Taxes 

Criminal Punishment 

Conservative 
Ensure basic rights; 
allow individual 
freedom 

Protect, but don't 
interfere 

Trickle-down 

Pursue our country's 
best interest 

Provide opportunity, 
not a dole 

Strongly emphasized 

The less the better; 
allow the individual to 
use the money 

Punish offenders; 
emphasize victim 
rights 

Liberal 
Protect and assist the 
individual, by 
intervention if needed 

Gov't and individuals 
are partners 

Trickle-Up 

Cooperate closely with 
other countries 

Directly help the poor 
and disadvantaged 

Not as strongly 
emphasized 

Private funds should 
be used to help all 

Rehabilitate offenders; 
protect their righ ts 

Note: Please keep in mind that political parties will shift back and forth on the above issues depending in 
great part on public opinion. It is usually inaccurate to label any party or single individual as strictly 
of either philosophy. 
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Are You Liberal or Conservative 

INSTRUCTIONS: Beside each number put a "C" if you think the statement is most typical of a 
conservative outlook, or an "L" if most typical of a liberal. 

1. The death penalty is suitable punishment for certain crimes. 

2. The United States should trade with the Communist countries. 

3. We need more federal laws to solve our pollution problems. 

4. Abortion should be a private matter between a woman and a doctor during the flrst three months of 
pregnancy and the states should not prohibit abortions during this period. 

5. The United States should make an effort to improve its relations with Communist China. 

6. Forced busing should be used in some cities to achieve racial balance in their public schools. 

7. Government civilian workers should be allowed to strike. 

8. The main function of prison should be to rehabilitate criminals, not to punish them. 

9. The United States should withdraw from the United Nations. 

10. The states should approve the ERA (Equal Rights Amendment). 

II. The President should have the authority to control prices and wages during periods of high inflation. 

12. The states should abolish criminal penalties for gambling, prostitution, and other victimless crimes. 

13. It would help the causes of world peace if the United States and Russia would reduce their stockpiles 
of nuclear weapons. 

14. The federal government should establish a national health insurance program. 

15. Congress should abolish its price controls on domestic oil in order to encourage exploration and 
increased production and reduce the demand for imported oil. 

16. Qiminal penalties for smoking marijuana should be reduced or abolished. 

17. The FBI and CIA should wiretap the phones and read the mail of known radicals. 

18. Federal aid to public schools is the most effective means to improve education in this country. 

19. Food stamps should be made available to workers on strike and certain college students. 

20. Those who evaded the draft or deserted their units during the Vietnam War should be punished. 

21. Federal minimum wage laws should be repealed by Congress. 

22. Obscene books should be banned from all schoollibrarles. 

23. The United States spends too much of its national wealth on its military forces. 
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INSTRUCTIONS: Put an "A" in the blank by those statements you agree w~h. Put a "D" if you disagree. 
Put a "U" if you have no opinion or are undecided. 

1. Band and orchestra are as important in the schools as other programs. 

2. It is acceptable to hold chess tournaments during school hours. 

3. Homework should be minimal. 

4. Students shouldn't be burdened w~h knowledge they won't use laler in life. 

5, Students should help decide classroom rules. 

6. Teachers have the responsibility to make school fun, 

7. Students should be given choices about what they want to learn. 

8. Vacation time should not be shortened. 

9. Students who do poorly should be promoted to avoid being older than other 
classmates. 

___ 10. High school graduates should be prepared for a specific career, 

TOTAL # "Agree" TOTAL # "Disagree" TOTAL # "Undecided" 

If the majority of your answers are "agree", then you might 
classify yourself a school "liberal". If the majority were 
"disagree" then you might classify yourself a school 
"conservative", The formation of pol~ical parties on the national 
level is makde by grouping people by their opinions on national 
issues as you have classified yourself on school issues. 
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Presidential Primaries 

Presidential primaries consist of two basic types; the presidential 
preference primary in which voters vote directly for the candidate 
they wish to nominate, and the delegate selection primruy, in which 
voters elect delegates to the national conventions. Some states hold 
presidential preference primaries in which the actual delegates are 
chosen by another method, such as conventions. In this case, the 
delegates are expected to support the preference primary winner. In 
most states that hold delegate selection primaries, the presidential 
preference of the delegates is indicated on the ballot, so voters can 
express their presidential choice by voting only for delegates pledged 
to a particular candidate. There are a number of ways in which 
delegates from primary states are allocated to candidates, the two 
most common being the winner-take-all method and the prooortion 
method. In a winner-take-all primary, the presidential candidate 
receiving the most votes wins all the delegates. In a proportion 
primary, the delegates are divided up among the candidates in 
proportion to the percentage of votes each candidate receives. For 
example, a candidate who gets 50 percent of the vote gets 50 percent 
of the delegates, while a candidate who gets 15 percent of the vote 
gets 15 percent of the delegates. But 15 percent is the minimum 
because under Democratic Party rules, a candidate must receive at 
least 15 percent of the vote to win any delegates at all. 

Questions about Primarjes 

1. In which type of primary elections do the voters have the opportunity to express their choice of 
presidential candidate? 

2. If a state holds a presidential preference primary, how are delegates from that state expected to vote at 
the national convention? 

3. In states which hold delegate selection primaries, how do voters know which delegates to select? 

4. What is the difference between the winner-take-all method of delegate selection and the proportion 
method? Using a state with 315 delegate slots available as an example, explain each method. 

14 
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Answers To "Presidential Primaries" Questions 

I. Presidential preference primary 

2. Delegates are expected to vote for the candidate who won the preference primary. 

3. The name of the candidate supported by the potential delegate is indicated on the ballot so voters can 
select only those delegates pledged to a particular candidate. 

4. In a winner-take-a11 primary. the candidate winning the primary will receive all 315 delegate slots. In a 
proportion primary a candidate receiving 55% of the vote would receive 55% of the delegates. 
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History of Primaries 

Primaries did not become a dominant factor in presidential nominations until the 1960's. Until then, 
candidates were typically selected by party activists who attended the national conventions. The party then 
presented the candidates to the electorate. The rise of primaries involved voters more directly in the 
selection process, and in so doing it diminished the power of the major parties. 
. About the tum of the century, reformers interested in making the nominating process more democratic 

began to press the state governments to provide more direct voter participation. The primary was the 
technique most of them favored. In 1901, Florida enacted the first presidential primary law. This gave 
party officials the option of holding a primary to choose delegates to the national presidential convention. 
Within a few years, a number of states took the next imponant step by establishing the "preferential" 
presidential primary. Oregon pioneered this new system, by which voters would cast a ballot for their 
preferred candidate and the delegates would be legally bound to that candidate at the national convention. 

In 1912, preferential primaries were held in one quarter of the states, and former President Theodore 
Roosevelt won the Republican vote in most of them. However, the Republican national convention 
nominated incumbent William Howard Taft. Indeed, until 1968 party leaders remained fmnly in control of 
the nominating process. 

In 1960, John Kennedy concentrated on two primaries - Wisconsin and West Virginia - and by 
winning them convinced party leaders to suppon him at the convention. In 1964 and 1968 there were 
dramatic primary competitions among the major candidates. Barry Goldwater's victory over Nelson 
Rockefeller in the California Republican primary in 1964 assured him the nomination, and the emotional 
Democratic primaries of 1968 pitted Eugene McCarthy, Roben Kennedy, and Huben Humphrey against 
each other. Roben Kennedy's death at the hand of an assassin, following his dramatic victory in the 
California primary, clouded the meaning of the primary vote that year. Humphrey went on to win the 
nomination at the strife-tom national convention in Chicago. 

Before the 1972 convention some Democrats, led by South Dakota Senator George McGovern, began 
to exen pressure aimed at changing the complex nominating rules to allow broader voter participation. The 
first beneficiary of the changed rules was McGovern himself, who used the expanded primary process to 
win the nomination. In 1976 the little-known Jimmy Carter won the nomination by pursuing a skillful 
primary campaign, and in 1980 Carter and Ronald Reagan eamed their parties' nominations by winning 
majority votes in more than 35 primaries. This was the high water mark for primaries. 

After their defeat in the 1980 election, the Democrats began to wonder at the wisdom of a system that 
absorbed so much time (candidates began running the year before the election and had to campaign in 
primaries from March though June and seemed to discourage major figures in the party from running. By 
1984 the number of primaries was reduced to 27. In 1988 the number was 25 for the Democrats and 28 
for the Republicans, and nearly half of these were scheduled on the same date, March 8, "Super Tuesday." 

Even so, as of 1988 the primary remains the most imponant method of determining the major 
candidates for president. One of the consequences has been to diminish the role and influence of the 
political party in such maners. As a rule, party leaders, interested in winning general election, seek 
moderate candidates who will appeal to coalitions of diverse voters. The primary process often demands 
that a candidates commit to groups with very specific political goals - the advocates, women's rights 
organizations, gay activists, ethnic minority groups - before these groups will grant their vote in a 
primary. By the time of the general election these candidates may be seen as tools of special interests. 
Finally, the primary system is so cumbersome and so long that some major candidates simply cannot find 
the time, energy or money to run. 

Some scholars now argue that reforms that would strengthen the party system, shonen the campaign, 
diminish the influence of special interest groups, and control the spiraling expenditures necessary to run 
for the presidency, would benefit the country. But we should keep in mind that the expansion of the 
primary method was also intended to benefit the country. 

Do you think primaries should be expanded, giving more power to the electorate, or cut 
back, making the parties stronger? 
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Questions: 

1. How were the candidates 
chosen before the primary 
system was developed? 

2. In states where there are 
no primaries. what method 
is used to nominate a 
candidate? 

Primaries 

3. Explain how the power of political parties was affected by the wide spread use of the primary method 
of nominating candidates? 

4. Explain the "preferential" presidential primary. Which state used this nominating method fust? 

5. In 1980 there were more primaries than ever before or since. How many Democratic primaries were 
held in 1988? How many Republican primaries? 

6. Is the primary system more time consuming for those running? 

7. Discuss: Should primaries be expanded, giving more power to the electorate. or cut back. making the 
parties stronger'? 
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Answers For "Primary" Questions: 

I. Candidates were selected by party activists who attended the national conventions. The panies then 
presented the candidates to the electorate. 

2. Caucus method. 

3. The power of political panies was diminished by more direct involvement of the voting public. 

4. Voters cast a ballot for their preferred candidate. The delegates representing their party are legally 
bound to support that candidate at the party convention. 

5. 25 primaries· Democratic 
28 primaries' Republican 

6 More time consuming. 

7. Discussion. 

R Bit of 

«WMARY' 
.,' ~~ For TeIlcJ,ers! 
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Republican Delegate Chart 

Number of Republican Delegates from Each State 
(Listed in the order in which the primaries are held) 

Republican NomjnatioDs • 1,139 needed 

New Hampshire 
South Dakota 
Vennont 
South Carolina 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Florida 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
Rhode Island 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 

23 
18 
17 
37 
38 
27 
82 
48 
38 
41 
41 
52 
31 
47 
54 
36 
21 
45 

111 
50 

lllinois 
Puerto Rico 
Connecticut 
Wisconsin 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
District of Columbia 
Indiana 
Ohio 
Nebraska 
West Virginia 
Oregon 
Idaho 
California 
Montana 
New Mexico 
New Jersey 
North Dakota 

19 

92 
14 
35 
47 

136 
96 
14 
51 
88 
25 
28 
32 
22 

175 
20 
26 
64 
16 



Questjons: 

Democratic Delegate Chart 

Number of Democratic Delegates from Each State 
(Listed in the order in which the primaries are held) 

Democratic Nominations • 1.759 needed 

New Hampshire 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Florida 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
M3I)'land 
Massachusetts 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
North Carolina 
Oklahoma 
Rhode Island 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Virginia 
South Dakota 
lllinois 
Pueno Rico 

18 
56 
38 

136 
77 
55 
63 
67 
98 
40 
77 
82 
46 
22 
70 

183 
75 
15 

173 
51 

Democrats abroad 
Connecticut 
Wisconsin 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
District of Columbia 
Indiana 
Ohio 
Nebraska 
West Virginia 
Oregon 
California 
Montana 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 

7 
52 
81 

255 
178 

16 
79 

159 
25 
37 
45 

314 
19 

109 
24 

1. As a candidate. in which states would you concentrate your time and money? 

2. Why can Puerto Rico hold a primary election? The District of Columbia? 

3. Why do the delegate counts and the number needed to win a nomination differ from party to party? 
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Answers To "Republican And Democratic Delegate" 
• Questions 

• 

• 

I. A candidate will concentrate on those states which yield the largest number of delegates: New York, 
California, Illinois, Texas, etc. It is also important to do well in New Hampshire since it is the first 
primary and will therefore receive important media coverage. 

2. Residents of Pueno Rico are U.S. citizens even though Pueno Rico is not a state. The 23rd 
A mendrnent, ratified in 1961, allowed residents of our nation's capital to vote for president, even 
though the District of Columbia is not a state. 

3. Delegate counts are based on the number of voters registered as members of the particular parties. 
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Presidential Caucuses 

The caucus system is a more complex and 
lengthy delegate selection method than 
primaries. Instead of presenting voters 
with a single primary election ballot, the 
caucus is a multi-level system spread out 
over a number of months. Turnout in 
caucus states is usually much lower than in 
primary states, and caucus participants are 
usually committed party members. 

The first step of the process begins 
when party members meet in grassroots 
local precinct meetings to select delegates to 
the next stage of the process, usually 
county conventions. The precinct caucuses 
are open to all party members and take place 
in meeting halls and homes all across the 
caucus state (in Iowa there were about 
2,800 such meetings in 1988). 

1. Indicate the steps of the caucus system: 

The participants, most of whom openly 
declare their candidate preference, elect 
delegates to county conventions. The 
county conventions then elect delegates to a 
state convention, where national convention 
delegates are chosen. In Iowa, the county 
conventions are usually held in April and 
the state convention in mid-June. 

Under Democratic party rules, at each 
point in the process, the presidential 
preferences of the delegates chosen to
advance must proportionally reflect the 
presidential preferences of the people 
attending the caucus or convention. 
The presidential candidates openly 
campaign for votes exclusively during the 
first stage of this process- the mass 
precinct level caucuses. 

A. ________________________________________________________ _ 

B. ______________________________________________________ _ 

C. ______________________________________________________ _ 

2. Why is Iowa mentioned frequently in a discussion of the caucus system? 

3. Why do presidential candidates campaign only during the weeks before the grassroots level caucuses? 
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Answers To "Presidential Caucuses" Questions 

I. "Grassroots" local precinct caucuses 
County conventions 
State convention 

2. Iowa traditionally is the first state to hold caucuses and therefore receives major media coverage. The 
candidate to win the early caucuses is often referred to as the "front-runner." 

3. The preferences of the delegates chosen to go advance in the caucus process must proponionally reflect 
the preferences of the people attending the meeting. If a candidate wins at the grassroots level, he/she 
is assured of a proportional number of pledged delegates at each step. 
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Caucus: Starting It All In Iowa 
(1988 Presidential Election) 

The Iowa caucus process begins Feb. 8 in schools and community centers. It ends more than five months 
later, when Iowa's delegates to the national conventions cast their ballots for a presidential nominee 

The Iowa caucus is important because it offers the first major test for those who would be president. The 
national focus on Iowa ends after February, but the complicated process continues beyond that: 

Feb. 8 - Gathering of 200,000 
- Democrats and Republicans meet separately in political meetings in each of Iowa's 2,492 precincts. 

In some precincts 200 persons show up, in others less than 25 (depending on the size of the 
precinct). 

- Throughout Iowa, about 200,000 people - or about one of every five Democrats and Republicans
will attend the caucus which can last several hours. 

- People are asked for the name of their party's choice for president After some short speeches, the 
Republicans use a secret ballot The Democrats vote publicly by gathering in groups in comers of 
the meeting place. Each caucus votes for delegates to send to the national conventions. 

March - Delegates convene 
- Each party holds a convention in each of Iowa's 99 counties. The Republicans meet March 5, the 

Democrats March 26. Here, the delegates who have been selected earlier at the precinct caucuses vote 
on delegates to send to the six district conventions. 

- The number of delegates depends on how many people voted in that county in the last statewide 
election. 

• 

Spring - Gathering steam in the districts 
- The delegates elected at the county conventions gather at six district conventions. The districts are the • 

six congressional districts in Iowa- each with about 600,000 residents. 
- The Republicans meet June 24 to select 18 delegates to send to the national convention and nominate 

12 others to be considered at the state convention. 
- The Democrats meet May 14 to select five to seven delegates from each of the districts. 

June - Adopting a platform 
- Each party holds a state convention - Republicans June 24, Democrats June 25. Here they adopt a 

state platform - their stand on issues and make the final selections of delegates to the national 
conventions. Iowa Democrats will send 58 delegates to their national convention in July in Atlanta. 
Iowa Republicans will send 37 delegates to their national convention in August in New Orleans. 

Source: USA TODAY 
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Party Caucus: Starting It All In Iowa 

• 

"PARTY MEMBERS MEET, DISCUSS CANDIDATES" 

• 
I. What is a presidential caucus? 

2. How is a caucus different than a primary? 

3. How are caucus sites detennined? 

4. How many people are needed for a caucus? 

5. What state held the first caucus for the 'SS nominee? 

• 
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Answers To "Party Members Meet" 

I. A caucus is a meeting of party members, at which candidates are discussed and convention delegates 
are chosen. 

2. Several differences exist between caucuses and primaries. A primary is held in one day but the caucus 
system is complex and takes several weeks to complete all stages. Primary elections are more popular 
and more voters are actively involved. Caucuses tend to attract only party leaders and activists. 
Primaries are a direct system of expressing presidential preference in a voting booth, whereas caucuses 
lend themselves to debate and deal-making. 

3. Caucuses are usually held in public places such as schools and city buildings. Some states hold 
caucuses in homes, but Iowa has outlawed this practice since the host could unduly influence the 
selection process. 

4. The number of people required for a caucus depends upon the number of convention delegates allotted 
to the state. 

5. Iowa traditionally holds the first Democratic and Republican caucuses. However, Hawaii held the first 
caucus of 1988 for Republicans only. 
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• ECONOMIC POLICY 

EDUCATION 

SCHOOL PRAYER 

• CIVIL RIGHTS 

WOMEN'S RIGHTS 

ABORTION 

ENERGY 

• 

Democratic Party Platform 

DemOCl3lS: Would reduce federal 
budget deficits by reassessing defense 
expenditures, creating a tax system that 
is "both adequate and fair," and 
controlling health costs. Oppose the 
"artificial and rigid restraint" of a 
constitutional amendment requiring a 
baIaJUd budget 

Would cap the effect of Reagan tax 
cuts for the wealthy, limiting benefits 
of third-year reduction to individuals 
with incomes below S60,OOO a year. 

Democrats: Call for restoration of 
Reagan cuts in federal education 
spending. Promise incentives to 
schools that focus on science, math, 
communications and computer literacy. 
Would strengthen support for programs 
targeted at disadvantaged children and 
would expand bilingual education. 

Democrats: Do not mention school 
prayer but affltTl1 party's belief in 
separation of chun:h and state. 

Democrats: Call for affltTl1ative action 
goals, timetables and "other verifJ8ble 
measurements" to make up for past 
discrimination, but do not specifically 
endorse or oppose the use of quotas. 

Accuse Reagan administration of 
eroding "constitutionally mandated and 

Democrats: Endorse adoption of the 
Equal Rights AmendmenL Support 
equal pay for work of comparable 
worth. 

Democrats: Talce a pro-choice position 
on abortion, recognizing "reproductive 
freedom as a fundamental human righL" 
Oppose constitutional amendment 
banning abortion. 

Democrats: Support increased coal 
production and promotion of coal 
exports. Endorse research and 
development of solar energy. Oppose 
offshore oil and gas exploration that 
would hanD fisheries and coastal 
resources. 
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Would partially defer tax indexation. 
Would impose a minimum corporate 
tax of 15 percenL . 

Would support tax reform aimed at 
"broadening the tax base, simplifying 
the tax code, lowering rates, and 
eliminating unnecessary, unfair and 
unproductive deductions." This "fair 
tax," unlike the GOP "nat tall," would 
retain some progressivity in the tall 
code. 

court·sanctioned remedies for 
longstanding patterns of discriminatory 
conducL" Promise an independent 
Civil Rights Commission with 
increased funding: strengthened civil 
rights enforcement and equal educational 
opportunity. 



ENVIRONMENT Democrats: Would increase budget of On acid rain, would mandate a 50 
Environmental Protection Agency and percent reduction (from 1980 levels) in 
would increase "superfund" financing to sulfur dioxide omissions within the 
clean up toxic waste dumps. Would next decade. • renew and strengthen Oean Air Act 

LABOR Democrats: Would repeal the section of and retraining programs that could be 
federal labor law that permits adoption fmanced by government, labor and 
of right-to-work laws. management or by tax-free 

Call for more job training for contributions, such as individual 
youth. Would examine new training Training Accounts. 

GUN CONTROL Democrats: Support "tough resuaints 
on the manufacture, transportation and 
sale of snub-nosed handguns, which 
have no legitimate sporting use and are 
used in a high proportion of violent 
crimes. 

CAMPAIGN FINANCE Democrats: Would end political action 
committee funding of federal election 
campaigns and enact a system of public 
fmancing of congressional as well as 
presidential campaigrts. 

DEFENSE Democrats: Would reduce the rate of 
increase in defense spending. Support 
"mililary reform" that would produce 
more cost-effective mililary policies. 

Would terminate production of the 
MX missile and B-1 bomber, and would 
prohibit production of nerve gas. • ARMS CONTROL Democrats: Would initiate immediately a "comprehensive, mutual and verifiable 
a "temporary, verifiable and mutual" freeze on the testing. production and 
freeze on testing of anti-satellite deployment of all nuclear weapons." 
weapons and of underground nuclear Would pursue other arms negotiations 
weapons; on testing and deployment of with the Soviet Union, including 
all weapons in space, and of new updating and resubmitting SALT II 
strategic ballistic weapons now under treaty to the Senate. 
development Support negotiation of 

FOREIGN POLICY Democrats: Oppose Mr. Reagan's danger of attack upon the United States" 
emphasis on mililary assistance in or its citizens. 
Central America, calling instead for a Affinn support for Israel and call for 
negotiated political solution in the peace negotiations among Israel, 
region. Call for end to U.S. support Jordan, Saudi Arabia and other Arab 
for "Contras" and other parnmiliwy states. Oppose sales of advanced 
groups fighting in Nicaragua. Pledge weaponry to avowed enemies of Israel, 
not to use U.S. troops "in or over" EI such as sales of AWACS aircraft and 
Salvador and Nicaragua unless Congress Slinger missiles to Saudi Arabia. 
has so authorized or such troop use is Support moving U.S. Embassy from 
necessary to "meet a clear and present Tel Aviv to Jerusalem 

• 
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• ECONOMIC POLICY 

EDUCATION 

SCHOOL PRAYER 

• CIVIL RIGHTS 

WOMEN'S RIGHTS 

ABORTION 

ENERGY 

• ', 

Republican Party Platform 

Republicans: Oppose any attempts to 
increase taxes, Instead, favor reducing 
deficits by continuing the economic 
recovery, cutting governmental 
spending and providing incentives for 
more perronal savings. Defend three
year cut in income tax rates enacted in 
1981 and oppose repeal of tax indexing. 
Say a "modified flat tax - widl 
specific exemptions for such items as 
mortgage interest - is a most 

Republicans: Would limit the federal 
role in education, restoring power to 
state and local governments. Suppon 
merit pay for teachers. Oppose 
mandatory busing of students to achieve 
racial desegregation. Advocate tuition 
tax credits and vouchers to give parents 
more choice in where dleir children are 
ed',.,atecl 

Republicans: Say students are entitled 
to engage in voluntary school prayer . 

Republicans: Assen dlat Reagan 
administration has vigorously enforced 
civil rights laws. Reject use of quotaS 
to remedy discrimination in 
employment, education and housing. 

Republicans: Make no mention of 
proposed Equal Rights Amendment to 
die Constitution, but say all 
Republicans "are free to work 
individually for women's progress" and 

Republicans: Suppon a constitutional 
amendment banning abortion. Oppose 
public fmancing for abortion. Suppon 
appointment of federal judges who 
oppose abortion. 

Republicans: Would remove all 
remaining controls on natural gas prices 
to stimulate exploration and production. 
Would permit more coal mining and 
consumption, and development of oil 
and natural gas on federal properties. 
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promising approach" for tax reform. 
Suppon constitutional amendments 

requiring a balanced budget and a line
item veto so die President can reject 
individual items in appropriations bills. 

Suggest die gold standard "may be a 
useful mechanism" for achieving stable 
prices. Call for reduced federal 
regulation. 

demand dlat dlere be "no inhibition" of 
women's rights to "full opponunity and 
advancement widlin dlis society." 
Oppose concept of equal pay for jobs of 
"comparable wonh." 

Would abolish windfall profits tax on 
oil and shut down federal Depanment of 
Energy. 

Urge elimination of unnecessary 
regulations so nuclear power plants can 
be brought on line quickly, and safely . 



ENVIRONMENT 

LABOR 

GUN CONTROL 

CAMPAIGN FINANCE 

DEFENSE 

ARMS CONTROL 

FOREIGN POLICY 

Republicans: Would apply cost-benefit 
tests to environmental protection. 
Endorse strong efforts to clean up toxic 
wastes, and would focus on acid rain 
research rather than controls. 

Republicans: Suppon right of states to 
enact "right-lO-work" laws that would 
outlaw mandatory union membership. 

Suppon sub-minimum wage for 
youth to encourage employers to hile 
inexperienced worlcers. 

Republicans: Oppose any gun 
controls, defending "the constitutional 
right to keep and bear arms." 

Republicans: Oppose mandatory 
taxpayer fmancing of political 
campaigns and recommend abolishing 
the Federal Election Commission. 

In platform section aimed at 
Democratic vice presidential nominee 
Geraldine A. Ferraro, vow suppon for 

Republicans: Suppon Reagan 
administration's increase in defense 
spending and would make military 
spending an even larger share of the 
federal budget. 

Republicans: Would seek substantial 
mutual reductions in nuclear weapons. 
Would negotiate for verifiable arms 
control agreements while modernizing 
U.S. "deterrence capability." Oppose 
freeze on nuclear weapons, contending 
such a step would simply maintain 
Soviet superiority. 

Republicans: On Central America. 
endorse Reagan adminisuation's 
policies, specifically its suppon for the 
government in El Salvador and its 
suppon for rebels fighting the Marxist 
Sandanista government in Nicaragua. 
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"fair and consistent application" of 
flllancial disclosure laws and suppon for 
"fUll disclosure" by all high officials 
and candidates of their own finances and 
the holdings of "spouses or 
dependents." 

Endorse development and 
deployment of the MX missile. 
Suppon deployment of Pershing II and 
cruise missiles in Western Europe. 

In Middle East, affirm support for 
Israel and promise the United States 
wiu walk out of the United Nations if 
Israel is forced out of that organization. 
Pledge continued support to Egypt and 
other moderate Arab states. 

• 
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CENTRAL AMERICA 

Issues Information 
(1988 Election) 

The debate over Central American policy focuses on how to achieve an end to warfare and povetty 
while encouraging democratic rule. The stated goal of the "Reagan Doctrine" is to curb Soviet influence in 
the region. 

To do so, the administration supports the Nicaraguan "Contras," guerrillas who are trying to 
ovetthrow the current Sandanista regime. 

In EI Salvador, the U.S. currently suppons the government against a guerrilla movement 
FACTS: In an unprecedented effon, the presidents of Nicaragua, EI Salvador, Costa Rica, Guatemala 
and Honduras have met to work out a Central American peace plan for the troubled area. Although 
Congress once restricted U.S. aid to the Contras, it approved $189 million in open and secret assistance to 
the Nicaraguan rebels from 1981 to 1986. The Iran-contra hearings detailed the Reagan administration's 
attempts at coven assistance to the Contras. El Salvador is the fifth largest recipient of U.S. foreign aid, 
receiving $471 million in fiscal 1987. 
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: If the Central American peace plan sticks, it would likely require suppon 
from the United States. Much campaign debate is expected over our role in aiding the Contras, and the 
propriety of the military, fmancial and humanitarian actions taken by the U.S.-backed rebels. Some are 
pushing for more congressional involvement and oversight following the Iran-contra hearings. 

AIDS 
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is a fatal disease rapidly spreading in the USA. AIDS is 

spread by sexual contact, blood and intravenous needle exchanges. Although not everyone who has the 
AIDS virus develops the disease, there have been more than 22,000 deaths from the disease in the USA. 
FACTS: The toll-free national AIDS hotline for questions about the disease: 800-342-2437. The health 
care costs from treatment will range from $8 billion to $16 billion by 1991, with a U.S. Public Health 
Service prediction of 270,000 fully developed AIDS cases and 179,000 deaths by then. The government 
plans to spend more than $1 billion on the disease in fiscal 1988. Health authorities predict five million 
people in the USA will carry the AIDS virus by 1991. The USA has not had any nationwide distribution 
of educational material on AIDS. The use of condoms, the presence of AIDS victims in classrooms and 
workplaces, and school curriculum on AIDS are hotly debated subjects due to moral implications. 
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: Some civic leaders have called for a "Manhattan-type" project, the same 
costly crash effon that was used to develop the atomic bomb to end World War ll. Candidates are 
expected to call for mandatory or voluntary AIDS testing for hospital patients, marriage license 
applications, jail inmates and numerous other testable groups. 

ARMS CONTROL 
By far the most heavily debated arms issue is the Strategic Defense Initiative (SOl) or "star wars", a 

high-tech defense system designed to protect USA citizens with a nuclear umbrella in case of attack. 
Critics charge that even a small number of missiles likely to penetrate the umbrella would cause 
devastation. Another "star wars" type weapon is the Stealth bomber. a super-secret aircraft supposedly 
invisible to detection. Future nuclear testing and alleged violations by both the U.S. and the Soviet Union 
of the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks II treaty are leading issues on the arms control agenda. 
FACTS: By mid-1987, the U.S. had committed more than $8 billion to SDI research. Critics estimate 
the total cost of the controversial SDI system could run as high as $120 billion. The 132 Stealth bombers 
are expected to COSt a total of $37 billion when production begins in 1991. The U.S. and Russia each 
have 12,000 nuclear warheads and are discussing reductions of 50 percent, to 6,000. The current U.S.
Soviet arms control talks began in March 1985. 
POSSmLE SOLUTIONS: As the 1988 presidential election grows near, there is increasing pressure 
for both sides to conclude negotiations before a change of leadership. Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev 
also appears to have invested substantial political capital in an arms agreement A proposal for single 
warheads on missiles rather than multiple warheads (MIRVs) may reduce first-strike danger. SOl is the 
hot campaign issue and will generally break down along party lilies: RepUblicans are in favor of it and 
Democrats are skeptical. 
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EDUCATION 
Public school prayer and the teaching of secular humanism (the belief that mortals can exist without 

depending on God) in schools have been ruled unconstitutional by federal courts. But they're both hot 
issues in education today. Other big issues of debate include bilingual education, a lack of religious • 
instruction, and the skyrocketing cost of college tuition. 

Tuition tax credits for religious schools is another inflammatory issue. Best-selling books such as The 
Closing Of The American Mind and Cultural Literacy examine weaknesses in the American educational 
system. 
FACTS: Half of the science doctorate degrees in the USA are awarded to foreign students. USA citizens 
are still the best-educated people in the world, according to a Census Bureau survey. In 1940,38 percent 
of young adults had a high school diploma and only 6 percent possessed a college degree. Now, 86 
percent of the USA's young adults fInish high school and 22 percent have college degrees. The Reagan 
administration has tried to abolish the Department of Education, which had a 1987 budget of $19.5 billion. 
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: Bringing retired scientists back into the classroom and higher teacher 
salaries may help the brain drain in the nation's classrooms. Teacher and student competency 
examinations also have been proposed. 

DEFENSE 
The USA has sought to maintain full defense capabilities for nuclear weapons and conventional forces, 

NATO ground forces in Europe and ultra-modem airplanes. Between 1980 and 1987, there was a 40 
percent increase in the defense budget. Reagan administration plans call for a 3 percent annual increase 
above inflation. Priorities for conventional warfare vs. nuclear capability, the contribution of U.S. allies, 
reduced Soviet defense spending, budget-balancing restrictions, plus reducing waste and fraud in military 
purchasing are all part of the complicated equation. Wasteful military spending has become a standard 
election issue. 
FACTS: By 1988, the defense budget will top $300 billion. Out of every budget donar, 29 cents goes 
to defense. Defense outlays total 6 percent of the entire gross national product. In August 1987, there 
were 2,158,486 men and women in the USA's armed forces. 
POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS: Proposals have been advanced to spend more on training and 
preparedness than military hardware. Special attention to counter-terrorism forces will be on the agenda in • 
light of a growing number of international incidents. Non-defense budget cuts and a greater awareness of 
Soviet capabilities may spur moves to reduce spending. 

DEFICIT 
The federal government spends more money than it takes in every year, leaving a deficit of borrowed 

money. This unbalanced budget soared to a record $220 billion in fIscal 1986. 
In order to reduce the defIcit, painful choices must be made to either reduce government spending 

and/or raise taxes. 
FACTS: The entire U.S. budget will be one trillion dollars during the 1988 fIscal year. The 1987 budget 
deficit ~ualed more than $700 per person in the USA. The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law requires a 
$108 billion deficit in fiscal 1988 and a balanced budget by 1991. 
POSSmLE SOLUTIONS: Increased or special taxes and reduced defense spending are the two 
cornerstones of the deficit debate. Special taxes could be proposed on everything from cigarettes to fuel 
oil. Lower unemployment also could help. 
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Party Platform: Where Do You Stand? 

• PanyName: 

1HE PLA 1FORM 

ISSUE POSIDON YOUR OPINION 

1-

2-

3-

4-

5-

6-

• 7-

8-

9-

lO-

ll-

12-

13-

14-

15-

• 
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Conventions 

The national conventions of the two major parties are characterized by hoopla, splash, and fanfare: 
deafening noise, an appearance of mass confusion, excited delegates, waving banners, and pictures of 
pany luminaries. Surprisingly, all this symbolism serves extremely functional purposes. 

For more than 100 years, the function of conventions was to nominate the presiden tial and vice
presidential candidates. More recently, primaries and the advent of television have altered the role of the 
convention. Today, when the primaries have usually already determined who the presidential nominee 
will be, the convention is often an attempt to convince voters that the party they are watching is best suited 
to run the government, is strong and vigorous, and is unified in purpose and goals. Presenting a picture 
of unity is not always easy; the primary campaigns leading up to the conventions are often biner. 

The symbolism of a political convention often begins with the choice of the city in which it will be 
held. In 1976 the Republicans chose Kansas City because the party wanted to project a conservative, 
farm-belt image. The Democrats went to New York City, which they felt would represent a liberal urban 
orientation. Conventions are often held in states with large numbers of electoral votes. 

The keynote speaker is also chosen carefully. This person typically represents one of the stronger 
factions in the party. At the same time, he or she is expected to promote unity among the factions, and to 
serve as a "cheerleader" who urges the party on to victory. 

Following the keynote address, which is given on the evening of the opening day, the convention 
elects the four standing comminees. These are the comminees on rules and order of business, 
permanent organization, credentials, and platform and resolutions. 

The rules committee recommends the rules for convention procedure and determines the order of 
business. Although the activities of this comminee are seldom controversial, there have been occasions 
when real battles have occurred over the committee's decision. In 1980, President Caner had won support 
of a majority of the delegates in the primaries. Senator Edward Kennedy tried to strike down a rule that 
bound delegates to vote for the candidates who had won in the state primaries. This would have allowed 
delegates to vote for whomever they wished, and Kennedy believed many Caner delegates would switch 
their votes to him. Kennedy lost the rules vote and whatever chance he might have had for the 
nomination. 

The committee on permanent organization selects the permanent chairperson and other 
permanent officials for the convention. It is the least controversial of the committees. 

The credentials committee approves and certifies the delegates from each state. In the past there 
have been disputes over who the proper delegates are. In both 1964 and 1968, blacks from Mississippi 
arrived at the Democratic convention declaring that they had been improperly excluded from the all-white 
Mississippi delegation. The credentials committee determined in both instances that some of the blacks 
should be included. 

Decisions about the content of the pany platform are made by the platform committee in 
consultation with party strategists. Although candidates struggle to have their proposals included in the 
platform content, the platform tends to be more of a statement of philosophies supported by the pany as a 
whole. This is because each of the parties is essentially an umbrella organization - a confederation of the 
state and local parties and of various interest groups. Thus the platform typically will reflect considerable 
compromise on broad issues of public policy, 

Even though one candidate may have won a majority of the delegates at the state conventions, the 
names of many candidates will be placed in nomination. Among these may be favorite sons (people 
popular in certain states). In addition to a lavishly complimentary nominating speech, there may be as 
many as ten or twelve seconding speeches, representing symbolic support from diverse groups of people. 

After nominations are concluded, the balloting begins. While first-ballot victories have become 
commonplace, some conventions have produced high drama during the balloting process. It took 103 
ballots over a period of nine days before John W. Davis was named Democratic candidate in 1924. It was 
not until the fourth ballot that Franklin Roosevelt won in 1932, and until the sixth that Wendell Wilkie 
triumphed in 1940 . 
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1. What was the purpose of conventions in the past? 

2. How has the convention's role changed? 

3. What factors detennine the location of a political convention? 

4. N arne and give the functions of the four standing committees. • 
5. What is the role of the keynote speaker? 

6 Define the term "favorite son." 

7. Why are there so many seconding speeches given? 

8. When the balloting is being conducted at conventions - who actually votes? 

• 
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Conventions 

• "It's easy once you figure it out." 

ANSWERS: 

1. Nominate presidential and vice-presidential candidates. 

2. Today conventions are a media event created to gain voters. 

3. The choice of a convention city reflects the image that each party wants to give the voters. 

4. a. Rules committee 

b. Committee on pennanent organization 

c. Credentials committee 

• d. Platfonn committee 

• 

5. a. To promote unity among factions 

b. To serve as a party cheerleader 

6. Favorite son - a person who is popular in certain states. A state may nominate its governor, for 
example. 

7. Seconding speeches represent symbolic support from diverse groups of people. 

8. The delegates to the convention vote . 
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Electoral College Votes 

Compare these two maps. What is shown by 
the distortion of states in the upper map? 

•• 3 

a 
Q .. 

-'". 

. CA 
47 

u....;.--y. 

~ FL Hawaii () .. 2' 
4 

.. 

MOntana Nor1h ~aJcOIa \ 
4 

Minnesota 
10 

Wyoming 
South Dakota 

3 
3 

Nebraska 
5 

Colorado 
a Kansas 

7 

New Mexico Oklahoma 

5 a 

Texas 
29 

Questions; 

1. There are 538 members of the electoral college. A candidate must have a majority of these to win the 
election. How many are required? 

2. Calculate the smallest number of states needed by a candidate to win the presidency. 
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Answers To "Maps" 

1. 270 

2. 12 states: California, New York, Texas, Pennsylvania, lliinois, Ohio, Florida, Michigan, New 
Jersey, North Carolina, Massachusetts and any other state. 
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Create Your Own Poll 
"Polls help parties prepare their platforms." 

flA 
~ 1987 Los Angeles Times 

poll finds that 41% of Americans 
prefer a Democrat for president." 

"Survey finds Americans favor 
genetic engineering." 

AI most daily the mass media 
report the results of a public opinion 
poll or survey. But just what is a 
poll? Why do we have them? How 
are they used? 

Polls and surveys can be used 
to: 
1) measure publicopinion at the 

ti me the poll is conducted, 
2) assess and analyze data, 
3) focus attention on public 

questions, and 
4) stimulate discussion on these 

questions. 
In the political arena, polls and 

surveys are very important because 
they can influence a candidate's 
decision concerning a specific issue. 
Polls can be used by candidates to 
shape their campaigns, tailoring 
both image and issues to voters' 
concerns. Recently, some critics 
have suggested that polls and poll
sters can actually shape the opin
ions they are supposed to measure. 

In this exercise you will experi
ence firsthand the world of polls and 
surveys. You will develop skills in 
questioning, interpretation, analy
sis, decision-making, and commu
nication-valuable skills for mak
ing humane and effective choices in 
a complex society. 

Constructing a Poll: 
To develop a reliable poll, you will 
need to answer three questions: 

1) Who is to be interviewed? 
2) What kind of interview is to 

be conducted? 
3) What is to be asked of the 

respondents? 

Sampling: 
Since in most cases it is nearly 
impossible to poll every single per
son on a given topic, pollsters use 
what is called a random sample. A 
random sample is a portion of a 

selected population surveyed in a 
systematic way, for example choos
ing every second or fourth person 
from a list such as the telephone 
book. This can be done because the 
law of mathematical probability 
states that if the sample is large 
enough and chosen at random the 
result will be quite accurare-with 
a very small margin of error. Na
tional polls typically select 1,500 
households at random as their 
sample. 

One reason polls are sometimes 
flawed is that the sample is 
skewed-that is, not sufficiently 
random. A poll on farm issues that 
included in its sample a much higher 
percentage offarmers than is found 
in the American population would 
be inaccurate because its sampling 
was skewed. Of course, sometimes 
a sampling should not be random;a 
candidate who wants to know what 
farmers think will commission a 
poll offarmers only. 

Interviewing: 
The basic polling tool is the ques
tionnaire. Interviewees may re
spond to questionnaires in three 
ways: in person, by telephone, or by 
mail. For an accurate, objective 
poll, it is important that the poll
sters get demographic information 
about each respondent and that the 
respondents know that all the infor
mation obtained will be kept confi
dential. 

Questioiling: 
A poll is only as good as the ques
tions it asks. Questions, therefore, 
should be simple, clear, and above 
all, neutral. For example, instead 
of "Don't you think that funding 
social programs is more important 
than spending on defense?" a more 
neutral question would be "Which 
do you feel is more crucial, spending 
on social programs or on defense?" 

The two basic types of polling 
questions are open questions, ques
tions that pose a problem and ask 
respondents fortheiropinions, as in 
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'What do you feel is the most serious 
problem facing the United States?" 
and closed questions, questions in 
which the responses must be from 
among the choices offered, as in 
"Which of the following candidates 
do you favor at this time? a) 
Gephardt b) Simon c) Hart d) None 
of the above." 

Student Poll: 
1) Choose five issues that are 

of concern to teenagers 
today. 

2) Pose each of these concerns 
in the form of a neutral 
question, remembering the 
rules above. 

3) Describe the target popula
tion and how you will go 
about obtaining a random 
sample of that group. 

4) Conduct your poll. 
5) Record all questions and 

responses on another sheet 
of paper. 

6) Be prepared to share your 
results and analysis with 
the class. 

Analyzing Results: 
Once you have developed and con
ducted your poll, you will need to 
assess the results. Here are some 
questions to help you with this. 

1) Look at your results. What 
are some impressions that 
you have? Are they what 
you expected? 

2) Analyze each of the follow
ing and tell how it might 
have affected the results of 
your survey: a) random ness 
of sample, b) neutrality of 
questions, c) body language 
or tone of pollster while ask
ing questions. 

3) What have you learned 
about polling and survey
ing that could help you de
tect biased (not neutral) 
questions? 

4) What kinds of decisions can 
be based on the information 
obtained by this survey? 

• 

• 

• 



• Analyze A Political Cartoon 

• (attach cartoon here) 

Date cartoon appeared _____________ _ 

Newspaper~agarine _______________ ___ 

1. Which party/candidate is pictured? __________________ ___ 

2. Is the party/candidate seen favorably or negatively? ______________ _ 

Why? ______________________________________________ _ 

3. Explain recent events which make this a timely cartoon. ________ _ 

• 
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Analyze Campaign Advertisements 

CANDIDATE __________________________ __ 

PARTY ______________________________ _ 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF ADVERTISEMENT ______________________ _ 

1. Does the ad help voters understand the candidate's stand on the issues? If yes, which 
issues? 

2. Does the ad talk about the candidate's record? What is covered? 

3. Does the ad cover leadership qualities or family life? How? 

4. Did the ad change your attitude toward the candidate positively or negatively? 

5. Who sponsored (paid for) the ad? Does that affect the message of the ad? 

6. Does the ad criticize the opposing party and/or candidate? How? 
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Create-An-Ad 

Advertising advison for a presidential candidate use a stgrybnpnl to plan television colIlIIleItials. 

Choose a candidate. Select nine facts or qualities about the candidate Iha1 you think should be included in 
a commercial. Explain them in the storyboard provided. 

1. _________ _ 2 _______________ _ 3. __________ _ 

4. __________ _ 

~-----------------
a ________________ _ 

7. _______________ __ 

&----------------- 9. _______________ _ 
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How Do You Evaluate A Candidate? 

HONESTY: Can this candidate 
be trusted? 

COMMUNICATION: Can this 
candidate express his ideas 
clearly? Is he a good speaker? 

COMPASSION: Is this 
candidate concerned for the poor, 
elderly, ill, less fortunate? Does 
he have a plan to help them? 

PERSONALITY: Could you like 
this candidate as a friend? 

STAND ON THE ISSUES: 
What does this candidate see as 
the major problems facing our 
country? How does he plan to 
solve them? 

"OK} oK! 
X' /I .sf-op 
SmoJ{inj' 

Bur the.. 
ha. t s+avs!~ 

HEALTH: Is this candidate in 
good physical and mental health? 

KNOWLEDGE: Is this candidate 
informed about the issues and the 
role of the President? 

JUDGEMENT: Does this 
candidate use good judgement in 
choosing advisors and in making 
decisions? 

APPEARANCE: Does this 
candidate make a good 
impression on TV, posters, and 
in person? 

DEDICATION: Does this 
candidate work hard to get the job 
done? 

FAMILY: Does this candidate 
have a good family life? Does he 
have a good moral character? 

EXPERIENCE: What government or leadership positions has this candidate held? Are those positions 
sufficient experience for the White House? 

I. How would you rank these qualities? 

2. Are there other qualities you think are important when evaluating a candidate? 
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George Bush - Republican 
(1988 Election) 

Age: 63 
Residence: TX 
Employment: 
1981- U.S. Vice President 
1976-77 Director of the Central Intelligence Agency 
1974-75 Chief of U.S. Liaison Office in the People's Republic of China 
1973-74 Chairman of the Republican N ationa! Comminee 
1967-71 U.S. House of Representatives 
1954-66 President & co-founder, Zapata Offshore Company 

Education: 
Yale University, Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics, 1948 

Why do you want to be President? 
In the years ahead, I want to help Americans become known as the nation that'sjirsf-jirst in creating 

jobs, first in education,first in standing up for freedom and democracy around the world. 
In areas where America is already the world's leader, I want to keep Americajirst. And in those areas 

where we might be lagging behind, I want to make Americajirst. 
I have a vision of America. It's an America where every man and woman who wants a job can have 

one; an America where our educational system is second to nOne; an America that stands for peace through 
strength. We must always be willing to talk to our adversaries, bur with our eyes wide open. 

The United Stares is the freest, thefairest, and the most generous nation on earth. We are a great 
nation. But I think we can be even better. Our best days are still ahead. 

The American people are looking for a President with both top-level national experience andforeign 
policy experience. They're looking for an active President who has shown integrity and compassion. The 
American people want a President who is a good manager and whose leadership has been tested and 
proven. 

For these reasons, I am prepared to lead the United States into the 1990s. 

What qualities would you bring to the presidency? 
I offer experience and a proven record of leadership. 

What are the three most important challenges racing the next president? 
To sustain America's economic growth so that every man and woman who wants to work has a job 

with dignity, to maintain peace through strength, and to provide better education for our children. 

What impressed you about this candidate? 
Do you see any weak points about this candidate in this information? 

Quotes provided by candidare 10 Newsweek, Inc. 

<This infonnation can be used as a fonnat for further Gubematcrial and/or Presidential elections. 
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Michael Dukakis - Democrat 
(1988 Election) 

Age: 54 
Residence: MA 
Employment: 
1982- Governor of Massachusetts 
1978-82 Director, Intergovernmental Studies, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard 

University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 
1974-78 Governor of Massachusetts 
1970-74 Attorney, Hill & Barlow, Boston, Massachusetts 
1962-70 State Representative, Massachusetts Legislature 

Education: 
Harvard Law School, L.L.B., 1960 
Swarthmore College, Bachelor of Arts degree in Science, 1955 
University of San Marcos, Lima, Peru, 1954 
American University (Washington Semester Program), 1954 

Why do you want to be President? 
I'm the son of Greek imrrUgrants who came to America with the dream of better life. The dream came 

truefor my parents, as it hasfor Kitty and me and our three children. Jam running for President because J 
believe all Americans have a right to share in that dream. J believe J have the strength to run this country, 
the experience to manage our government, and the values to lead our people. And J am committed to the 
kind of vibrant and sustained economic growth that will create opportunity for every citizen in every pan 
of this land. 

What qualities would you bring to the presidency? 
J want Americans to study my record as Governor-l'm proud of it, and J look forward to building a 

new record as President. 

What are the three most important challenges facing the next president? 
To create economic opportunity for all Americans, to carry out aforeign policy that reflects American 

values, and to preserve an America that is caring and compassionate and concerned about all its citizens. 

What impressed you about this candidate? 
Do you see any weak points about this candidate in this information? 

Quotes provided by candidate ro Newsweek, Inc. 

·This infonnation can be used as a fonnat for fwer GubernalOrial and/or Presidential elections. 
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A Voter's Guide To Campaign '88 

After eight years under President Reagan, Americans this year will choose a new leader 
and perhaps new direction for our national government. To make an informed choice, 
voters must study the candidates closely and carefully weigh the issues. Use this sheet to 
begin making your choice now. 

RATE THE CANDIDATES Informed 
voters pay attention to a candidate's 
campaign tactics. During the next week, 
follow campaign coverage on TV and in the 
press. List the candidates you learn about 
in the spaces provided. How do they rate on 
the campaign practices listed here? 
(1 = poor, 5= excellent) 

1. CONSTRUCTIVE CAMPAIGNING 
Explains hislher own position instead 
of simply attacking hislher opponents. 

2. FACING THE ISSUES 
Answers questions fully and directly. 

3. STATING A CASE 
Presents ideas and gives reasons instead 
of relying on slogans and promises. 

4. REACHING THE PEOPLE 
Speaks and listens to voters rather than 
appearing mainly at supporter rallies 
and media events. 

EXPLORE THE ISSUES. Informed voters find out where the candidates stand on 
important issues. But they also decide where they stand on the issues themselves. What 
are your views on the issues listed here? Use the blank space to raise any issues especially 
important to you, then state your position. Indicate which candidates share your views. 

ISSUES YOUR POSITION SUPPORTING 
CANDIDATES 

1. U.SJSoviet relations 

2. Nuclear arms control 

3. U.S. support for 
Nicaraguan Contras 

4. Trade relations with 
other nations 

5. Special help for the 
needy 

6. Environmental safety 

7. Combatting AIDS 

8. (your own issue) 
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RESEARCH THE REPUBLICAN 
BIOGRAPHY 

Candidate's name: ______________ Pany: _______ Age: __ 

Family economic background (check one): Upper: MiddIe ____ Lower ___ _ 
Ancestry: Religion: ______ _ 

Previous occupation(s): Military Service: __ _ 
College(s) attended: Major: ____ _ 
Highest Degree: _______ .Personal monetary wonh: _____ Married? ____ _ 

Spouse's occupation: # of children: ___ _ 

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY: 
Does candidate consider self liberal, moderate, or conservative? ____________ _ 

POSITIONS ON ISSUES: 
Economy: 
Tmdedeficit ____________________________ _ 

Government spending _________________________ _ 
Nationaldebt ____________________________ _ 
Agriculture _____________________________ __ 

Foreign Policy: 
Anns~licy-----------________________ _ 
Central America ___________________________ _ 
NfidilleE~t ____________________________ _ 

U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations ________________________ _ 

Social: 
Women's rights ___________________________ _ 
Minorityrigh~; _______________________________________ _ 

Aid to educationl ______________________________________________________ _ 
Envimnment ________________________________________________________ _ 
Ururu~tion----____________________________________________________ _ 
Povertyandwelf~e: ____________________________________________________ _ 

Other hsu~: __________________________ ~---------------------------

YOUR CONCLUSIONS AND OPINIONS: 
What ~e the candidate's strongest poin~? ______________________________________ _ 

What are the candidate's weakest poin~? ______________________________________ _ 
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RESEARCH THE DEMOCRAT 
BIOGRAPHY 

Candidate's name: Party: _______ Age: __ 

Family economic background (check one): Upper Middle ____ Lower ___ _ 
Ancestry: Religion: ______ _ 

Previous occupation(s): Military Service: __ _ 
College(s) attended: Major: _____ _ 

Highest Degree: Personal monetary worth:. Married? ____ _ 
Spouse's occupation: # of children: ___ _ 

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY: 
Does candidate consider self liberal, moderate, or conservative? ____________ _ 

POSITIONS ON ISSUES: 
Economy: 
Tmdedeficit ____________________________ _ 

Government spending _________________________ _ 
Nationaldebt ____________________________ _ 
Agriculture _____________________________ __ 

Foreign Policy: 
Annspolicy ____________________________ _ 
Central Arnerica ____________________________ _ 
~dilleE~t ____________________________ _ 

U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations ________________________ _ 

Social: 
Women's rights ____________________________ _ 
Minorityrigh~ ____________________________ _ 

Aid toeducation ___________________________ _ 
Environment ____________________________ _ 
mmrngmtion ______________________________ _ 

Povertyandwelfme ___________________________ _ 
Other hsues: ____________________________ ___ 

YOUR CONCLUSIONS AND OPINIONS: 
What are the candidate's strongest poin~? ____________________ _ 

What me the candidate's weakest points? ___________________ ___ 
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RESEARCH THE "OTHER" CANDIDATE 
BIOGRAPHY (FOR LIBERTARIAN, INDEPENDANT ETC.) 

Candidate's name: Party: Age: __ 
Family economic background (check one):UPJleI:_Middle _ Lower __ Ancestry: ____ _ 
Religion:. College(s) attended: Highest degree: Major. ____ _ 
Previous occupation(s): Military Service: ______ _ 

Personal monetary wonh: __ Married? __ Spouse's occupation: Number of children: 

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY: 
Does candidate consider self liberal. moderate. or conservative? ____________ _ 

POSITIONS ON ISSUES: 
Economy: 
Trndedeficit ___________________________ _ 

Government spending ________________________ _ 
National debt ___________________________ _ 
Agriculture ___________________________ _ 

Foreign Policy: 
Annspolicy ___________________________ _ 

Central America __________________________ _ 
~dilleE~t ___________________________ _ 

U.S.·U.S.S.R. relations _______________________ _ 

Social: 
Women's rights __________________________ _ 
Minority rights __________________________ _ 
Aid to education __________________________ _ 
Environment ______________________________________________ _ 
Immigration __________________________________________________ _ 

Poverty and welfare: ______________________________________________ _ 
Other Issues: _________________________________________ __ 

YOUR CONCLUSIONS AND OPINIONS: 
What are the candidate's strongest points? _______________________________ _ 

What are the candidate's weakest points? _________________________________ _ 
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DISCUSS OR DEBATE 

I. Several qualified candidates refuse to 
run each year. They say they don't 
want their families exposed to the 
rigors of the campaign and media. 
Do you think the election process 
needs to be changed? 

2. To run for president you must be 
at least 35 and a U.S. citizen. 
Obviously it takes more than that 
What qualities do you think should 
be added, if any? 

3. Sen. Gary Han, D-Colo., dropped out of the presidential race after news repons stated that he spent a 
weekend with model Donna Rice. Did the press go too far in writing about his personal life? Should 
a candidate have "personal privacy" from the press? 

4. In 1984 a presidential campaign cost $325 million. How could the country be better served by 
candidates spending less money? How might these huge debts interfere with the democracy we claim? 

5. The 1988 defense budget is expected to top the $300 billion mark. Are we spending too much on 
defense? 

6. More than 22,000 people have died from AIDS. Should the government provide housing and financial 
aid to AIDS victims? 

wHO 
.;r;sN'T? " 
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On discuss or debate -

I. These might be assigned as essay topics, REQUIRING OPINIONS SUPPORTED WITH FACfS . 

2. The topics might also be the basis for team competition -{)r cooperative learning group work. 

3. If debate topics are to be used in debate, students should be given topics ahead of time in order to 
prepare for factual discussion. 
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How To Watch A Debate 

In 1984, an estimated 85 million Americans watched the televised debates between presidential candidates 
Ronald Reagan and Walter Mondale. Nine out of every ten American voters say they have watched a 
candidate debate some time in the past These include debates among candidates for all levels of public 
office, from city council to the U.S. Senate to the presidency. No other political events - in fact, few 
other television programs - produce such large audiences. Why do people watch debates? 

Clearly, there is a horse-race quality to a candidate debate; people want to know who will "win." But there 
is more. Before voters go to the polls, they want to know where candidates stand on the issues, what 
leadership qualities the candidates possess, how they react under pressure, even what they look like. 
Voters want to comparison shop and to see the candidates meet head-on and face-to-face. 

Think of other ways we leam about candidates. The 6(}.second spot on TV is produced by a media 
advisor, the letter seeking contributions is written by a professional fundraiser, and news reports are 
filtered through the eyes of reporters. Compared to these, the candidate debate provides a direct 
opponunity to hear candidates speak for themselves, unrehearsed, without a prepared speech. 

Still, viewers need to watch debates with a careful eye. Television can emphasize image over substance. 
Good debaters are not necessarily better leaders. 

Candidate debates: A behind the scenes look 

At fITSt glance, the purpose of a debate seems obvious - to provide voters with the information they need 
to make an intelligent choice at the polls. Debates also help to get the public interested in an election and to 
educate voters about the issues. 

But those directly involved in debates may have other goals. For candidates, it is to get elected. 
Candidates weigh every debate decision - whether to debate, what format is best, even what cunain 
colors and camera angles they want - with one question: "Will it help me win?" Television broadcasters 
who air the debate want to attract an audience with a lively show and a hot race. The debate that gets on 
the air is the result of delicate juggling of all these goals. 

The juggling takes place in negotiating sessions between the debate sponsor, the candidates, and, in some 
cases, the broadcaster. Negotiations focus on such issues as the number, date, site and format for the 
debate. These negotiations often are long and difficult and they may involve what seem to be small details. 
The negotiations for the presidential and vice-presidential debates in 1984, for example, went on for an 
intense three-week period before the debate schedule fmally was set Weeks later, conflicts arose over 
such issues as the color of the backdrop cunain and the placement of furniture on stage. Though minor, 
each dispute could have led one candidate or the other to back out of the debate at the last minute. 

Format 

The negotiations about format - the actual structure of the debate - are usually the most intense. A 
candidate debate can use any format that puts candidates face-to-face stating their views and responding to 
their opponents. Using this definition, what methods can you think of to structure debates? 

Candidates tend to prefer safe formats that protect them from direct confrontation. The "modified press 
conference," used in the 1984 Reagan-Mondale debates, is an example of this format in which a journalist 
poses a question, a candidate has several minutes to respond, the journalist poses a follow~up question; 
and the same candidate responds. The next candidate goes through the same questioning process and then 
each has a chance to rebut, or refute, the opponent This format guarantees each candidate equal time and 
takes advantage of the knowledge of a number of journalists. However, it provides little opponunity to 
challenge a candidate who is dodging a question and often allows the press to set the agenda for the debate; 
sometimes issues of most concern to the public and to the candidates are missed in the process. 
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Contrast the above format with the much less structured "single moderator format" used in the 1984 
Democratic primary debates. A single moderator posed questions to the candidates and was free to follow 
up immediately if a candidate ducked the question or responded with an answer that was too general. • 
Candidates were given time to ask questions of each other. This format usually results in a much livelier 
interaction between candidates and tends to highlight differences in the candidates' stands on the issues. 
However, it requires a skilled, well-informed moderator who is able to make sure all candidates get equal 
opportunity to present their views. 

In some debates, audience questions are used, either live or prescreened. Formal opening and/or closing 
statements by the candidates often are included. Sometimes, several formats are combined in one debate. 
As you watch debates, consider the strengths and weaknesses of the format, and keep in mind that the 
format selected probably reflects a compromise reached by the candidates, the debate sponsor and possibly 
the broadcaster. 

Candidate partjcjpation 

As you watch a debate, note who is and who is not included. Are minor party and/or independent 
candidates involved? Deciding whom to include in a debate is not always easy or obvious for debate 
sponsors. Some debate sponsors choose to include only major candidates in order to use the brief time 
available to give voters an opportunity to compare candidates with a realistic chance of winning. Other 
sponsors prefer to open the platform to all legally qualified candidates, providing voters with an 
opportunity to hear all candidates' points of view. Which position do you think is most informative to 
voters? Either way poses potential problems. In 1980, for example, the League of Women Voters 
Education Fund announced it would include in its presidential debates all candidates receiving more than 
15 percent support in national nonpartisan public opinion polls. Independent candidate John Anderson 
met that criterion, and the League invited him to participate in the first presidential debate. The Democratic 
contender, President Jimmy Carter, promptly pulled out. Later, when Anderson's support dipped below 
the League-established 15 percent criterion, he was not invited for the second debate. Carter then agreed 
to take the stage opposite Republican candidate Ronald Reagan. • 

Impact or debates 

Most scholars agree that debates rarely cause a dramatic change in the course of an election. They seldom 
make a winner out of a long-shot nor can they destroy a candidate who is far ahead in the polls. In fact, 
studies of the impact of presidential debates show that debates tend to confirm the choices people have 
already made. According to these studies, even if a candidate makes a major mistake or says something 
supporters do not like during a debate, most supporters adjust their views in order to remain loyal to the 
original candidate. 

This is not to say that debates do not shape voters' opinions. In fact, they have the greatest impact on 
undecided voters. Watching a debate helps an uncommitted voter decide how to cast a ballot on election 
day. 

In addition, studies show that debates influence voters in other important ways. Debates stimulate interest 
in the election and inform the public about the issues involved in the campaign as well as the candidates' 
positions on those issues. They put candidates on the record, so they can be held accountable once in 
office. They help rally a candidate's supporters to get involved in the campaign and to vote. And fmally, 
they provide a great deal of information about the personalities of the candidates. 

In sum, candidate debates can playa vital role in our democracy. In a country in which only about half of 
all eligible voters cast their ballots in the 1984 presidential elections, the role that televised debates play in 
stimulating and educating voters is especially important. 

Debates, though, will remain only as good as the public wants them to be. Because many candidates want • 
safe debates - or all too often, no debates at all- it is up to the public to persuade candidates to debate 
and to accept better, more challenging formats. And then, it is up to the debate audience to evaluate the 
candidates - to differentiate between style and substance - and to make informed choices at the polls. 
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Rate the debate 

You will get more out of watching a debate if you are well prepared. Get ready by following press repons 
on the candidates. Knowing their campaign positions ahead of time and knowing something about the 
issues that are likely to come up in the debate will help you to understand the questions and answers and to 
evaluate the candidates' performance. It also is helpful to get some background on the debate sponsor and 
follow any campaign conflicts over the debate itself. 

Rate the debate format 

A good format should be interesting and fair. should provide information about the candidates' views on 
the issues and should help you judge the candidates' leadership qualities. In evaluating the debate format, 
consider: 

I. Does it give all candidates equal opporrunity to speak and to respond to opponents? 

2. Does it hold your interest? Does it allow the differences between the candidates to surface? 

3. Does it make it easy for the candidates to talk about the issues? Does it allow the candidates to state 
their view clearly? Does it allow the candidates to be pinned down? 

4. Does it give you insight into the candidates' personalities and leadership qualities? 

Rate the moderator/panelists 

I. Is the moderator in control of the debate? 

2. Are the questions fair? Are they equally tough on all candidates? 

3. Are the questions clear? Is there enough information so that viewers understand the meaning of the 
answers? Are follow-up questions used to help pin down the candidates? 

4. Do the questions cover the important issues? Are there any major issues that are not mentioned? 

5. Does the moderator or do any of the panelists talk too much? 

6. Does the moderator allow each candidate the same amount of time to talk? 
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Gubernatorial Debate Activity 

Debates will be televised as gubernatorial candidates compete for votes. These debates are tentatively • 
scheduled for Watch at least one of the debates. Use this score sheet to 
analyze the candidates' performances and to decide who "won" or "lost" the debate. 

DatelPlace of Debate ___________________________ _ 

I. For each issue debated, rate each candidate from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) on his/her performance. 
Keep in mind clarity, logic, factual knowledge, consistency, etc. Possible topics are: nuclear 
weapons, foreign relations, the economy, the environment, education trade, minority rights. Listen 
for other topics as well. 

2. Rate each candidate on his/her television impression. Consider appearance, delivery, warmth, positive 
or negative mannerisms. 

3. Total each candidates' points. Answer the analysis questions. Decide on the debate winner and loser. 

Candidate: 1 2 3 4 5 

Issue: 

I. _________________________________ _ 

2. _________________________________ _ 

3. ___ _ 

4. _____________________________ _ 

5. _________________________________ _ 

TV Impression: 

Total Score: 

Questions for analysis; 
I. Did the candidates' relative scores match your expectations? Why or why not? 

2. What factors might have contributed either positively or negatively to the candidates' performances? 

3. What impressed you most about each candidate? What disappointed you most about each? 

4. Compare your results with those of media analysts. Are the similar? Different? Why? 

5. Compare your assessment with those of your classmates. Evaluate the similarities or differences. 

6. If you were to vote today for the governor, which candidate would you choose and why? 

7. How did the debate alter or reinforce your views? 

8. Did the candidate(s) who scored highest on issues also score highest on television impression? 

Winner ________________ Loser _______________ _ 
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Rate the Candidates 

Rate the candidates 

Most of your attention during a debate centers on the candidates' performance, and rightly so. But as you 
watch, be aware of your reactions both to the substance of the candidates' remarks and to the visual 
images they convey. Those images can be powerful. For example, two revealing polls were taken after 
the 1960 debates between John Kennedy, who came across as youthful and energetic, and Richard Nixon, 
who looked tired and older. A majority of television viewers judged Kennedy the debate winner, but a 
poll of radio listeners gave the victory to Nixon. Clearly, the power of image can cause voters to overlook 
the substance of a debate. Therefore, as you evaluate candidates, consider: 

Imaee 

I. Are you influenced by the age, sex, clothes, posture or other physical characteristics of the candidates? 
How? 

2. What impressions do the candidates convey as the debate progresses? Who appears more relaxed? 
more sincere? more confident? 

3. Who knows how to use television better? Do the candidates look directly at you (into the camera) or 
elsewhere (at the panelists, live audience, etc.)? Does this affect your overall impression of the 
candidates? 

Substance 

• 1. Do the candidates answer or evade the questions? 

• 

2. Do the candidates tell you their stands on issues or do they respond with emotional appeals and 
campaign slogans? 

3. Do the candidates give their own views, or do they mostly attack the opponent? Are the attacks 
personal or directed at the opponent's policies? 

4. Are the answers consistent with the candidates' previous positions? 

5. Is the candidate well informed? Do the candidates use facts and figures to help you understand or to 
confuse you? 

6. Are the answers realistic or are they just campaign promises? 

You may want to read a transcript or view a videotape of the debate to help answer these questions. 
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Rate the impact of the debate 

Political debates are but one event in a long campaign season. How has the debate influenced the 
campaign? In evaluating the impact of a debate. consider the following: 

I. At what stage in the campaign is the debate taking place? 

2. What PntSS coverage. if any. is there of the debate? Does it cover important issues or focus on 
attention-getting details (mistakes. slogans. etc.)? 

3. Did the debate change press coverage of the campaign? Are different issues emphasized? 

4. Did the candidates' ratings in the polls change after the debate? 

5. Has interest in the campaign changed? How? 

6. Have the behavior. policy positions or campaign strategy of either candidate changed? How? 
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In Order!!? 
fll.I&:usr 
15 -/'i 

New ORLEAAlS 

Arrange the following political events in proper chronological order. Remember - these apply to the 
1988 Presidential Election. 

I. Iowa Caucus (first caucus) 

2. Formal announcement of candidacy 

3. Super Tuesday - southern primaries 

4. First Primary (New Hampshire) 

5. Federal funds given to candidates 

6. California and New Jersey Primaries (last primaries) 

7. Conventions (Democratic and Republican) 

8. Election Day 

9. Labor Day Kick-Off- fIrst big public showing 

10. TV debates between Republican and Democratic nominees 
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Previous Timeline Used 
For 1988 Presidential Election 

,1 

L=t= . 

NoTE 10 

TEACUE.'R5 .... 
L~l.::. ... _ .,. __ ._.. __ .. ---J":! ~~ 

Correct order for "IN ORDER" events. 

I. Formal announcement of candidacy - September 1986 
2. Federal funds - January 1, 1988 
3. Iowa - First Caucus - February 8, 1988 
4. First Primary· New Hampshire· February 16, 1988 
5. Super Tuesday - March 8, 1988 
6. Last Primaries (California and New Jersey) . June 7, 1988 
7. Conventions -' Democrat - July 18-21, 1988 

- Republican - August 15·18,1988 
8. Labor Day Kick-Off -
9. TV Debates - September 14 and 25, October 11 and 27,1988 

10. Election Day - NovemberS, 1988 

Complete a tirneline for the 1990 Gubernatorial election. 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
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• Absentee Voting 
Ballot 

Bloc 
Caucus 

Charisma 
Clerks 

Coalition 

Conservative 
Constituent 
Dark Horse 

Demography 

Ethnicity 

Faction 
Fairness Doctrine 

• Favorite Son 

"GOP" 
Grass Roots 

Incumbent 
Interest Group 

Keynote Address 
Lame Duck 

Liberal 
Majority 

Partisan 
Plank 

Platform 

Plurality 

Political Action 
Committee (PAC) 

Political Party 

• Pundit 
Rank and File 

Telegenic 

Glossary 

A means to vote other than on election day. 
The cards, papers, booklet, pages or other material containing the names of 
offices and candidates and the statements of measures to be voted on. 
A group of persons, parties, or nations united for common action. 
A meeting of the active members of a political party to decide upon policies or the 
selection of candidates. 
Leadership qualities that attract the following of large numbers of people. 
Precinct election board worker responsible for recording those who have voted 
in a booklet called a poll list and performs other duties assigned by the Inspector. 
A combination of several interest groups or factions for the purpose of achieving 
some political goal. Successful candidates for the presidency must attract a large 
coalition of diverse voters in order to win the election. 
A person favoring political and social policies that preserve the existing order. 
A person represented by an elected official. 
A person receiveing unexpected support for the nomination at a party convention; 
from the race track term for a little known horse who did weIl in a race. 
The study of the characteristics of human populations, such as size, density, 
distribution, and growth. 
The racial, national, religious, or cultural characteristic particular to a group of 
people. 
A group of persons forming a cohesive part of an interest group. 
A requirement of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) that 
broadcasters and telecasters make every effort to ensure that differing points of 
view are heard. 
A person nominated at a party convention, often as an honorary gesture, by the 
delegates from that candidates's home state. 
Grand Old Party, the Republican Party. 
People at a distance from the major political center. A grass-roolS canctidate 
usually has little official party suppon. 
The person currently holding a public office. 
A group that comes together because of a strong common goal or interest and 
tries to influence government 
The opening speech at a political convention. 
A public official serving out a term after having been defeated for re-election, or 
being ineligible to run for reelection. 
A person favoring political and social policies of change, progress, and reform. 
A number one more than half of the total. A majority vote is 50% of those 
casting ballots plus one. 
A strong supporter of a party, cause, person, or idea. 
An article of a political platform, just as a plank is a piece of wood that is part of 
the foundation of a building. 
The formal declaration of the principles and policies of a group like a political 
party. 
A number of votes cast for a candidate in a contest of more than two candidates 
that is greater than the number cast for any other candidate. 
A committee representing a special interest group, corporation, or labor union 
that raises money and provides campaign contributions to friendly candidates. 
An entity organized nationally or locally for gaining support of registered electors 
who prefer to be aligned with the philosophies of such an organization. 
A popular term used to describe a political expert 
Those who form the common and major portion of any group, like a political 
party. 
Presenting a pleasing appearance on television. 
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Glossary Activity 

Use the glossary to complete each of the following: 

I. Would you consider the Republican nominee to be a conservative or~? Why? 

2. Would you consider the Democratic nominee to be a conservative or~? Why? 

3. Why and how would campaign advisors use demoKrnphic information in preparing the campaign? 

4. How does ethnicitv play an important part in this or any campaign? 

5. Watch a network news broadcast. Evaluate how well it adheres to the fairness docoine. 

6. Who is the QQf nominee? 

7. Is there an incumbent as a presidential nominee this year? Why or why not? 

8. Name three interest groups or factions to which candidates must appeal. 

9. Which amendment is known as the Lame Duck amendment? Why is Ronald Reagan a lame duck? 

10. Must a nominee win a majorilY or plumUty of electoral college votes in order to win the presidency? 

11. What do you think is a benefit and a dmwback of a PAC? 

12. On a scale of one to ten, how would you mte the charisma and telegenic quality of the two presidential 
nominees? 

DarK Horse 
Coalit ion 
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How Much Do You Know About ... ? 

• I. Which candidate is the younger? 
2. Which candidate has been in politics longer? 
3 . Which primary candidate dropped out of the race? 
4. Which was a navy bomber pilot at 19? 
5. Which served in China as United Nations Emissary? 
6. Which candidate ran for governor in 1982 and lost? 

I. How many states hold primaries? Caucuses? 
2. Where and when was the first presidential primary? 
3. Which state has the most convention delegates. 
4. In the first televised presidential debates, who was the winner? 
5. What state has the first presidential caucus? 

The first primary? 

• 
I. In Nicaragua, whom does the U.S. suppon? 
2. What is treatment for AIDS patients expected to cost by 1991? 
3. What is Star Wars? 
4. What percent of young adults finish high school in the U.S.? 
5. How much out of every budget dollar goes for defense? 
6. Our trade deficit will reach $400 per U.S. citizen by 1990. 

What does this all mean? 

I. Which presidential candidate in history ran the first TV ads? 
2. Which president became known as the great communicator? 
3. In the first televised debates, who was considered the loser? 
4. How much of presidential campaign budgets are spent on TV commercials? 

You may wish to develop information on the Gubernatorial candidate . 

• 
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Answers To "How Much Do You Know" 

Candidates: • 
1. Dukakis 
2. Bush 
3. Dole, Du Pont, Kemp, Robertson (Republicans) Babbitt, Gephardt, Gore, Simon (Democrats) 
4. Bush 
5. Bush 
6. Dukakis 

Primary: 

I. 36, 15 (three states have both primaries and caucuses, one for each pany) 
2. Wisconsin, 1905 
3. California with 150 Republican delegates and 336 Democratic delegates 
4. John F. Kennedy 
5. (c) Hawaii - January 27 (for Republicans only) (p) New Hampshire 

Issues: 

I. Nicaraguan Contras 
2. $8-$16 Billion 
3. A high-tech defense system designed to protect U.S. citizens with a nuclear umbrella in case of attack. 
4. 86% 
5. $0.29 
6. It means that the U.S. buys more goods from other countries than it sells to other countries. We spend • 

$400 more per person than we sell. 

MedialDebates: 

1. Eisenhower - 1952 
2. Ronald Reagan 
3. Richard Nixon 
4. More than half 

• 
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Election Night Record 

I. As wins are announced, place a check 
in the appropriate column .. Also, . 
color code the map as candidates WIn 
states. 

2. What states would be considered major 
wins due to electoral college votes? 
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State & Electoral Rep Oem 
College Votes Cand Cand 
Alabama,9 
Alaska,3 
Arizona, 7 
Arkansas, 6 
California, 47 
Colorado, 8 
Connecticut, 8 
Delaware, 3 
D.C., 3 
Florida, 21 
Georgia, 12 
Hawaii,4 
Idaho, 4 
llIinois,24 
Indiana, 12 
Iowa, 8 
Kansas, 7 
Kentucky, 9 
Louisiana, 10 
Maine, 4 
Maryland, 10 
Massachusetts, 13 
Michigan, 20 
Minnesota, 10 
Mississippi, 7 
Missouri, 11 
Montana, 4 
Nebraska, 5 
Nevada, 4 
New Hampshire, 4 
New Jersey, 16 
New York, 36 
Nonh Carolina, 13 
N onh Dakota, 3 
Ohio, 23 
Oklahoma, 8 
Oregon, 7 
Pennsylvania, 25 
Phode Island, 4 
South Carolina, 8 
South Dakota, 3 
Tennessee, 11 
Texas, 29 
Utah,5 
Vennont, 3 
Virginia, 12 
Washington, 10 
West Virginia, 6 
Wisconsin, 11 
Wyoming, 3 

TOTAL: 
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KIDS VOTING TM PROGRAM 

PART ONE 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBll..ITIES OF VOTERS 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR GRADE 7 

GOAL I: Rights and Responsibilities of Voters. 

Objectives for Grade 7 
LEARNERS Wll..L BE ABLE TO: 

7.1 Recognize voting as a responsibility of citizenship 

7. 1.1 understand the importance of voting 
7.1.2 learn about influences on voters 

7.2 Understand mechanics of the election process in the U.S. 

7.2.1 list the qualifications to vote 
7.2.2 know how. when and where to register 
7.2.3 identify own polling place and rules of behavior at polls 
7.2.4 identify election board 

7.3 Become aware of voter rights in the U.S. 

7.3.1 understand the expansion of suffrage in the U.s. 
7.3.2 learn about recent changes in civil rights as they apply to voting 

7.4 Understand the election process as it relates to the levels of government 

7.4.1 differentiate between primary and general elections 
7.4.2 differentiate between local. state and federal elections 
7.4.3 comprehend how the electoral college determines the presidential winner 
7.4.4 know the difference between elected and appointed positions at the federal level 
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GOAL II: Know your candidates. 

7.5 Know the candidates and the offices for which they are running 

7.5.1 know the legal qualifications for each office 
7.5.2 become familiar with the candidates' personal background 

7.6 Become aware of the campaign process 

7.6.1 know how the candidates get their names on the ballot 
7.6.2 learn the role of national conventions in the nominating of presidential candidates 

7.7 Recognize the role of the media in the election process 

7.7.1 know how the candidates use the media in their campaigns 
7.7.2 learn how the candidates use propaganda techniques in their campaigns 

7.8 Understand major campaign issues 

7.8.1 learn aboutthe issues 
7.8.2 learn about the candidates' positions on the issues 
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Learners wjl/: 

~ OB IECTIVE: 7.1 Recognize voting as a responsibility of citizenship. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

1) Group discussions on one of these topics (chosen by the teacher). 
a) changing starting and ending times of the students' school day 
b) pros and cons of school unifonns 
c) changing starting and ending dates of school year 

2) Break into small groups and appoint group spokesman and secretary. Provide 3-5 rationales (in 
writing) for group decision, then present decision to the class. 

3) Class vote (primary election). 

4) Top two plans voted on in class general election (after 5 minutes for campaigning). 

Learners will: 

OBJECTIVE: 7.2 Understand the mechanics of the election process in the U.S. 

SlIGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

1) Narrative or teacher instructions on voter qualification - "Who can vote?" 

• 2) Teacher instruction on voter registration - "When do you register?" and "Where do you register?" 

3) "How do you get an absentee ballot?" 

4) Students will identify the location of polling places in their community. 

5) Students will identify the polling location in their precinct using their home address. 

6) Brainstorm: tell the students to imagine and think of some problems that could occur if there were a 
presidential election in which anyone could vote and that no one would be watching or supervising the 
election. 

·list on blackboard their responses (e.g., cheating, little children,joreigners, stuffing ballot box). 

-state an imaginary situiltion in which this has happened. Next, ask the students why these 
problems are wrong, why rules in an election are important. Write the tenn "Election Board" on 
the blackboard and tell the students it is the job of the election board to make sure rules are followed 
so the election is fair. 

·have stutlents return to their seats and explain they are going to find out more about election 
boards, rules and the absentee ballot and use a guidebook to locate infonnation on a worksheet. 
WORKSHEET ATTACHED 

7) Using registration form, have student flll out registration. 

• 8) Have students locate their polling place on city map. 
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9) Display sample ballot in classroom for demonstration. 

10) Brainstorm: tell the students they are going to think of their favorite "star" (e.g., singer, movie star), • 
who would make a good president, write ten names on the board. 

-explain to the students thal not anybody can runfor a political office and that minimum 
qualifications are established in the Constitution, have the students divide into small groups and 
allow a set amount of time for them to locate the minimum qualifications a candidate would need to 
runfor President-one student will act as secretary. 

-have the students choose those names on the board whom they believe would make the best 
president, let them know that the people they choose must meet minimum qualifications, not just 
popularity. 

-as each group completes a list, take a count of which name was chosen and list on the board by 
name; next, have a spokesperson from each group justify why they believe their choices meet 
requirements. 

A 

11) On Suggested Activity (1), include a sample profile that could be used in class. 

12) Homework activity: students will contract with their parents for a time set aside for a discussion on 
when and where parents will be voting in future elections. Contract will require a trip to the polling 
location with parent 

RESOURCES; 

1) List of voter qualifications 

2) List of rules on registering 

3) List of permanent places to register 

4) Sample ballots and absentee ballots 

5) Maps of the city where students reside for each student with polling places and precincts marked 

6) Secretary of State's Office 

7) County Registrar's Office 

8) Maps - Chamber of Commerce 

9) Contact state registrar or Secretary of State's office for information on polling areas 

10) Maricopa County Elections Department 
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Learners will: 

OBJECTIVE: 7.3 Become aware of Voter Rights in the U.S. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

Students will make a time line on the expansion of voter's rights and civil rights changes in the U.S. 

I) Briefly discuss with students the rights of voters in the beginning of our country's fonnation. 

2) Give students a list of civil rights and voter suffrage events. 

3) Place students in small groups, assign each group a topic from the list of events. 

4) Have each group go to a reference area and write a two minute presentation to each event. 

5) Each group presents their topic before the class. 

6) Each student will make a time line on voter's suffrage and civil rights events while listening to reports. 

RESOURCES; 

I) Teacher will provide time line handout 
2) Reference materials (e.g., library, department resources) 

Learners will: 

OBJECTIVE: 7.4 Understand the election process as it relates to the levels of 
government. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES; 

I) Students will refer to U.S. political map with the electoral college votes on it (or refer to a map from a 
text resource). 

2) Teacher will assign students into small groups. 

3) Students in each group will elect a spokesperson and secretary. 

4) Students will list the ten states a candidate will most likely want to campaign in for the next presidential 
election and explain their reasons for their selections of those states in writing. 

5) Students will present their states and explanations to the class. 

6) Students will listen to instruction by the teacher on how the electoral college works to elect our 
presidents. 

7) Students will be given a political map of the U.S. 

8) Students will be given a list of the 50 states and District of Columbia and their electoral votes. 

9) Students will place the electoral votes for each state on the U.S. political map. 
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10) Students will explain the difference between primary and general elections. 

11) Students will identify types of elections that are local, state and federal. 

12) Students will list the positions on the federallcvel that are appointed and elected positions. 

RESOURCES: 

1) Political maps of U.S. 
2) List of electoral votes for each state and the District of Columbia 
3) Print media 
4) Textbooks 
5) Scholastic magazines 

Learners wjU: 

OB IECTIVE: 7.5 Know the candidates and the offices for which they are running. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

Divide class into groups and assign each group a candidate. Create a chart with each group bringing in 
pictures of the candidate, personal background information, political affIliation and issues. 

1) Write or go over orally each elective office. 

2) Write or go over orally the names of the candidates for each office. 

3) Write or go over orally the political party of each candidate. 

RESOURCES: 

1) Poster board, butcher paper, felt pens, newspapers, magazines, etc. 
2) Classroom set of sample ballots 
3) Secretary of State's Office 
4) County Registrar's Office 

Learners wjU: 

OBJECTIVE: 7.6 Become aware of the campaign process. 

SUGGESTED ACTlVlTmS: 

1) Students will study a presidential candidate's steps to get his/her party's nomination. 
2) Each student will produc~ a flow chart on the steps taken by each candidate to get his/her party 

nomination (e.g. name on state primary ballot, campaign funding, nomination in party convention). 

RESOURCES; 

1) Print media 
2) Row chart paper 
3) Print media 
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Learners will: 

• OB IECTlVE: 7.7 Recognize the role of the media in the election process. 

• 

• 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

I) Each student or group will make a campaign poster on buttons or a commercial for a candidate. 

2) Each student will bring in a sample campaign advertisement or button, etc. 

3) Each student will receive information defining the various propaganda techniques. 

4) Each student or group will either bring in an example of an advertisement using a propaganda 
technique or create their own advertisement using a propaganda technique. 

RESOURCES: 

I) Textual and/or dictionary materials 
2) Poster materials 
3) Electronic or print media 
4) Local print media 

Learners wjll: 

OBJECTIVE: 7.8 Understand major campaign issues. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

The teacher will discuss with the class the major issues of the day (e.g., economy, education, defense, 
foreign affairs, social issues, etc.). The students will use research using campaign literature, print and/or 
electronic media, etc. on how the candidate(s) stands on the issues. Each student will keep a chan on his 
candidate (or could add it to chan under objective I, pan ll). 

RESOURCES: 

I) Newspapers, magazines, radio, TV, campaign literature, etc. 
2) Local and national publications 
3) Electronic media 
4) Contacts to the various candidates' campaign headquaners 
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PARENT CONlRAcr 

• Today's Date, _____ _ 

I, (name) ____________ • will be voting on (date) ___________ _ 

(time) (polling place) _________________ _ 

with my child.~ __________ _ 

Parent's Signature ________________ _ 

Student's Signature ________________ _ 

• Today's 
Date _____ _ 

I. (name), ______________ ~. will be discussing the importance 

of voting on (date) _____ with my child.~ ____________________ _ 

We will be voting at the following location: ______________________ _ 

Parent's Signature _____________________ _ 

Student's Signature ____ ,--________________ _ 

• 
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WORKSHEET Nrume. ______________________ __ 

• 
The Election Board and Its Rules and Responsibilities 

I) List and describe the duties of Election Board members before the polls open. 

2) Why wouldn't a voter be allowed to vote? 

3) Identify four board member positions. 

4) Describe the duties of the inspector. 

• 5) How many judges are assigned to each polling place? List four responsibilities. 

6) What are "absentee" voters? 

7) List the responsibilities of the Marshal. 

8) Who directs and supervises the polling place? 

9) Is electioneering permitted inside the polling place? 

10) Can the ballot box be opened before the polls are closed? Why or why not? 
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KIDS VOTING TM PROGRAM 

PART ONE 

RIGHTS AND RESPONSmILITIES OF VOTERS 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR GRADE 8 

GOAL I: Rights and Responsibilities of Voters. 

Objectives for Grade 8 
LEARNERS WILL BE ABLE TO: 

8.1 Recognize voting as a responsibility of citizenship 

8.1.1 list influences on voters 
8.1.2 become aware of voter tum-out rate 
8. 1. 3 understand the importance of voting 

8.2 Understand the mechanics of the election process in the U.S. 

8.2.1 list and identify candidate qualification 
8.2.2 describe the registration process 
8.2.3 identify polling places 
8.2.4 identify election board 
8.2.5 recognize rules as directed by board 
8.2.6 become familiar with ballot format and language 
8.2.7 identify absentee ballot process 

8.3 Understand the election process as it relates to the levels of government 

8.3.1 differentiate types of elections 
8.3.2 identify and locate Congressional and legislative districts 
8.3.3 differentiate between elected and appointed officials 

8.4 Recognize the political influences in our democratic system 

8.4.1 describe major political parties and their beliefs 
8.4.2 recognize the influences of lobbies and special interest groups 

GOAL II: Know Your Candidates. 

8.5 Know the candidates and the offices for which they are running 

8.5.1 become aware of the candidates' personal background 
8.5.2 state the candidates' political party and philosophy 
8.5.3 list legal qualifications of the office being sought 
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8.6 Understand the major campaign issues 

8.6.1 research issues 
8.6.2 make contact with candidates and officials 

8.7 Recognize the role of the media in election process 

8.7.1 list types of media used in campaign process 
8.7.2 understand the use of propaganda techniques in campaigns 

8.8 Describe the campaign process 

8.8.1 list the steps used to place a candidate's name on a ballot 
8.8.2 recognize goals of political conventions 
8.8.3 understand the steps of a campaign trail 
8.8.4 identify the importance of voters as volunteers and contributors 
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Learners wjU: 

• OBJECTIYE: 8.1 Recognize voting as a responsibility of citizenship. 

SUGGESTED ACTIYITIES: 

I) Homework day before - think about influences in your life: 
Bring in a list of influences, also a picture indicating influences or attitudes toward something. (You 
will need to identify the issue.) 

2) Brainstorm lists, put pictures, articles on butcher paper like a collage. 

3) Ask about a school rule,law (e.g. time of day, days in school a year, academic requirements - you 
can ask Ill: dictate). Write down the rule/task at hand - have students debate rule in groups. Have 
leaders bring fonh arguments - vote. See if any "chan&e" was made and what would have happened 
if the issue wasn't addressed at all. 

RESOURCES: 

I) Refer to percentage of voter turnout in last state/national elections. Print out. 
2) Statistics reference to number of voters registered, age and percentage that~. 
3) League of Women Voters address and telephone number 
4) Voter registration address and number 

Supplemental Actjyitjes: (If time allows) 

I) Discuss recall elections and problems associated with them. 

• 2) Compare USSR's communist party electoral system with the U.S. 

• 

• 3) Investigate different electoral systems in other countries (e.g., Australia, England, Costa Rica). 

4) List influences that help to form our opinions, attitudes (e.g., places you've I.ved, religion, parents, 
peers). How did they influence you? How do the chan&es in your attitudes/opinions occur? 

5) Discuss a school rule or a law (e.g., time of school day, number of days in a school year) that ~ 
actually be altered because of influences and voter turn ouL 

6) Allow students to bring into class an issue that they would like to change, pursue. (e.g., drivers 
license pending grade average). Have them build arguments for or against iL 

7) Have a mock vote on any of the above. Indicate no vote or no opinion - no change or even a change 
not wanted. 

8) Pick issues to discuss the relationship between the interest level and voter turn out (e.g., renters on 
real estate property tax increases - senior citizens with regard to school elections or bond issues; also 
winter visitors on summer program initiatives). 
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Learners wjll: 

OBJECTIYE: 8.2 Understand the mechanics of the election process in the U.S. 

SUGGESTED ACTIYITffiS: 

1) Brainstorm: Tell the students that they are going to imagine and think of some problems that could 
occur if there were a presidential election in which anyone could vote and that no one would be 
watching or supervising the election. 

-list on the blackboard their responses (e.g., cheating, little children,foreigners, parties stuffing 
ballot box). 

-state an imaginary situation in which this has happened. Next, ask the students why these 
problems are wrong, why rules in an election are important. Write the term "Election Board" on the 
blackboard and rell the students it is the job of the election board to make sure rules are followed so 
the election is fair. 

-have students return to their sears and explain they are going to find out more about election 
boards, rules and the absentee ballot and use a guidebook to locate information on a worksheet. 
WORKSHEET ATTACHED 

-pass out guidebooks and direct them to read page 4 to 19 to find out more. 

-as students read, pass out worksheet and have them complete. 

-allow most students to complete worksheet and correct/discuss answers. Permit students to correct 
their own for immediatefeedback. 

-ask students to think of an election board rule or duty they consider to be the most important . 
• 

2) Using registration foirn, have students fill out registration . 
• 

3) Have students locaie their polling place on city map. 

4) Display sample ballot in classroom for demonstration. 

5) Brainstorm: Tell the students they are going to think of their favorite "star" (e.g .• singer. movie star). 
who would make a good presidenL Write ten names on the board. 

-explain to the students that not anybody can runfor a political office and that minimwn 
qualifications are established in the Constitution. Have the students divide into small groups and 
allow a set amount of time for them to locate the minimum qualifications a candidate would need to 
runfor President. One student will aetas secretary. 

-have the students choose those names on the board who they believe would make the best 
president. Let them know that the people they choose must meet minimum qualifications. not just 
popularity. 

-as each group completes a list. take a count of which name was chosen and list on the board by the 
name. Next. have a spokespersonjrom each group justify why they believe their choices meet 
requirements. 
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RESOURCES: 

1) Guidebooks for precinct board officials general election 
2) Pinal County Board of Supervisors Elections Department 868-5001 
3) U.S. Constitution, copies for each student (modern fonn) 
4) Blackboard/chalk 
5) Paperlpencil 
6) Map of city 
7) Registration form (attached) 
8) Sample ballot 
9) Registrats Office - list of polling places 

10) U.S. Constitution (modern fonn) 

Learner wjll: 

OBJECTlYE: 8.3 Understand the election process as it relates to the levels of 
government. 

SliGGESTED ACTIYITIES: 

1) Have students write down major cross-streets for their home. Go up to the chart and actually find 
location - identify congressional district number and legislative district number. 

2)· Discuss gerrymandering, also district boundaries are determined by population. 

3) Discuss the difference between elected and appointed. 

4) Give students a handout listing state and national positions, both elected and appointed. 

5) Discuss why some positions are elected and others are appointed. 

RESOURCES: 

I) Wall charts indicating districts. 

2) List of elected and appointed officials (possible officials included in list: U.S. Attorney General, 
Director of CIA, Director of FBI, cabinet members, Supreme Court Justices, president, senators, 
representatives, governors, etc.). 

3) Congressional district wall chart (Secretary of State Office). 

4) Legislative district wall chart (Secretary of State Office). 
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Learners wjll: 

OB IECTIVE: 8.4 Recognize the political innuences in our democratic system. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

1) Make a list of at least 10 major issues which the Democratic pany and the Republican pany have 
addressed in their platforms. 

2) Read the stands on each issue without explaining which stand is the Democratic or Republican 
platform. 

3) Have students stand up if they agree or disagree with the stand on the issue. Write numbers of people 
standing on a chart on the board under each issue. 

4) Discuss the differences between the platfonns with the students. 

5) Discuss with students any different views they may have on the issues not presented in the major party 
platfonns. 

RESOURCES: 

1) Newspapers/magazines 
2) Democratic Party 
3) Republican pany 
4) League of Women Voters 

Learners wiu: 

OBJECTIVE: 8.5 Know the candidates and the offices for which they are running. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

1) Several weeks before this unit begins: 
a. Divide students into groups. 
b. Give each group a folder that contains chart showing candidate and issues (see attached chart

FonnA) 
c. For the next several weeks, students will collect articles about candidates/issues to place in their 

group's folder. Student must attach fonn (see attached Form B) to each article, highlight important 
information and check off appropriate place on group's chart News articles will be stored in 
group's folder. 

2) Have groups pull out all background/personal information, philosophy, etc. for each candidate. Using 
resume form (see attached) have students fill out resumes for each major candidate. Resumes can be 
displayed in classroom. 

3) Have each student fill out "infonnation" and "my views" section of "Campaign Issues" chart (see 
attached). "Infonnation" means anything student knows about the issue. Then have students get in 
their groups to sort articles in their folders according to candidates and issues. Have students fill out 
rest of "Campaign Issues" chart. Then for each issue, have students circle the candidates' views 

• 

• 

which most closely agree with the student's. Have students discuss, in their groups, how their views • 
agree/disagree with the candidate they support. 
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Learners wjll: 

OB IECTIVE: 8.6 Understand the major campaign issues. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

I) Several weeks before this unit begins: 
a) Divide students into groups. • 
b) Give each group a folder that contains chan showing candidate and issues (see attached chan

FormA) 
c) For the next several weeks, students will collect articles about candidateslissues to place in their 

group's folder. Students must attach form (see attached B) to each article, highlight important 
information and check off appropriate place on group's chart. News anicles will be stored in 
group's folder. 

2) Have groups pull out all background/personal information, philosophy, etc. for each candidate. Using 
resume for, (see attached), have students fill out resumes for each major candidate. Resumes can be 
displayed in classroom. 

3) Have each student fill out "information" and "my views" section of "Campaign Issues" chan (see 
attached). "Information" means anything students know about the issue. Then have students get in 
their groups to sort articles in their folders according to candidates and issues. Have 
students flll out rest of "Campaign Issues" chart. Then for each issue have students circle the 
candidates' views which most closely agree with the students. Have students discuss, in their groups, 
how their views agree/disagree with the candidate they support. 

RESOURCES: 

I) Newspapers 
2) News magazines 

Suggestion: to stimulate interest, articles may be turned in for extra credit or regular as~ignment grades. 

Learners will: 

OBJECTIVE: 8.7 Recognize the role of the media in the election process. 

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES: 

I) Mter viewing, discussing and identifying different propaganda techniques, students will prepare a 
political advertisement for a candidate. The ad should utilize one form of propaganda. The ads can be 
designed for different typeS of media (IV, radio, print, posters). The student will present the ads to 
the class and students will tty to guess which propaganda technique is being used. 

2) Video taping political advertisements for class discussion and critique. 

3) Clipping newspaper/magazine ads for class discussion and critique. 

4) Collecting printed campaign pamphlets from candidate for class discussion and cri tique. 
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RESOURCES: 

1) Different materials used for constructing ads. 

2) List of different types of propaganda. 

3) ResoUICes: Film 'TV Political Advertising - Campaign and Elections" - 60 minutes Intermediate 
and Junior High - Tempe Elementary Fllm Library. 

*Propaganda Techniques: plain folks 
bandwagon 
glittering generalities 
name calling 
testimonial 
transfer 
card stacking 

* See attached handout, for teacher background, not for distribution to students 

Learners wjll: 

OU IECnYE: S.S Describe the campaign. 

Supplemental ActjYitjes: Flow Chart Activity 

1) Given a list of steps a candidate must take in running for office. steps would include: 
a) announcing candidacy 
b) circulate petitions 
c) file petition and financial statements 
d) campaign appearances during primaries 
e) party conventions 
t) campaigning for state or national elections 
g) general election 
h) planning period prior to assumption of office 

2) Mix up the 1-10 steps on a handouL Break students into a group and have groups put the ten steps in 
order of appropriate procedure. Discuss the correct steps after they have placed then in order. 

3) Have students place ordered steps on a flow chart prepared by teacher. 

RESOURCES: 

1) Secretary of State's Office 
2) League of Women Voters 
3) County Registrar Office 
4) Prepare handout with steps in order 
5) Prepare flow chart for students to fill in after placing steps in the correct order 
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WORKSHEET Nrume, ____________________ ___ 

• 
KIDS VOTINGTM PROGRAM 

The Election Board and Its Rules and Responsibilities 

I) List and describe the duties of Election Board members before the polls open. 

2) Why wouldn't a voter be allowed to vote? 

3) Identify four board member positions. 

4 Describe the duties of the inspector. 

• 5 How many judges are assigned to each polling place? List four responsibilities. 

6) What are "absentee" voters? 

7) List the responsibilities of the Marshal. 

8) Who directs and supervises the polling place? 

9) Is electioneering pennitted inside the polling place? 

10) Can the ballot box be opened before the polls are closed? Why or why not? 
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PROPAGANDA TECHNIQUES 

Plain folks: pretend to be one of the common people. "I'm the workingman/friend." 

Bandwagon: follow the crowd, be with the majority. "A is voting for X, so are B, C and D. 
Why not you too?" 

Glittering generalities: broad and vague statements. "In the interest of Peace and Prosperity." 

Name calling: do not discuss facts; just give the opposition a bad name. "Un-American." • 
Testimonial: endorsements by a celebrity. "Mr. Big says 'Vote for X. he's my choice· ... 

Transfer: use symbols to accomplish purposes for which they were not intended. "Uncle Sam." 

Card stacking: introducing only the good points, which creates distortion of the whole situation. 

• 
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• 
Nrune ______________________ _ 

Date ______________________ _ 

CANDIDATE RESUME 

Fill in resuine. List most recent items first. 

CANDIDA~ ________________________________________________ __ 

POSrnONDESmED ____________________________________________ __ 

EMPLOYMrnNTffiSTORY ________________________________________ ___ 

• 
EDUCATION ________________________________________________ __ 

PERSONAL 

Dateofbinh 

Place of binh 

State of residence 

Family 

• Hobbies 
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FormA 

CANDIDATE INFORMATION & CAMPAIGN ISSUES • 
Date of anicle ____ _ 

Student initials ____ _ 

BACKGROUND 

Past government offices 

Education 

Family 

State 

Age 

Former occupations 

ISSUES • 
Education 

Central America 

Middle East 

Defense 
Arms control 
Military spending 
"Star Wars" 

Health Care 

Economy 

• 
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FonnB Nrune ____________________ __ 

• Date ____________ _ 

NEWS ARTICLE 

Directions: Fill out this fonn and attach to news article. Highlight important infonnation. 
Put article in group folder. 

Newspaper _____________ __ 

Date _______________ _ 

Candidate(s) _______________________ _ 

Issue, _______________ _ 

• 

• -. 
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Name4llt ______________________________ _ • • Da~ ________________ ___ 

CAMPAIGN ISSUES 

ISSUES INFORMATION CANIDATE A CANIDATE n MY VIEWS 

Education 

Cen!1'81 America 

Middle East 

Health Care 

... -
Economy 

Defense 
(anns control. 
mililaJy spending 
"Star Wars") 
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• 
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ACTIVITIES FOR AMENDMENTS: 
"The Force Of The Voice" 

DISCUSS; Throughout the history of the United States, the legal definition of the right to vote has been 
expanded to include more and more citizens. 

DEfINE: Suffrage - the right to vote - making it clear that this "right" of voting is not quite the same 
as the right to free speech, to a fair trial, or to any of the other civil rights. The right to vote is not a civil 
right, one belonging to all persons. Rather it's a political right, one belonging to all those who can meet 
certain requirements set by law. During the expansion of suffrage, each of the following barriers to voting 
was removed: race (after the Civil War by the 15th Amendment); sex (in 1920 by the 19th Amendment); 
and the poll tax (in the early 1960's by the 24th Amendment). The 26th Amendment, approved in 1971, 
lowered the minimum voting age to eighteen. 

DISCJ!SS: Misuse of literacy requirement - Congress banned this requirement in 1975. Until 1970 
some form of literacy regulation was found in eighteen states. These requirements usually included the 
ability to read, write, and "understand" a piece of printed material- usually a passage from the 
Constitution. The original use of such a requirement was to make sure that a qualified voter had at least 
some capacity to cast an informed ballot. In some places, though, it was used to unfairly prevent or 
discourage certain groups from voting, mainly blacks or, as in Massachusetts, the Irish Catholics. 

TIME LINE: Today almost all American citizens over the age of eighteen have the right to vote. 
However, this was not the case in 1789, when the Constitution was ratified. To illustrate the changes that 
have taken place, have students use the Constitution or other materials to develop a voting rights time line. 

This could be done as a class activity. When the time line is complete, discuss with the students the 
historical events which influenced the change in suffrage: Civil War, Populist movement, Civil Rights 
movement, the Vietnam Conflict. 

INTERVIEWING: Have students interview people concerning their memories of the Civil Rights 
movement of the 1950's and 1960's. Questions they should ask include: How did the person first 
become aware of the movement? Was he or she personally involved? What does the person remember 
about the media coverage of the events? Have the class select three interviews that best represent the era 
and compile them into a feature anicle for the school newspaper. Be sure to send copies of the article to 
each of the people interviewed. 

-
fOR REYIEW: 1) Identify political rights, suffrage, poll tax, and 2} What four groups of people have 
been affected by amendments to the Constitution concerning voting? 
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Voter Registration Form 

I. In which party do yau wish 10 reglstlr? 
This lSI: o New Aeglllniion o Chong. 01 .,m. o Republlm o Chong. 01 Addr", o Ching. 01 PollliOlI Plrty o O.mocral z. o Olher IHlm. 01 Plrtyl 

lISt Name FlrstlNo NI,knlm"l Initial JrlSr o No Plrty 

3. 

House Number. Stf.It Nlme Zip Code Clly/Borough/Townshlp 

4. Dall you I Mo. 
lO'y r Ir 

begin this 
,uldlntt 

Counly of Residence Mo. Yr. BlrthpllC1 Dlle 01 Birth 

5. F M Fl. lIN. Don 'IOftr nnd AlISon for needing 

0 0 help 10 vatl? help? o 1II1t""y 

SEX HEIGHT HAIR COLOR EYE COLOR SKIN COLOR 0," 0 No o Phy.lcal disability Type of disability 

REGISTRATION DECLARATION I hereby d.cI", ""lllm I ,lIllIn allh. 
Unlled States. Ihal on Ihe day ollhe nelt Illctlon I will blllleasllS ,lin of age. Signature InOI printed nlmll 
Ind Ih.1 I hive liVid in Inaml 01 stlill for II 1.lIt 30 day •. Th. Inlormallon 
provided on Ihls form II !rul Ind corf'1Ct. 

Printed nlml alapplicant 

This is a sample voter registration form. 

In addition to this requested infonnation. Arizona's form also asks for the individual's Indian census 
number and parents' names. Why would these be asked? 

What is the purpose of the sections on this form? 
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The Voting Process 

1. Arrange the table and chairs so that the voting area is clearly defined. The voting booths should be 
isolated to ensure the secrecy of the vote, but should be visible to all election board members. 

2. The ballot box also should be clearly visible. 
3. A suggested layout is included for your convenience. 

Teacher checks 
student in on ......... 
roster '" 

Judge (child) hands large sample ballot 
ballot to voter JI 

~~/ 1m F=======~ t c.;" .. ~_ 
*-----
1 

~-
2 

x------
ENTER-'-

..-EXIT t 
-x-

6 
- - - --

5. Voter signs by printed name on signature roster. 
Ajudge issues official ballot. 

3 

5 " Child puts ballot in box 

A second judge gives demonstration on the use of the voting device, then directs voter to unoccupied booth. 
Voter returns the voted ballot to the inspector at the ballot box, who removes the stub and deposits ballot 

in ballot box. 

ELECTION SUPPLIES 

You will need the following supplies in conducting the student election: 

• "Polling Place" and 'Vote Here" signs. 
(These signs may be prepared by the students in advance of the election or may be 
duplicated from the sample). 

• Sample ballots. 
• A flag of the United States. 
• Pens or pencils, at least one for each voting booth. 
• Pens, at least one for each judge and clerk of election, and at least one red pen. 
• Badges for election board. 
• Copies of the "Oath of Office of the Election Board." 
• Adhesive tape or masking tape. 
• Poll lists (2). 
• Large envelopes (3). 
• Tally sheets (2). 
• Ballots, at least one per student plus two percent. (Extras to replace spoiled ballots 

or in case of emergency.) 
• Envelopes for questioned ballots. 7 



Discuss: 

I. Why would someone 
want to learn how 
another person 
voted? 

2. What steps are 
taken to ensure 
a safe, secret 
ballot? 

VOTING ON THE VOTE RECORDER 

Punch out ballot card only with punching instrument attached to 
voting device, never with pen or pencil. 

INSTRUcnONS TO VOlERS: To vote for a candidate of your selection 
punch the ballot card in the hole next to the right of the name of that 
candidate. Where two or more candidates for the same office are to be 
elected, punch the ballot card in the hole next to the right of the names of 
all the candidates for that office for whom you desire to vote, not to 
exceed, however, the number of candidates who are to be elected. To 
vote for a person not on the ballot, write the title of the office and his name 
in the blank space left for that purpose on the write-in ballot. 

All distinguishing marks or erasures are forbidden and make the ballot 
void. If you wrongly punch, tear or deface the ballot card, or tear or 
deface the write-in ballot, return it to the inspector of the election and 
obtain another 

No.1 Using both hands, insert the ballot 
card all the way into the voting device. 

No.2 Be sure the two slots in the end of 
your card fit down over the two red pins. 

No.3 To vote, hold the voting instrument 
straight up. Punch straight down through the 
ballot card for the candidates of your choice. 
Vote all pages. Do not use pen or pencil 

No.4 After voting, remove the ballot card 
from the voting device. Open flap, insert 
card in inner pocket of envelope with stub 
exposed, close flap and return to precinct 
official. 

Note: If you make a mistake return your 
ballot card and obtain another. 
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Sample Ballot 

(Page for punch card voting) 

GeNERAL ELECTION SAL.L.OT- .19 1 COUNTY. STATE OF ARIZONA 

GOVERNOR 

Doe. John 

VOle fot not 
Smith. Mary 

more tnan 1 
Jones. James 

Smith. Allen 

SECRETARY OF STATE 

Smith. Robert 

Vote lor "01 Jones, Susan 
mot. (nan t 

Doe. Thomas 

(OEM) • DEMOCRAT 
(REP) • REPue~ICAN 
I~BT) • ~IBERTARIAN 
ISw) !' SOCIA~IST WORKER 
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IDEM) 

IREp) 

I~BT) 

ISw) 

(OEM) 

IREP) 

I~BT) 

2 .. 
3 .. 
4 .. 
5 + 

8 .. 
9 + 
10+ 



The Political Spectrum: Liberal To Conservative 

RADICAL: Favors extreme 
change, possibly willing to use 
violence. Change comes through 
a new society or system. 

LIBERAL: Favors reform, 
works within the existing system. 
Looks for an improved society in 
the future. 

Take a Chance! 

MODERA IE: Favors a peaceful, 
practical approach to solving 
problems. May be "liberal" or 
"conservative" depending upon 
the issue. 

What is the difference between radicals and reactionaries? 

10 

RIGHT 

REACI10NARY: Favors 
extreme change possibly willing 
to use violence. Change comes 
through restoring society to what 
it once was. 

CONSERVATIVE: Favors 
society as it is or favors a return 
to what it was in the past. Is 
opposed to abrupt change. 
Values traditions. 

• 

• 

• 



Governor Rose Mofford 

• 

• 

• 



President George Bush 
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START 

, VOTER TO ELECTION I 
OFFICIAL FOR A 

'OEMONSTRA TlON 

, VOTEFI TO ELECTION I 
OFFICIAL ANO SIGNS 

THE SIGNATUFIE 
FIOSTEFI 

\ 

IF 
CHALLENGE? 

NO 

I 

YES 

PROCEDURE FLOW OF VOTER 
ON 

ELECTION DAY 

"The demonstration may be seklp 
before !he Signal!Jre Ros1Bt' procedure 
Of aller the 0Ific:ial Ballot is issued. 

BOARD 
(Inspec1or and 2 Judges) I-----il-< 
VOTE ON VALIDITY OF 

CHALLENGE 

VALID? 

NO 

ELECTION OFFICIAL '-.-__________________ ~ 
CALLS OUT NAME ,. 

\ 

\ 

\ 

\ 
l 

TO CLERKS 

CLEFIKS WFiITE 
NAME ON 
POLL LIST 

BALLOT 
ISSUED 
BY JUDGE 

i 

I 

\ VOTER TO BOOTH I 
(ELECTION OFF-"CIALS 
ASSIST IF REOUESTED) r--~ 

\ 

VOTER MARKS 
OR 

PUNCHES BALLOT 

VOTER TO 
INSPECTOR/JUDGE I-~ 
AT BALLOT BOX 

-
NO 

VOTE 

-
FINISH 

-_/ 



SAMPLE BALLOT 
e. (PAPER BALLOT) 

STRING 
STUB REGISTER NUMBER 

HERE 

D 
CONSECUTIVE NUMBER 

VOTER, AFTER VOTING. FOLD BALLOT TO LINE BELOW 

TO BE TORN OFF BY ELECTION OFFICE" 

~--- ---------------------

OFFICIAL BALLOT 

ELECTION 

COUNTY OF 

e STATE OF ARIZONA 

, 19_ 

. 

GOVERNOR 

Doe, John (OEM) 0 
Vote lor nOI Smith, Mary (REP) 0 more th,an , 

Jones, James (LBT) 0 
---------- ----- ---- 0 

SECRETARY OF STATE 

Smith, Robert (OEM) 0 
VOle ror nOI Jones, Susan (REP) 0 more Ihan 1 

D -------- --- - ----• 



• 

• 

• 

CHALLENGER/PARTY REPRESENTATIVE CREDENTIALS 

TO THE INSPECTOR 

In accordance with the provisions of the Election Code, the undersigned hereby 

appoints 
(Name) 

whoresidesat ______________________ ~~~---------------------
(Address) 

in the county of ____ --'-______ City of __________ _ 

State of Arizona, and who is Qualified to vote from this address, to act as a Party 

Representative at the Student Election to be held on ________ -:-;:-.,.,,-______ _ 
10ale) 

in the _______________ School. 

(Signature of Representative, 

IClasS) 

(Election Authority) 

(Signature ot ApPointing Authorily) 

(Title 01 Appointing Authoruy
Candidate, Organization President) 



SAMPLE-TALLY SHEET or TALLY LIST 

• 
TALLY LI ST 0 T E F H ELECTION HELD . 19 

RECORD OF TALLIES 

OFFICES AND CANDIDATES 5 10 15 20 25 
TOTAL 

30 35 40 VOTE 

• 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

REJECTED BALLOTS 
TOTAL 

• 



POLL LIST 

Consecutive Number and Names of Electors Voting. 
Consecutive Reg,.t.r 

Name 0' Elector 
Consecutive Reolsl.' Name of Elector Number Number Number Humber 

01 21 

02 22 

03 23 

04 24 

05 25 

06 26 

07 27 

08 28 

09 29 • 10 30 

11 31 

12 32 

13 
I 

33 

14 34 

15 35 

16 36 

17 37 

18 38 

19 39 

20 40 • 



• 

• 

• 

OFFICIAL BALLOT STATEMENT 

(PAPER BALLOT ELECTIONS) 

A. NUMBER OF OFFICIAL BALLOTS ON HAND BEFORE POLLS OPEN 

1. NUMBER OF QUESTIONED BALLOT ENVELOPES FOUND IN THE BALLOT BOX: ( 1) ____ _ 

2. NUMBER OF REGULAR BALLOTS FOUND IN THE BALLOT BOX: (2) ____ _ 

3. TOTAL NUMBER OF ALL BALLOTS FOUND IN THE BALLOT BOX: (3) ____ _ 
(Add Lin" I ,nd 2.) 

4. TOTAL NUMBER OF NAMES ENTERED ON THE POLL LISTS: 

5. IF ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TOTALS FOUND ON LINES 3 ond 4 
ABOVE. EXPLAIN REASONS FOR SUCH DIFFERENCE: 

B. NUMBER OF OFFICIAL BALLOTS NOT USED 

C. NUMBER OF OFFICIAL BALLOTS SPOILED 

Inspector 

JUdQe 

JudQe 

BOARD OF ELECTION 

(4) ____ _ 

(5) ____ _ 

Cler' 

Clerk 

M~nhGI 



APPENDIX 

I do solemnly swear (or 'IIirm) thlt I will support the Constitution 
of the United St.tes, and the Constitution .nd the la .. s of the State of 
Arizon., and that I .. III f.ithfully discharge the dutle, of the ollice 01 
registration ollicer to the btlst 01 my ability, .nd th.t 1 .. ill register no 
person nor cause the registration 01 .ny person e.cept upon his 
personal application btllore me. 

FOR USE IN STUDENT ELECTIONS ONL Y 
FOR STUDENT ELECTIONS. COMPLETE 
LINES 111. 121. 141. 161 .na 110 il 
applieable lor class elections), and OATH 

0.,. 

STATE OF ARIZONA 
APFIDAVIT OF REGISTRATIDN 

Deft of 

• 

• 
Algist"tlon ---,=---1-..... =,.--1--=---Go b..,. v •• ' 

Full MR. M=tS. 
I1IN_MS. MI~.------~=_~~------+------;~;_----_+---_u~~--~~~~-L.u' N.,nl First Middle JffSrflll 

Residence 
121 Add,. .. 

Mailing Addrnl 

131 If D;II ... nl --=====+===+....,="",==-=:-;;=:;-;;:-::"..""",.".---+.==+=""":1--:===4"",,==::-+-===-Hou. Numt.r t, •• , .m. or Ru',' Rt. Of" .0," ," Cod. 

1.1 'ARTY PREFERENCE ____________________ _ (10'1 PNclnct 

C51 Telephone Number ru ... IoInlimtd' ___________________ _ 

"'- B;,'" I I 181 01 B;nh ____ ...... ==-__ !--_--,===-___ Do .. .....,.,.,..-+-==-+..".=-
5tlte Counuy MO Diy Y,., 

Indian Censu. e71Oc:cu.,.tion ________________ Numblr (OQtionel' ____ _ 

IBI F.,he,·, N_ ------"-;;;-----1r--.:;;;---+--m;;;;;:;---L •• t F "It Middle 

191 Currently r.ljJinered in ---7::::::::::----+---..... ==---+--..r::::---Coun1'¥' Stlte Prec. 

Sww of A,izonl l 
County of ___ I .. 

I, the undtrsi;n~ 'lgin,.,1 swel' lor Iffinnl thlt I em I citizen of the Unittd StiteS .... d I ,.tident of the Stitt of ArlZ,Ono • 
Ind the County of ; t .... t befo ... the ,...1 General Eleclion. I will be e. __ men yel" of .. 01 mort; '1"1'1 I "'ve not 
!»en convicmd of tr .. son or, felony lor if 10. my civil riru hMII tlNn r .. lo",dl; end 11"1" ,n of the stmtTWnn on both sides 
of this card are true to the bIIIt of my knowled~ end btlief. 

Subcri .. d .. d $worn To before me on this ____ dov 0. _________ • 19 ___ . 



• STATE OF ARIZONA, COUNTY OF , I DO SOLEMNLY SWEAR (OR 
AFFIRM) THAT I WILL SUPPORT THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 
AND THE CONSTITUTION AND LAWS OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA; THAT I 
WILL BEAR TRUE FAITH AND ALLEGIANCE TO THE SAME, AND DEFEND 

. THEM AGAINST ALL ENEMIES, FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC, AND THAT I WILL 
FAITHFULLY AND IMPARTIALLY DISCHARGE THE DUTIES OF THE OFFICE OF 
THE ELECTION BOARD ACCORDING TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY, SO HELP 
ME GOD (OR SO I DO AFFIRM). 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

• 
NAME BADGE 

ELECTION OFFICIAL 

NAME 

_________ PRECINCT 

• 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

SIGNATURE OF OFFICER 

(ANY QUALIFIED ELECTOR MAY WITNESS) 

CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATION 

mlyis )s ma Clltrtifg 

THAT ___ --=-::-:-:_...,.,,-::--____ _ 
AN ELECTION OFFICER 

FOR THE PRECINCT 
HAS ATTENoeo THE INSTRUCTION SCHOOL AND IS FULLY 
QUALIFIED TO PERFORM HIS CUTIES. 

Election Official 

OaI8 ____________ _ 



CHALLENGE LIST 
(FOR STUDENT ELECTIONS. THIS FORM MAY BE MODIFIED.) 

OATH AND StQNaTUR( OF ElECTOR CHAllENGED 

STATE OF ARIZONA I 
COUNTY OF ,II. 

I, 1M tomdMIIgned .-tor. do .otemnt, ..... Cor _"IrMa ..,., I ..... THE u< • OF THE OOARD UPON THE 

clUnn 01 1M United S ...... Ind • ,HkMnl 01 eM Ilille 01 "'lIonl end 
Counl, of ; hi prkM kIIl"-,.aIO_11 llec16onl.lll.,. 
I6Oh'Mn , •• ,. 01 •• Of ower. th.II .......... been con,lcted of ., •• .on 01' 

CHAUENGE CHAllENGE 
• I.ton, lor II N, 1ft, cl.a """I h ... bMn , .. IOf_ end .... , III 01 "'- REASON AND OROUND UPHElD 
.boM ......... "1. I" I,. 10 .... bel_ 01 m, 'nowIe4gI: and beU.r. DENIED ElECTOR SIGNATURE AND TlTlIE OF A IlAJOAIT'f 

FOR CHALLENGE ELECTOR 
NOT OF THE ElECTION BOARD 

ALLOWED 
ALLOWED 

ElECTOR 

:~E~:: 
CHALLENGE TO ¥OTE 

TO VOTE 
... DE ay 

• 



• 

• 

• 



• GET REGISTERED 
TO VOTE! 

• CALL 



KIDS' I • 

vUTING ~ ,. CLIP ART 

• 

• 



• 

• 

• 

KIOS 
vUTING .. CLIP ART 



KIDS' • 
IOTING ii '. CLIP AR T 

• 

NS875150 • 



KIDS' 
• IOTING, I .• CLIP AR T 

• 



Campaign Button 

If I Were 
Elected ... 

II 



KIDSI' 
• IOTING ~ ,. CLIP AR T 

• 



KIDSI' • 
IOIING. ,. CLIP ART 

• 

• 
N8875200 ~ 



• Our Pledge of Allegiance 

• 

• 

I PLEDGE I PROMISE 

ALLEGIANCE TO BE LOYAL 

TO THE FLAG 

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND TO THE REPUBLIC FOR WHICH 
IT STANDS 

ONE NATION UNDER GOD 

INDIVISIBLE 

WITH LIBERTY 

AND JUSTICE FOR ALL. 

(It means we will respect our flag 
and be loyal or true to our country.) 

TO OUR COUNTRY'S SYMOBL 
(the flag always reminds us of our 
country.) 

OF OUR CONTHY 
(The United States of AmeIica is 
the name of our country.) 

AND TO THE GOVERNt\IENT 
OF OUR COUNTRY 
(A republic is a governmen t in 
which the people elect their 
leaders.) 

OUR COUNTRY WHICH 
BELIEVES IN GOD 
(The term "nation" is another word 
for "coW1try:') 

CANNOT BE DIVIDED 
(Our COW1try is one which cannot be 
separated or divided.) 

WITH FREEDOM 
(In America, we believe that all 
people should have the same righ ts. 
We have many freedoms including 
freedom of speech, religion and 
peaceable assembly.) 

AND FAIRNESS TO EVERYONE. 
(Each person is to follow the laws of 
our COW1try. If someone breaks the 
law, they will be given time to show 
that he or she did no wrong.) 



STATE OF ARIZONA 

COUNTY OF 

.. SCHOOL ___________ __ 

• 

• 

The undersigned, each being first duly sworn upon oath individually, deposes and says that 
affiant is desirous of voting in an election held under the provisions of the Student Election 
on , 19 and represents the following to be true. 

1. 

2 . 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15 . 

(1) My signature below hereon designates my correct name and the 
address opposite my signature is my correct address. 

(2) I am a student at __________ _ 

(3) I am a qualified voter for this Election. 

(4) I have not voted before at this election 

PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE ADDRESS 

Subscribed and sworn to before me by each of the above affiants individually, this 
____ day of ,19, __ 

Judge of Election 



• • • 

o 



• • • 
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Kids Voting™ Ballot· Side One 

Legislative District 
Governor 

1. Terry Goddard 
Democrat 

5. Fife Symington 
Republican 

Superintendent of Public Instruction 
10. Robert Miller 15. C. Diane Bishop 

-

18 

Republican Democrat '.". At 
Proposition 202: ........................................... 20. Yes 25. No 

!tV.. Relating to the creating of a ~ ~ 
r;: ~. waste reduction, recycling f'i .:. 
.0 and management plan ~Q 

Secretary of State: 
26. Richard Mahoney (Dem.) 27. Ray Rottas (Rep.) 

Congressional Representative: • Vote for Candidate in Ymu: District 
District I 28. No Candidate (Dem.) 29. John Rhodes (Rep.) 
District 2 30. Joseph Sweeney (Rep.) 31. Morris Udall (Dem.) 
District 3 32. Roger Hartstone (Dem.) 33. Bob Stump (Rep.) 
District 4 34. Jon Kyl (Rep.) 35. Mark Ivey (Dem.) 
District 5 36. Chuck Phillips (Dem.) 37. Jim Kolbe (Rep.) 

State Senator: 
38. Leo Corbet (Rep.) 

State Representative: • Vote for Two 
40. No Candidate (Dem.) 
42. Jane Hull (Rep.) 

39. Nancy Hill (Dem.) 

41. Susan Gerard (Rep.) 
43. No Candidate (Dem.) 

Proposition 104: ........................................... 44. Yes 45. No 
Enacting a Victims' Bill of Rights 

Proposition 200: .......................................... .46. Yes 47. No 
Providing state lottery funding for the State Parks Board and Game 
and Fish Commission 

Proposition 302: .......................................... .48. Yes 49. No 
Creating a paid holiday for Martin Luther King, Jr./Civil Rights Day 

Note: K·3rd graders will vote only above bold line. 4th·8th graders will complete the entire front 
side of ballot only. 9th· 12th graders will complete both sides of the ballot. 

Numbers correspond to marking area on left side or form. 



• - , , 
1:51:) -

(IJ -m 
c:53:::J m -:IJ 

m - Kids VotingTM Ballot· Side Two < m c:55::1 :IJ -(IJ 
Attorney General m -

c:57::J (IJ - 51. Georgia Staton (Dem.) 53. Grant Woods (Rep.) a 
m -." State Treasurer 

c:59::J 0 - 55. Tony West (Rep.) 57. George Slragalas (Dem.) :IJ 

Z -
C61::l 

(IJ - Mine Inspector 
-i 59. No Candidate (Dem.) 61. Douglas Martin (Rep.) :IJ 
c -() 

Corporation Commissioner e63:J -i -6 63. Joe Castillo (Rep.) 65. Marcia Weeks (Dem.) z -(IJ 
c65::! - Shall the following Supreme Court Judges be kept in office? If "yes", mark the - candidates number; if "no", do not marl< anything. 
1:67:J -- 67. Frank X. Gordon, Jr. 69. Stanley G. Feldman 71. James Moeller 

1:69:J 0 - Proposition 100 ............................................. 72. Yes 73. No 
0 - Authorizing the state to exchange state trust land for public or private land 

1 1:71::J Z - Proposition 101 ............................................. 74. Yes 75. No 
1:72:J Z 0 - Prescribing purposes for which a city or town may incur additional, voter approved 

ril c73::1 CJ) -i - debt 

~ c7/p :J: :s: - Proposition 102 ............................................. 76. Yes 77. No :t:-
~ 1:75::1 C l> - Increasing the jurisdiction of justice of the peace courts and other lower courts 

~ 
c76:! m :c - Proposition 103 ............................................. 78. Yes 79. No 

IT! c:77:J C " - Creating the Arizona Classroom Improvement Program 
() 

::! c:78::J :t:- O -0 Proposition 105 ............................................. 80. Yes 81. No <: 1:79::1 :0 :til -
1 

Allowing enactment of a voluntary auto insurance system limiting recovery of 
1:80:J m :E - damages 
c81:::1 :t:- :til -- Proposition 201 ............................................. 82. Yes 83. No 
1:82::1 -! - Creating an Insurance Consumer Office; prescribing a 20% auto insurance rate 
c83:1 m - reduction 
c:84:1 - Proposition 203 ............................................. 84. Yes 85. No 
c:85::J - Providing a choice between modified "no-fault" auto insurance and traditional 
c86:1 - coverage 
c87:J - Proposition 300 ............................................. 86. Yes 87. No 
c88::1 - Recommendation to increase the salaries of Legislators 
c:89::1 -
1:90:1 Proposition 30 1 ............................................. 88. Yes 89. No , H » - Creating a paid holiday for Martin Luther King, Jr. and an unpaid holiday for - Columbus Day 

> - Kids VotingTN Issue: ..................................... 90. Yes 94. No - No Attendance, No Drive 
1:94::1 i -- Issue of My High SchooL ............................ 96. Yes 100. No 

<96' i -
C • - KID$~ 

Print the name of your high school for tabulation purposes: 

---I IOTING ,,' -- clO!); - .SCANTRON ~R~Z.O,~A. p<u:~;C.,S.E.A,V,lf~ ~~~t~~! 



KIDS VOTINGTM - Voter Registration 
1. PARTY PREFERENCE 

Last Name First Innial 
D Republican 

2. o Democrat 

D Other 

This is a New Registration [!] Yes DNo 
Name of party 

3. 

Address Cny State ZIP County Precinct # 

4. 

Grade School School District 

5. 

Date 01 Birth 
Signature (not printed) 

Printed name 01 applicant 



t 

-

c 1 0 

c10:l 

c15:. 

1:25::1 

1:26:J 

c27::J 

1:28::1 

1:29::J 

1:30:J 

1:31:J 

c32::1 

c33::1 

1:34:J 

1:35:J 

1:36:J 

1:37:J 

1:38::J 

1:39::J 

c40:J 

1:41:;:1 

c42::1 

c4J::J 

c44::1 

c45::1 

1:46::1 

c47:J 

1:48::J 

c49:J 

z 
CJ) 
J: 
l> 
C 
rn 
C 

l> 
:lj 
m 
l> 

I 
i 

-------------------------------------------- --Zi4I!i -----

Kids Voting™ Ballot· Side One 

Legislative District 28 
Governor 

1. Terry Goddard 
Democrat 

5. Fife Symington 
Republican 

Superintendent of Public Instruction 
10. Robert Miller 15. C. Diane Bishop 

Republican Democrat 

Proposition 202: ........................................... 20. Yes 25. No 

!f0.. Relating to the creating of a ~ ~ 
IT ~ waste reduction, recycling n: ~. 
• (7 and management plan ~Q 

Secretary of State: 
26. Richard Mahoney (Dem.) 27. Ray Rottas (Rep.) 

Congressional Representative: • Vote for Candidate in Yml.t District 
District 1 28. No Candidate (Dem.) 29. John Rhodes (Rep.) 
District 2 30. Joseph Sweeney (Rep.) 31. Morris Udall (Dem.) 
District 3 32. Roger Hartstone (Dem.) 33. Bob Stump (Rep.) 
District 4 34. Jon Kyl (Rep.) 35. Mark Ivey (Dem.) 
District 5 36. Chuck Phillips (Dem.) 37. Jim Kolbe (Rep.) 

State Senator: 
38. Ed Phillips (Rep.) 

State Representative: • Vote for Two 
40. Bill Searle (Dem.) 
42. David Schweikert (Rep.) 

39. Barbara Morgenstern (Dem.) 

41. Lisa Graham (Rep.) 
43. No Candidate (Dem.) 

Proposition 104: ........................................... 44. Yes 45. No 
Enacting a Victims' Bill of Rights 

Proposition 200: .......................................... .46. Yes 47. No 
Providing state lottery funding for the State Parks Board and Game 
and Fish Commission 

Proposition 302: ........................................... 48. Yes 49. No 
Creating a paid holiday for Martin Luther King, Jr./Civil Rights Day 

Note: K·3rd graders will Yote only above bold line. 4th· 8th graders will complete the entire front 
side of ballot only. 9th-12th graders will complete both sides of the ballot. 

Numbers correspond to marking area on left side or form. 



• - , , 
c51::J -

(fJ -m 
1:53::J m -:JJ m - Kids Voting™ Ballot· Side Two < m r:55:J :JJ -(fJ - Attorney General m 
c57::1 (fJ - 51. Georgia Staton (Dem.) 53. Grant Woods (Rep.) 

is m -"T1 State Treasurer 
c59::J 0 - . 55. Tony West (Rep.) 57. George Stragalas (Dem.) :JJ 

Z -
c61::1 ~ - Mine Inspector 

:JJ 59. No Candidate (Dem.) 61. Douglas Martin (Rep.) 
c -

c63:::1 ~ - Corporation Commissioner 
6 63. Joe Castillo (Rep.) 65. Marcia Weeks (Dem.) z -(fJ 

c65::J - Shall the following Supreme Court Judges be kept in office? If "yes". mark the - candidates number; if "no". do not IIIlIIk anything. 
c67::J - 67. Frank X. Gordon. Jr. 69. Stanley G. Feldman 71. James Moeller -
c69:J g - Proposition 100 ............................................. 72. Yes 73. No 

CO - Authorizing the state to exchange state trust land for public or private land 

t c71:J ~ - Proposition 101 ............................................. 74. Yes 75. No 
c72:::J ~ CO - Prescribing purposes for which a city or town may incur additional. voter approved 

rl1 1:73::J (j) 9 - debt 

i!l 1:74:::J db $ - Proposition 102 ............................................. 76. Yes 77. No 
~ :i! c75::1 
~ ~ - Increasing the jurisdiction of justice of the peace courts and other lower courts 

Cii ~ 
<:l c76::1 m - Proposition 103 ............................................. 78. Yes li ~ 79. No 

'" c77:J C - Creating the Arizona Classroom Improvement Program 
() 
::; 1:78:J 

~ CO -~ e79::! ~ :JJ - Proposition 105 ............................................. 80. Yes 81. No 

1 
Allowing enactment of a voluntary auto insurance system limiting recovery of 

1:80::J m ~ - damages 
c81::1 :P :JJ -= Proposition 20 1 ............................................. 82. Yes 83. No 
1:82::1 

9 - Creating an Insurance Consumer Office; prescribing a 20% auto insurance rate 
c83::1 m - reduction 
c84:J - Proposition 203 ............................................. 84. Yes 85. No 
c85::J - Providing a choice between modified "no-fault" auto insurance and traditional 
1:86:1 - coverage 
c87::J - Proposition 300 ............................................. 86. Yes 87. No 
c88::J - Recommendation to increase the salaries of Legislators 
c89:::J -
c90::J - Proposition 301 ............................................. 88. Yes 89. No 

U @ Creating a paid holiday for Martin Luther King. Jr. and an unpaid holiday for - Columbus Day 

> - Kids Voting™ Issue: ..................................... 90. Yes 94. No - No Attendance. No Drive 
c91p i ,I -- Issue of My High School ............................... 96. Yes 100. No 

c96::J i -
C ill - KIDS~ 

Print the name of your high school for tabulation purposes: 

--I - IOTING ... - '101Jo - ~SCANTRON ~A~Z})JN .. \ P,U~~\C. ,S.E,RtV,I~~ ~~~ ~~~! 


